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Abstract:
This paperis concernedwith the study of quasifree statesof a linear, scalarquantum field in globally hyperbolic spacetimespossessinga

one-parametergroupof isometrieswith abifurcateKilling horizon. Someresultson theuniquenessandthermalpropertiesof suchstatesarewell
known in the special casesof Minkowski, Schwarzschild,anddeSitterspacetimes,and our main aim is to presentnew strongerresultsand to
generalizethem to this wide classof spacetimes.As a preliminary to provingour theorems,we developsomeaspectsof thetheory of globally
hyperbolicspacetimeswith a bifurcateKilling horizon,we givesomenew resultson thestructureof Bose quasifreestatesof linearfields(the classof
which includesall the usual“Fock vacua”),andwe clarify andfurtherdevelopthenotion of a “Hadamardstate”. We thenconsiderthequasifree
stateson thesespaeetimeswhich havevanishingone-pointfunction,areinvariantundertheone-parameterisometrygroup,and arenonsingularin a
neighborhoodof the horizon in the sensethat their two-point function is of theHadamardform there.We prove that, on a large subalgebraof
observables(which aredeterminedby observableslocalizedin compactregionsof thehorizon) suchstatesareunique andpure.Furthermore,if the
spacetimeadmitsa certain discrete“wedge reflection” isometry (as holds automaticallyin the analytic case) we prove that this state— if it
exists— mustbea KMS stateat the Hawking temperatureT = K /2ir when restrictedto thoseobservablesin our subalgebrawhich arelocalized in
oneof the (“right” or “left”) wedgesof thespacetimewheretheKilling orbitsaretimelike nearthehorizon.Here, K denotesthesurfacegravity of
thehorizon.Underthefurtherassumptionthatthenonsingularityof thestateholdsglobally andthatthereareno “zero modes”in theone-particle
Hilbert spacebelongingto thestate,we extendtheuniquenessresultto all observableslocalizedin thefull “domain of determinacy”of thehorizon.
However, existenceof statessatisfying the hypothesesof our theoremsdoesnot hold in generaland, indeed,we prove thenonexistenceof any
stationary(not necessarilyquasifree)Hadamardstateon theSchwarzschild—deSitterandKerrspacetimes.We remarkthat nowherein theanalysis
do we need to assumeany form of Einstein’sequations.

1. Introduction

In 1975, Hawking [1] showed(in a modelof linearfields interactingonly with the geometry)that the
theoryof quantumfields in a curvedspacetimepredictsthatablackhole formedby collapsewill emit
thermal radiation. This result containedthe first suggestionof a hitherto unexpectedconnection
betweenspacetimegeometryandthermaleffectsfor quantumfields, andtherehavesubsequentlybeen
many attemptsto elucidatethis connectionfurther. Soonafter Hawking’s discovery, it becameclear
that the thermaleffects in their “pure and idealizedform” haveto do with spacetimeswhich admit a
one-parametergroup of isometries possessinga bifurcate Killing horizon*). Examples of such
spacetimesinclude Minkowski spacetime(where the one-parametergroup of isometriesis chosento
consistof Lorentz boosts), extendedSchwarzschildspacetime(i.e., an “eternal black hole”), and
deSitterspacetime.In the analysisof quantumfield theoryon thesespacetimes,therehaveemerged
certain “preferred vacuum states” of the quantumfield: the ordinary vacuum state of Minkowski
spacetime,the Hartle—Hawkingstate [2,3, 69, 701 of Schwarzschildspacetime,and the “Euclidean
vacuumstate” [4] of deSitterspacetime(alsoknownas the Bunch—Daviesor Birrell—Davies vacuum—

see refs. [8, 30] and referencestherein).Thesestateshavethe property of beinginvariant under the
given one-parametergroup of isometries— indeed,they areinvariant underthe full isometry groupof
the spacetime— andarenonsingularon thefull Killing horizon.While manyotherstatesof thequantum
field can be constructedwhich are invariant under the one-parametergroup of isometries,all such
known vacuumstates(e.g. the Boulware [5] and Unruh [6, 7] vacuaof Schwarzschildspacetime)are
singularon part or all of the Killing horizon.

In this paper,weshall prove for the caseof a scalarquantumfield satisfyinga linear waveequation,
that the requirementsof invarianceunder the given oneparametergroupof isometries,nonsingularity
of the state(discussedbelowand in section3), andthe absenceof “zero modes”uniquelypickout the

*) As will be discussedin section2, a bifurcateKilling horizonconsistsof a pair of intersectingnull hypersurfaceswhich areorthogonalto the

Killing field. It occurswhenevera one-parametergroupof isometriesleaveseachpoint of a spaceliketwo-manifold fixed.
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above“preferred vacuumstates”from amongall possiblevacuum*) states.Much moregenerally,we
shall show that in essentiallyany globally hyperbolic spacetimewith a bifurcate Killing horizon, there
can beat mostonequasifreestatewhich satisfiesour requirementson the domainof determinacyof the
Killing horizon. In particular,we do not requirethe spacetimeto be a solution of Einstein’sequation,
nor do we require the Killing field to be hypersurfaceorthogonal.

The striking featureof the Hartle—Hawkingvacuumof Schwarzschildspacetimeandthe Euclidean
vacuumof deSitterspacetime,is their thermalproperty with respectto the isometrieswhich generate
the Killing horizon(a propertywhich is sharedby the ordinaryvacuumin Minkowski spacetime).In this
paper, we show that these thermal propertiescontinue to hold in the spacetimesfor which our
uniquenesstheorem holds, provided only that the spacetimesalso admit an appropriatereflection
isometry, (As shownin section2, local existenceof the requiredreflection isometryholdsif we assume
the spacetimesto be analytic.) More precisely,we show that in such spacetimes,the statespecifiedby
our uniquenesstheorem— if it existsat all — mustbea KMS stateat the HawkingtemperatureT= KI

2IT

at least with respectto a large subclassof observablesto be specifiedbelow. (Here, K is the surface
gravity as introducedin section2). We havenot succeededin showingthat the state— if it exists— must
be thermalwith respectto all observablesin the appropriate“left andright wedges”of the spacetime
wherethe Killing orbits aretimelike, but we conjecturethat this is the case.

Our uniquenesstheoremdoesnot guaranteeexistenceof a statewith the requiredproperties.In this
paperwe also showthat thereare spacetimesfor which no isometryinvariantnonsingularstateexists.
(For thesenonexistenceresults the quasifreerequirementis unnecessary.)Two such examplesare
studiedin detail: Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetimeand Kerr spacetime.

Of the vast literatureon quantumfield theory in curvedspacetimeswith horizons,the papersof
Allen [8] and Haag, Narnhoferand Stein [9] appearto be the most closely relatedto our uniqueness
results.Allen considersstatesof a linear sealarfield in deSitterspacetimewhich areinvariant underthe
full deSittergroup. His’resultsshowthat the Euclideanvacuumstate is the only pure quasifreestate
with two-point functioneverywhereof the Hadamardform. (As we shall discussin subsection3.3, the
“Hadamardcondition” assumedby Allen is similar to — though somewhatweaker than— the onewe
impose.)Thus,whenappliedto deSitterspacetimeour resultsweakenAllen’s hypothesisof full deSitter
invariance of the state to invarianceonly under a suitable one-parametersubgroupof isometries.
Moreover, we do not assumepurity of the state,but obtain it as a consequenceof our other
assumptions.

Haaget al. [9] considerKMS statesof a linear scalarfield in extendedSchwarzschildspacetimeand
show-thatundera weakerregularityconditionon the statethanwe impose,a stationarystatewhich is
regular at the horizon can be KMS only at the Hawking temperatureT= K127r. When applied to
Schwarzschildspacetime,our theoremimposesa strongerregularityconditionbut substantiallyweakens
the hypothesisthat the state is a KMS state,since we require only that the state be quasifreeand
stationary.

Some cautionaryremarksare in order with regardto the interpretationof our results.Our results
provide precisemathematicalstatementsabout possiblestatesof a quantumfield in spacetimeswith
Killing horizons.However,any argumentthat the state in thesespacetimesspecifiedby our theorems

*) It is unfortunatethat the word “vacuum” hascome to have two distinct meanings,namely,(i) a “ground state”with respectto sometime
evolution group,and (ii) a certain type of stateon a linear field theory — typically constructedby taking theFock-vacuumexpectationvalue in a
Fock-spacerepresentationobtainedby somechoiceof “mode-splitting” prescription.As is customaryin the subjectof quantumfield theory in
curvedspacetime,we shall reservetheword “vacuum” in this paperfor the latter notion (ii). In section3, we shallexplainhow thealgebraicnotion
of “quasifree” (or “Gaussian”) statemakesprecise andgeneralizes(in that a generalquasifreestateneed not bepure)this notion.
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(if it exists) should arise(even approximately)by somenaturalinitial conditionsor by somephysical
processwould haveto be madeseparately.In somecases— suchas for the Euclideanvacuumstateof
deSitterspacetime— such an argumentcan be given. On the other hand, for the caseof extended
Schwarzschildspacetime,the Hartle—Hawkingvacuumpossessesa very high degreeof initial correla-
tion betweenthe incoming thermal radiation from infinity and the stateof the field inside the white
hole. It is difficult to imagine how this statecould naturally occuras a resultof anyphysicalprocess.
Thus, it should be emphasizedthat the existenceof the Hartle—Hawking vacuum in extended
Schwarzschildspacetimedoesnot provide a valid argumentthat a physical Schwarzschildblack hole
(producedby gravitationalcollapse)would radiatethermally.Such anargument,however,is provided
by the original Hawking derivation [1]. Conversely,ourproof of the nonexistenceof a similar state in
(extended)Kerr spacetimedoesnot affect the validity of previouslyderived resultsfor radiation by
Kerr black holes formed by gravitationalcollapse.Thus,althoughour resultsestablisha very general
relationshipbetweenKilling horizonsand thermal radiation,considerablecaution should be used in
interpreting our results as saying, for example, that, physically, Killing horizons must “radiate
thermally”. We remarkfurther that the appropriateidealizationon extendedSchwarzschildspacetime
of the stateof thermal radiation dueto a black holeformed by collapse is believedto be the Unruh
vacuum[6,7] — a distinct statefrom the Hartle—Hawkingvacuum.Recently,Dimock andKay [10]have
given a rigorousconstructionof this stateon the exterior Schwarzschildspacetime,and Fredenhagen
and Haag [64] havemadeprogressin putting the original Hawking [1] derivationon a more rigorous
footing in the spirit of the algebraicapproachto quantumfield theory.

The main contentsof our paper may be briefly summarizedas follows. Section 2 containsthe
geometricalpreliminaries.We specify therethe preciseclass of spacetimescoveredby our theorems
(the main restriction— in addition to the existenceof an isometrygroupwhich leavespointwisefixed a
spaceliketwo-surface— being global hyperbolicity), and we establisha numberof propertiesof these
spacetimes.Among the new resultsobtainedtherewhich areof potentialinterestin their own right are
the following. A global definition is given of the four “wedges” associatedwith anybifurcate Killing
horizonin a givenspacetime.Foranalyticspacetimes,aresult is obtained(usingHolmgren’suniqueness
theorem)showing that, in certaincases,the domain of determinacyof the scalarwave equationfor
initial data on the horizonincludesthesewedges.For analyticspacetimes,local existenceof a reflection
isometry also is proven*). In addition, for an arbitrary globally hyperbolicspacetimethe notion of a
“causal normal neighborhood”of a Cauchysurface(neededlater for the definition of a Hadamard
distribution) is introduced,and existenceof such a neighborhoodfor an arbitraryspacelikeCauchy
surfaceis proven. Section 2 also includes a discussionof the surfacegravity of a horizon, K, and
containsa simple proof that, for any spacetimewith bifurcate Killing horizons,K necessarilytakesa
single constantvalue over bothhorizons. (On accountof the presenceof the bifurcation surface,no
assumptionsinvolving Einstein’s equationare neededfor the proof* *).)

Section 3 containsthe quantumfield theory preliminaries.In order to havea sufficiently general
notion of the “stateof the quantumfield,” we employthe algebraicapproach.Our generalphilosophy
on this issue is describedin subsection3.1. The commutationrelationssatisfiedby the smearedfield
operatorsgive rise to an abstract * algebraof observables.(Here the smearingcan be done either
four-dimensionallyon spacetimewith test functionsor threedimensionallyvia symplecticsmearingon
Cauchy surfaceswith solutions of the classical wave equation.)Statesare defined as positive linear
functionalson this * algebra.

* The proof of this result wassuggestedby R. Geroch— seetheacknowledgements.
* *)This point is due to G. Gibbons— see the acknowledgements.
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Subsection3.2 formulatesscalarquantumfield theory in an arbitraryglobally hyperbolicspacetime
in this mannerusing the Weyl algebraover the symplecticspaceof smooth solutions with compact
supporton Cauchysurfacesas the * algebraof observablesandreviewsthe definition andpropertiesof
quasifreestates.The purequasifreestatescorrespondto the usualFock vacuumstates(obtained,e.g.,
by defining an appropriate“positive and negativefrequencydecomposition”on the spaceof complex
classicalsolutions);however,it is naturalto work with the classof all quasifreestates(which also can be
mixed) since we often wish to considerspacetimeswhich are subregionsof larger spacetimes.The
definition of KMS (i.e., “thermal equilibrium”) statesis reviewedand somepropertiesof quasifree
KMS statesare established.While much of subsection3.2 is review of knownmaterial, a numberof
results— such as proposition3.1 (provenin AppendixA) — do not appearto havebeenstatedexplicitly
in the literaturepreviously.

Subsection3.3 is devotedto the definition andpropertiesof Hadamarddistributions.The nonsingu-
larity conditionwhich we shall imposeon statesis preciselythat the two-point distributionbe of the
Hadamardtype. Although the notion of “Hadamard short distancesingularity structure” of the
two-point functionhasappearedfrequentlyin the literature,a careful andcompletediscussionof the
distributionalnatureof the singularityat “shortdistances”in an arbitraryglobally hyperbolicspacetime
does not appear to have been given previously, nor has a precise definition beengiven of the
requirementthat the distributionhaveno singularitiesapartfrom the “short distance”ones.(This latter
notion is rather tricky to define, since the Hadamard“short distance”singularitiesextendto “large
distancesin null directions”.) Forour theorems,we alsoneedto relatethe “four-smeared”Hadamard
distribution to an equivalent“three-smeared”distributional form on Cauchysurfaces.This analysisis
carriedout in appendixB.

Section 4 presentsour first theorem on quantumfields in spacetimeswith Killing horizons. We
considera quasifreestate,w, which is invariant undertheisometriesgeneratingthe Killing horizonand
which hasa two-pointdistributioneverywhereof the Hadamardform in a neighborhoodof thehorizon.
It turns out that theseassumptionsdeterminethe two-pointfunction (for the normal derivativeof the
scalar field qS) when restrictedeither to the future (i.e., “A” in fig. 1 of section2) or the past “B”
horizon. In fact, we obtain in appendixB the remarkablysimple explicit formula (say for the “A”
horizon)

~A(U1,s1 U2, ~2) “w[(d~~4~1~1,S1)(ôU~(u,,S,)]= — (1 /47r)~(s1,s2)I(U1 — U2 — ir)
2. (1.1)

(Here,the A horizonis parameterizedin a naturalway by U — a choiceof affine parameteralongthe
horizon— ands — apoint in the bifurcationsurface— andthe deltafunction is definedwith respectto the
natural volume elementon the bifurcation surface.)Note that eq. (1.1) immediately implies that cv
satisfiesagroundstateconditionwith respectto affine motionsof the horizon— a property which has
previously beenisolated as characterizingthe “preferred vacua” on spacetimeswith bifurcateKilling
horizons(seerefs. [3, 11—13]).

Equation (1.1) itself has also previously been obtained as a consequence[10] of a proposed
constructionof the Hartle—Hawkingstate on Schwarzschildspacetime.The key new point in the
presentpaperis that (1.1) is shown to be a consequenceonly of stationarityandnonsingularity.

As a result of eq. (1.1), the action of cv is determinedon the subalgebra~~iA of the full algebra.c&’
generatedby symplecticallysmearingthe field operatorwith solutionswhich “entirely fall through” the
“A” horizon. Similarly, cv is determinedon the subalgebra~ obtainedby symplecticsmearingwith
solutionswhich entirely fall throughthe “B” horizon. Fromthe explicit formulafor w on s~and ~ it
maybe directlyverified that cv is aKMS stateatthe HawkingtemperatureT= KI2IT on the intersection
of the “right wedge” algebrawith thesesubalgebras.
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This result may be understoodas an application of the Unruh effect [6] [equivalentlyof the
Bisognano—Wichmannand Reeh—Schliedertheorems,(seerefs. [13,14]) on noticing that eq. (1.1) is
identical (“modulo the bifurcation surface”)with the (differentiated)two-point function on a null line
for the usualvacuumstatein two-dimensionalMinkowski spacetime].We thenprove that cv is actually
uniquely determinedon (andremainspureon) the (much larger)subalgebra,4, generatedby ~A and

~B• (In essence,we prove this by showing that if a quasifreestateon the algebraof any linear Bose
systemrestrictsto a pure stateon eachof the subalgebrasof two subsystemswhich togethergenerate
the full algebra, then the stateis uniquelydeterminedandpureon the full algebra.)This provesthe
uniquenessand purity of quasifree,isometry invariant Hadamardstates(assumingthey exist) on the
subalgebra4. We also show that the assumedexistenceof the reflection isometry implies that this
uniquestate is KMS on the intersectionof 4 with the right wedgealgebra.

The largestsubalgebraon which we can expectcv to be uniquely determinedis .~, the subalgebra
generatedby (spacetime)smearingof the field operatorwith test functionswith supportin the domain
of determinacy~, of thehorizon— or, equivalently,by symplecticsmearingon a Cauchysurfaceof the
field operatorwith solutionshavingdata supportedwithin ~1. (As mentionedabove,a resultprovenin
section2 shows that in many cases,~ containsall of the four “wedges” of spacetimedivided by the
Killing horizon; in particular,for Minkowski, SchwarzschildanddeSitterspacetimes~ equalsthe entire
spacetime,so .~ is equalto the full algebra,a’.)

The main result of section5 is the extension(for everywhereHadamardstates)of the uniqueness
propertyon 4 to .s~.In order to accomplishthis, weintroduceanadditionalassumption:thattherebe
no “zeromodes” (i.e., isometryinvariantvectors)in the one-particleHilbert spaceassociatedwith the
quasifreestatecv. (Suchan additional assumptionis neededto prove uniquenessfor generalquasifree
states,but we do not know if it is necessaryif onerestrictsto quasifreepurestates.)The proofproceeds
by taking the difference betweenthe two-point distributions of two quasifree, isometry invariant
Hadamardstatesw1, w2. This differencedistributionwill be representedby asmoothfunction,F(x, x’),
whichwill beinvariant whentheisometriesareappliedsimultaneouslyin eachvariable. However,using
the fact thatw~and w2 agreeon 4~and4 we obtain the much strongerresult that in the domain of
determinacy,~, of the horizon,F actuallymustbe invariantwhenthe isometriesareappliedseparately
in each variable. Finally, we show that if F ~ 0 in ~, then at least one of w1 or w2 would have a
zero-modein its associatedone-particleHilbert space.Consequently,we haveF= 0 in ~, i.e., cv~=

on
Our paper concludes in section 6 with a discussionof the Schwarzschild—deSitterand Kerr

spacetimes,wherewe showthat no isometry invariant,Hadamardstateexistson 4. In preparingthe
ground for two of our nonexistencetheorems,we also develop further the theory of stationary,
quasifreestates,and,in particular,demonstrateanumberof resultsof moregeneralinterestconcerning
KMS quasifreestates. Note that it suffices to prove nonexistencein the quasifreecase,since the
two-point distribution of any stationary,Hadamardstate could be used to constructa stationary,
Hadamard,quasifreestate.

In Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetimethe static Killing field hasmultiple horizonsof differentsurface
gravitieswith overlappingdomainsof determinacy.We give two independentproofs of the nonexist-
enceon thisspacetimeof anystationary,nonsingularstate.Thefirst of our results(which will generalize
to other spacetimeswhich contain a “triple wedge”— even if the surfacegravitiesof neighboring
bifurcate Killing horizonsare equal) derives a contradiction from the fact that any such quasifree,
stationary,Hadamardstatemust be pure on the triple wedge and on each of the doublewedgesit
contains,but mixed on anysingle wedge.The secondof our arguments(which will generalizeto other
spacetimeswhereone hasneighboringhorizonswith different surfacegravities,evenwhenthereare
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only two bifurcate Killing horizonsin the whole spacetime)consists,in essence,of a demonstrationof
the impossibility of havinga statein the wedgesharedin commonby the two bifurcateKilling horizons
which satisfiesa KMS propertysimultaneouslyat two different temperatures.

In the Kerr spacetime,the Killing field normal to the horizonbecomesspacelikeat large distances
from thehorizon,resultingin aclassicalHamiltonianwhichis not boundedfrom below.If we knewthat
the stateon Kerr spacetimespecifiedby our uniquenesstheoremhad to be a KMS stateon all of the
right wedgesubalgebra~ of ~ (ratherthantheright wedgesubalgebra,cfI~of 4) — or, alternatively,
that the classical Hamiltonian were unboundedon the solutions S0~correspondingto — then
nonexistenceof such a statewould follow from the impossibility (which we demonstrate)of havinga
(“regular”, quasifree)KMS statefor a classicallinear dynamical systemwith a nonpositiveHamilto-
nian.We havebeenunableto give a full proofof either of theseproperties.However,it turnsout that
nonpositivity of the classicalHamiltonian on S~is equivalentto an energysuperradianceproperty of
classicalscattering.(Superradiancein Kerr spacetimeis well knownto hold for “pure modes”,but we
require a “wave packet” formulation for our results,and sufficiently little is known rigorously about
scattering in Kerr spacetimethat we have not been able to prove this wave packet form of
superradiance.)Thus, modulo a rigorous proof of superradiance,nonexistenceof a stationary,
Hadamardstatein Kerr follows. (Theproofof this, written out in subsection6.4, proceedsby showing
thatexistencewould imply — in virtue of the KMS property— positivedefinitenessof the energyon
which would violate the energysuperradianceproperty.)A secondnonexistenceargumentfor Kerr
basedupon a “one-particlenorm” superradianceproperty also is given. (This secondargumentdoes
not rely upon any of the KMS propertiesof the state.)Theseargumentsfor Kerr spacetimeshould
generalizeto an arbitraryspacetimein which the Killing field which generatesthe horizon becomes
spacelikein the “left and right wedges”(in which it is timelike nearthe horizon).

Brief, preliminaryaccountsof this work (eachemphasizinga differentaspect)haveappearedin refs.
[15,16]. Seealso ref. [66].

We will follow the notational conventionsof ref. [17]. (In particular we use metric signature
— + + +.) An index of symbols introducedin this paperis provided in appendixC.

After this paperwascompleted,werealizedthatthe spacesof solutionswhich “entirely fall through”
the A andB horizons[seeaboveafter eq. (1.1),the paragraphaftereq. (2.30),andthe definitionof the
spaces

5A and SB at the beginning of section 4] will fail to be smooth at the A and B horizons
themselves.Thus, the demonstrationof our resultsin the body of the paper(which assumesone can
work exclusively with smoothsolutions)requirescertaincorrectionswhich involve extendingthe Weyl
algebrato a suitably enlargedclass of nonsmoothsolutions,the demonstrationthat any nonsingular
statemaybe extendedto the thusenlargedalgebra,andappropriateconsiderationof the thusextended
state.It turnsout, however,that all the existingconstructionsanddemonstrationsin the papermaybe
satisfactorilymodifiedandour principal resultsandconclusionsremainunchanged.The necessaryextra
argumentsrequiredto demonstratethis arecontainedin a Note addedin proof at the endof the paper.

2. Global structure of spacetimeswith Killing horizons and other geometricalpreliminaries

The theoremsweshallprove in this paperareconcernedwith the specialpropertiesof the covariant
Klein—Gordonequationwhenit is quantizedon a classof globally hyperbolicspacetimeswith bifurcate
Killing horizons.In this section,weintroducethis classof spacetimes,anddevelopthoseaspectsof its
geometrywhich will be requiredfor our proofs. We shall proceedby introducingthesenotions and
propertiesin a discursivefashion.We shall summarizeour discussionat the endof thesectionby listing
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the propertieswe shall needfor our theoremstogetherwith conditionson the spacetimesufficient to
ensurethat they hold.

Let (M, g
0~,)be a time orientablespacetimewhich possessesa (nontrivial) one-parametergroup of

isometries,r~,generatedby a Killing vector field ~. (We do not assumethat ~ is hypersurface
orthogonal.)Supposethat theseisometriesleave fixed eachpoint of a smoothacausal(and, hence,
spacelike)two-manifold, .~. At each point, p, of 2~there exist two future-directednull vectors ~ na
(uniqueup to scale)which areorthogonalto .X. Considerthe null geodesicy startingat p with initial
tangentl’~.

Underthe actionof the isometries,p remainsfixed (by assumption),and1a can,at most,changeby a
scale since it changescontinuouslyand must always remain null and orthogonalto .E. Hence,the
isometriesmapy into itself, which, in turn, implies that on y ~a is tangentto ‘y. Note that V~=

cannotvanishat p, since if a Killing field and its derivative vanishat a point, then the Killing field
vanisheseverywhere.Consequently,sincex’ Va ~b = 0 for ~a in the two-dimensionalsubspacetangentto

we must havel
5V~b� 0 at p. This implies that, at leastin a neighborhoodof ~, ~ cannotvanish

along y exceptatp. (We shall seebelowthatthis remainstrue globally, i.e., ~ cannotvanishanywhere
along y exceptat p.)

Supposenowthat continuouschoicesof l’~andn’~canbe madeover.E. [Since(M, ge,,) is assumedto
be time orientable,this alwayswill be the caseif both M and~ areorientable.]Thenthe null geodesics
generatedby i’~will spana null hypersurface,ñÁ, whose(null) normal is 4”. (That thishypersurfaceis
null can be seenby an argumentsimilar to that leadingup to eq. (3.3.6) in ref. [17].) We denotethe
portion of ~A to the causalfuture of .~ as s~~ and the portion to the causalpastas ñ ~ (seefig. 1).
Similarly, the null geodesicsgeneratedby na spana null hypersurface,~B’ with future portion ,~ and
pastportion tf~. We refer to the union of ~A and ‘~B as a bifurcate Killing horizon [18]. Because
~ ~b ~ 0 on 1~and V~~b is orthogonalto 1~,the isometry group will alwayshaveorbit structurenear

— familiar from LorentzboostsandSchwarzschildtime translations— shown in fig. 1. We will adopt
the conventionthatt~Ais the horizonsuchthat the orbits of ~ arefuture directedon the portion, i~~, of

~A to the causalfuture of I. Locally, the Killing horizon divides spacetimeinto the four regions
ø~,~‘, ,~, ~?Pshown in fig. 1. Below, we shall define theseregionsglobally.

Now extendthe vector field 1” — originally given only on — to all of t~A by taking it to be the
tangent to the congruenceof affinely parametrizednull geodesicsfrom .~, i.e., by the condition

= 0. Since, as remarkedabove,s~is also tangentto the geodesics,we haveon
~afla (2.1)

where,by our conventions,f> 0 in aneighborhoodof .~ on the portion,~ ~, of ~ to the future of .~.

Fig. 1. A spacetimediagramshowing a bifurcateKilling horizon.The horizonis comprisedof two null surfaces~ = ~ U *~ and if,, = U tt~

which intersectat the bifurcation two-surface.5. The four wedges2’, ~, ~, and ~‘ associatedwith theKilling horizonare also shown.
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Taking the Lie derivativeof this equationwith respectto ~a, we obtain

= _(,~f)~a (2.2)

i.e.,

f~bvla_flbV~,~~~= (~bvf)la (2.3)

The first term on the left side vanishesby the geodesicequation.Using Killing’s equation~ =

we rewrite eq. (2.3) in the neighborhoodof 1 wheref>0 as

= ~a~bV ln f= —Kg”, (2.4)

where

K ~bV ln f (2.5)

is called the surfacegravity of t~A•Taking the Lie derivativeof (2.4) with respectto ~, we obtain

(2.6)

i.e., K is constantalongeachnull geodesicgeneratorof iSA. (It will turnout that K is alsoconstantfrom
generatorto generator— see below.) Since K = laVaf is constantalong each generatorand laV5f>0
initially, we seethatf strictly increasesalongeachgenerator,andthus~‘ cannotvanish on the horizon
exceptat ~E,as claimedabove.

Let U denote the affine parameterof the null geodesicson i~A (i.e., rvaU = 1), adjustedso that
U= 0 on £. Let u denotethe Killing parameter(i.e.,s~Vau= 1) on the portion,~ of ~A to the future
of £, adjustedso that u = 0 on the surfacedefinedby U = 1. Then by eq. (2.5) we have

ôlnfI~9u=K, (2.7)

which implies, sinceK is constantalongeachgenerator,that

f=Ce~, (2.8)

whereC is a constantalong eachgenerator.From eq. (2.1) we obtain,

ôUI8u =f= Ce~, (2.9)

which implies that

U = (C/K) eKu + C’. (2.10)

The conditionsthat U = 0 on .1 andu = 0 when U = 1 imply that C’ = 0 and C/K = 1, so that

U=e~ . (2.11)

Since the Killing parameteralways hasrangefrom — ~ to ~ (since the Killing orbits are complete
because,by assumption,they generatea one-parametergroup of isometries)this meansthat the null
geodesicgeneratorsof ~A are future complete. An identical constructionrelates U to the Killing
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parameter,u’, on the portion, ~ of 1~Ato the pastof ~ by

(2.12)

which showsthat the generatorsarepastcomplete.
On ~B’ we definetheaffineparameter,V, anddefinethe Killing parameter,v, on the portion,s~,of

~ to the future of .1 in the samemanneras for ~ The relation betweenV and v will be

V=e~, (2.13)

whereK denotesthe surfacegravity of the generatorsof t~B~definedby

= +K~, (2.14)

wherethe sign differencefrom eq. (2.4) compensatesfor the reversalin direction of 4” on the portion
of e~to the future of ~, so that againK >0.

Since everywhereon ~A and~ we have

(2.15)

(seeeq. (12.5.14)of ref. [17]), it follows thatthe surfacegravity of the generatorof i~Apassingthrough
p equalsthe surfacegravity of the generatorof t~ passingthroughp, sono confusionshouldresultfrom
usingthesameletter K for the surfacegravity on both horizons.Finally, on the portion, ~ of ñ8 to the
pastof ~, we have,

v= —e~’ (2.16)

wherev’ denotesthe Killing parameterthere.
So far we haveleft openthe possibility that K could vary over the bifurcationsurface.We now show

that this actually cannot happen,and thus K necessarilytakes a single constantvalue over both
horizons*).A simpleproofof this (which wassuggestedto us by R. Geroch)is to takethe derivativesof
(2.15) at a point in the bifurcationsurfaceandin a directiontangentto thissurface.The right-handside
will then vanish on using the property of Killing fields (see, e.g., eq. (C.3.6) in ref. [17]) that
Vu ~ = _Rbcad~d~HenceK is constantas claimed.

In our study of quantumfields on a spacetime(M, gab) with a bifurcate Killing horizon, we shall
restrictattentionto the globally hyperboliccase.This implies that (M, g,,~)can be foliated by a family
of acausalCauchysurfaces,~,, which, we shallassume,can be chosento be smooth.(Here,a Cauchy
surface, ~‘, is definedto be an achronalset suchthat every inextendiblecausalcurve intersects‘~. A
globally hyperbolic spacetimeis one that admits a Cauchy surface. See,e.g., ref. [17] for further
discussion.)We shall further restrictattentionto the casewhere a Cauchysurface, ~, can be chosen
such that the bifurcation surface.X lies entirely within S~.If ~ is compact,the existenceof sucha S’~’can
be provenas follows. Let ‘~ be a foliation of M by Cauchysurfaces.Then t is acontinuousglobal time
function on M and, since ~ is compact, it attainsa minimum value, t0, on X. We obtain a Cauchy
surface,~, containingI by making the following modification to any~ with t ~ t0: Removetheportion

*) It is well known that, for anarbitrary Killing horizon, K mustbe constantprovidedthat Einstein’sequationholdswith mattersatisfying the

dominantenergycondition (see,e.g.,ref. [17]).We aregratefulto G. Gibbonsfor pointing out to usthat for thecaseof abifurcateKilling horizon,
this result holds independentlyof any furtherassumptionsconcerningEinstein’s equation.We also wish to thank G. Gibbons,S. Siklos, and R.
Gerochfor discussionson its proof.
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Fig. 2. A spacetimediagramillustrating theconstructionusedto obtain a Cauchysurface, ~f,passingthrough.5.

of ‘~, lying in T(~) and replaceit with 1’(~)fl I~(~’),as shown in fig. 2. (Here J1. denotesthe
chronological future, and “.“ denotesboundary.)Then ~ contains2, is achronaland, usingthe fact
that thereexistCauchysurfaceswhosepastcontains1~(which follows, again, from the compactnessof
1), it follows thatevery inextendiblecausalcurvemust intersect ~. Thus ~‘ is a Cauchysurface.We
shall assumethat ‘~can be deformedso as to besmoothandspacelikeeverywhere.In the casewhereI
is noncompact,we shall merely assumeexistenceof a Cauchysurface~ containingI. By the above
argument,this would hold if (and only if) we can “sandwich” I betweentwo Cauchysurfaces.

A global definition of the regions~, ~, 9J~,~, shownin-fig. 1 maynow be given. First, wenotethat
since I is a closedsubsetof a Cauchysurface ‘~, it follows that J+(I) is closed (seeproblem8 of
chapter8 of ref. [17]) andthat eachpointon J~(I)lies on a null geodesicpassingthroughI. (HereJ~
denotescausalfuture.)This null geodesicalso must be orthogonalto I [or else it would immediately
enterI~(I)] and thusmustbe a generatorof e~or ~, sowehaveJ~(I)C ~ U ~ On the other
hand,in a sufficiently smallopenneighborhood,C, of I, all the orthogonalgeodesicsgenerating~~ and
i~ lie in J~(I).But sinceJ(I) is invariant under the one-parametergroup of isometriesand any
p E t~ U e~ can be taken into C by an isometry, it follows that e~U t~ C J~(I).Thus, we have
shown that

(2.17)

We define the region ~ by,

(2.18)

Note that on accountof eq. (2.17) and the fact that I lies on a Cauchysurface ~, we have

~ (2.19)

wherefor anyclosed,achronalset5, D+ (5) denotesthefuture domainof dependenceof S (definedas
thesetof pointsp E M for which everypastinextendiblecausalcurvethroughp intersects5). Similarly,
we define,

(2.20)

Clearly, the sets~ and P11 intersectonly at I. We definethe regionsP1? and .~ by,

(2.21)

~=I~)nI~). (2.22)

Clearly, ~‘ and P11 havevanishingintersectionwith ~ and ~ We also have~ fl P/I = 0 by the following
argument.Supposethereexists apointp E ~ fl ~. Thenwe could find afuture directedtimelike curve
(throughp) which connectsa point, q, on ~ with a point, r, on ~ ~. By acting with the isometries
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(simultaneously)on q andr, we can moveq “up” andr “down” so that theycomearbitrarilycloseto I.

This yields a contradictionbecause:(i) if q and r lie on the samegenerator,y, we can find (usingthe
convexnormal neighborhoodpropertyand strongcausality)a neighborhoodof its intersectionpoint
with I suchthat no two pointsof y in thatneighborhoodcan be connectedby a timelike curve;whereas
(ii) if q and r lie on different generators,by the limit curve theorem(see,e.g., ref. [17]), we would
obtainacausalcurveconnectingtwo distinct pointsof I, which is impossiblesinceI was assumedto be
acausal.Thus, ,~,PP, ~, and ~ are all disjoint regionsexceptfor the overlapof ~ and PP on I.

We define ~1to be the union of theseregions,

,U=P1UPPUPJ1U~. (2.23)

Clearly, we can re-express.A( as

= ~ .fi~(PP) (2.24)

which showsthat ,A? is open.The following lemmashowsthatthesubspacetimes(~‘11,gab), (9’~’gab), and

(~‘~) areglobally hyperbolic.

Lemma2.1. Let (M, gab) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime,let S~,~2’ be any subsetsof M, and
supposethat M’ = I(S1)fl I~(S2)is nonempty.Then (M’, g0~,)is globally hyperbolic.

Proof. (M’, gab) is globally hyperbolic if and only if it is strongly causaland for all p, q E M’,
J(p) fl J~(q)is co/~pac~(see,e.g.,ref. [17]). Strongcausalityof (M’, gab) follows immediatelyfrom
strong causality of (M~gab). The compactnessproperty of J(p) fl J~(q)in (M’, gab) also follows
immediately from its compactnessin (M, gab) togetherwith the fact that if p, q E M’, thenJ(p) fl
t(q)CM’. L~

In addition to the existenceof a spacelikeCauchysurfacecontainingI as describedabove,in the
courseof the proof of our theoremwe shall employ Cauchysurfaces~A and~ having the character
illustratedin fig. 3. Here ~A includesa portionof ~ whichcontainsan openneighborhoodof I. ~B is
definedsimilarly. Given the existenceof a CauchysurfacecontainingI (which, as indicatedabove,is
equivalentto the existenceof Cauchy surfaces “above” and “below” I and is not an additional

/
/

Fig. 3. A spacetimediagram showing a Cauchy surface, ~A’ which Fig. 4. A spacetimediagramillustrating theconstructionof aCauchy
includesa portion of ~A containingan open neighborhoodof.I. surface,~ havingthepropertiesshown in fig. 3.
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assumptionwhenI is compact),we can constructa CauchysurfaceS~Ain the mannerillustratedin fig.
4. Beginwith spacelikeCauchysurfaces~ and~‘2 suchthat I CI~(~~)andI CI(~2).Let I’ denote
the intersectionof ‘~2with ~ Thenthe sameconstructionusingI’ and~ aswasusedin fig. 2 (usingI
and~,)will yield the desired~~A•

Givena single Cauchysurface~A’ we can apply our isometries,r~,to obtaina one-parameterfamily
of Cauchy surfaces [which, however, do not foliate all of M since they do not pass through
J+ (I) U I — (I)]. As can beseenfrom fig. 1, the actionof theseisometriesfor 1 >0 will be to push ~A

“up” on i~ and“down” on t~. Thus,from our original ~A’ wecan obtaina new ~A which containsan
arbitrarycompactsubsetof the horizon~A• Similar remarksapply, of course,for the Cauchysurfaces

Ofl
In our discussionof Hadamarddistributions in section3, we shall needto consideropenneighbor-

hoods,N, of a Cauchysurface~ which satisfythe propertiesthat ~ is a Cauchysurfacefor N andthat
given any pair of pointsx, y E N with x E J~(y),thenthereexists a convexnormalneighborhood(in
M) which containsJ(x) fl J~(y).[Thesquaredgeodesicdistancecr(x, y) will thenbe well definedand
smoothfor all causally relatedpairsof pointsin N.] We shall refer to a neighborhoodN satisfyingthe
above property as a causal normal neighborhoodof S~.We digress,briefly, to prove the following
lemmawhich will be neededin section3.

Lemma2.2. Let ~ be a spacelikeCauchysurface.Thenthereexistsa causalnormalneighborhood,N,
of S’/.

Sketchof proof. For each point p E ~ we can find a convex normal neighborhood,X~,(in M)
containingp (seee.g.,ref. [19]). It follows that we can find anopenball B(p, R~)of radiusR~>0 in ~
centeredatp (with distancedefinedby the inducedRiemannianmetric on ~)suchthat D[B(p, Rn)] C

whereD [B(p, Rn)] denotesthe full domainof dependence(i.e., the unionof D + andD ) of the
closure of B(p, Rn). Since this holds for all p E ~, we can cover ~ by open balls of the form
B(p, R~/3)wherep E ‘~ and B(p, R~)satisfiesthe above property.Define N to be the union of the
interiors of the setsD[B(p, R~/3)}for all the sets B(p, R~/3)in the open cover of ~. ThenN is an
openneighborhoodof ~, and ~ is a Cauchysurfacefor N. Let x, y E N. Thenthereexist q, r E ~ and
Rq~Rr >0 with, say,Rq ~ Rr suchthatx Emt D[B(q, Rq/3)], y Emt D[B(r, Rr/3)1 and D[B(q, Rq)]
is containedwithin a convex normal neighborhoodXq~Supposex EJ~(y)so that x and y can be
connectedby a causalcurve A. By extendingA, if necessary,A must intersect~ both in B(q, Rq13)and
in B(r, R~I3),so B(q, Rq/3)fl B(r, Rr/3) �Ø. It thenfollows immediatelyfrom the triangleinequality
thatB(q, Rq) containsboth B(q, Rq13) and B(r, Rr/3); andhencex, y E D[B(q, Rq)I. From this it
follows thatJ(x) fl J~(y)C D[(B(q, Rq)] C Xq as desired. LII

Lemma2.2 doesnot, in general, apply to Cauchysurfaceswhich fail to be everywherespacelike.
However, in the following mannerwe can easily constructCauchysurfaces~ and ~ of the type
discussedabovewhich contain arbitrary compactsubsetsof the horizon and satisfythe conclusionof
lemma2.2. To do sowe startwith a spacelikeCauchysurface‘~passingthroughI andobtainits causal
normalneighborhoodN. Deform ~ within N so as to obtaina Cauchysurface~ or ~ Finally, apply
an appropriateisometryso that ~A or ~B containsthe desiredcompactsubsetof 1~tAor

In our discussionof the KMS property of statesin section4 wewill be concernedwith the casewhere
the spacetime(M, gab) admits a time orientation reversingisometry i: M—s M with i2 = id which
commuteswith r~,leavesI fixed, andmaps~ onto,~and,~onto ~ (It follows that i maps~onto
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PP and9~onto ~I) This is not a strongadditional restriction in the casewhere(M, tab) is analytic
because,as we now shall show,such an isometry always exists locally in a neighborhoodof I. (This
argumentwassuggestedto usby R. Geroch.)In a sufficiently smallneighborhoodof I, eachpoint will
lie on a uniquegeodesicorthogonalto I. Defineito bethe diffeomorphismwhich mapseachpointon a
geodesicy orthogonalto I to the “reflected point” on ‘y about I, i.e., if p E ‘y at affine parameters
from I, theni mapsp into the point q on y at affineparameter—s from I. Then i is well definedin a
neighborhoodof I which (usingthe one-parametergroupof isometries~) includesthe full horizonss~A

and ‘~B• The key stepneededto prove that i is an isometry is containedin the following lemma.

Lemma2.3. Let p EI and let ~ja... b be an arbitrarytensoratp. SupposeT’~’Ua... b = Ua...b ‘, where
r~denotesthe inducedaction of r5 on tensorfields. (Sincep is a fixed point of r~,this action is well
definedfor atensorgiven only atp.) Then i” Ua...b = Ua... b Conversely,invarianceof ~

1a...b under
i’~implies invarianceunderr~for all 1.

Proof. Choosea null tetrad at p consistingof the null vectorsla, n” normal to the horizonstogether
with spacelikevectorsm

1a,m2’
5 which aretangentto I. Then, from the resultsgiven at the beginningof

this section,we have

r~mta= mta, r~~m
2a m2a, (2.25)

= e~tla, r~n’
2= e’~’n” . (2.26)

On the otherhand, from the definition of i, it follows immediatelythat

i*ma = m
1

5 i*ma = m
2a , (2.27)

i*la = ~ i*na = na (2.28)

Now, expandthe tensorUa... b in the basis1a, na, mi”, m2”. It follows immediatelyfrom eqs. (2.25) and
(2.26) that Ua... b- will be invariant under r~if andonly if the only nonvanishingtermsin this basis
expansionareonesin which equalnumbersof i” and ~a occur. It follows immediatelyfrom eqs. (2.27)
and(2.28) that preciselythe samecriterion appliesfor invarianceunderi’~.Thus, invarianceunderr~
and ~ are equivalent. LII

We now prove the desiredproposition.

Proposition2.4. Let (M, gab) be an analytic spacetimewith bifurcateKilling horizon, andlet i be the
map— definedlocally in a neighborhoodof the bifurcation surfaceI — which “reflects” pointsthrough
I along geodesicsorthogonalto I. Then i is an isometry in a neighborhoodof I. Furthermore,i
commuteswith r~.

Proof. We constructa coordinatesystemas follows in aneighborhoodC of I chosensufficiently small
that eachpoint lies on a uniquegeodesicorthogonalto I. For eachx E C we find the pointp E I and
tangentvector v” at p orthogonalto I such that x lies at unit affine parameteralong the geodesic
determinedby p and u”. We label x by (s1, ~2’ U, V) where (s1, ~2) are (arbitrarily chosen,analytic)
coordinatesof p in I and (U, V) are the componentsof ~a along the null basis vectors 1” and ~a
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orthogonal to I at p. Then under the action of the isometrics r~,the coordinatess~,s2 will be
unchangedwhereasU and V will merely scale,so the “ordinary derivativeoperator”, t

9a’ associated
with thesecoordinateswill be invariantunder i~. Similarly, d~will be invariantunder the diffeomorph-
ism i. Now, let p E I andconsiderthe tensor~a~” tfl,~~ at p (for eachn ~ 0). Since both~9,, and~bc

are invariant under the isometriesr~,this tensorat p is invariant under T’~.Hence,by the above
lemma,it thereforealso is invariant under i ~ Since da is invariant under i, it follows that at p

t9a
1 d~(i*g~~)= ~ d~g~. (2.29)

In the analytic case,this implies that * = ~ in a neighborhoodof p andthus (sincep was an
arbitrarily chosenpoint on I), i is an isometryin a neighborhoodof I as wedesiredto show.Finally, it
follows immediatelyfrom eqs. (2.25)—(2.28)thatat anyp E I we havei’~‘r~= ~ i~.Hence,we have
i o = ° i, since if two isometricson a connectedmanifold leave a point p fixed and havethe same
action on the tangentspaceof p, the isometricsmust be equal. LII

We shall consideron (M, gab) a scalarfield 41 satisfyinga linear equationof the generalform

V”V~+Vçb=0, (2.30)

where V may include both mass and,curvatureterms. Equation(2.30) hasa well posedinitial value
formulationon M for initial data 41, 41 given on a smooth,spacelikeCauchysurface,where 41 denotes
the normal derivativeof 41. In addition, from the theoremson characteristicand mixed initial value
problems(see,e.g.,ref. [20]) onemayeasily infer the following well posedformulationfor any ~A (and
a similar result for any RB): Given arbitrary smooth datafor 41 which is compactlysupportedon
within an openregion containedin ~A’ thenthereexistsa unique,smoothsolutionwhich coincideswith
the given dataon ~A ~ ~A andwhich vanishesoutsidethe causalfuture andpastof ~A ~ ~ (Seenote
addedin proof.)

In our uniquenesstheoremof section5, we shall needto consideruniquenessof solutionsto eq.
(2.30) with initial dataspecifiedon the full Killing horizon i~AU s~.Now, for an arbitraryset SC M,
we definethe domainof determinacy,~[S], of S for eq. (2.30) to be the setof pointsp E M suchthat
every C solution of eq. (2.30) which vanisheson S must vanishat p. We can express~[S] as,

Pui[S]= flC4 , (2.31)
‘1’

whereC4 = {p E M141(p) = 0) and the intersectionrunsover all Ce” solutions41 of (2.30)which vanish
on S. Since each C,1, is closed,eq. (2.31) showsthat~[S] is closed.

Our uniquenesstheoremof section5 will apply to the domainof determinacy,~, of the full horizon

~AU~B,

~ns~[~AU~B1. (2.32)

Fromtheoremson the characteristicinitial valueformulation [20]wehave[usingeqs.(2.18)—(2.20)]

~UPPC~. (2.33)

For ageneral,nonanalyticspacetime,we are unawareof any theoremswhich guaranteethat ~ is any
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largerthan ~ U PP. However, in the analyticcase,Holmgren’s uniquenesstheorem(see,e.g., ref. [21])
guaranteesthat if a solution 41 and its first derivativevanishon a C’ timelike surfaceS, then41 vanishes
in an openneighborhoodof S. By applyingthis theoremto atimelike surfacethrough I, this implies
that an open neighborhoodof I always will be containedin ~. Since ~ clearly is mappedinto itself
under the isometries,r~,this implies that ~ always containsan open neighborhoodof 1~AU t~. The
following propositionensuresthat,at leastin a wide numberof cases,~ will include the entireleft and
right wedges,P/I U 2’.

Proposition 2.5. Let (M, gab) be an analytic, globally hyperbolic spacetimepossessinga bifurcate
Killing horizon, ,~AU ñB, with bifurcation surface,I, lying in an analytic,spacelikeCauchysurface~.

Let ~ and2’ bedefinedas above[eqs.(2.21) and(2.22)] andsupposefurther thatfor eachp E P11 U 2’
there exists a Killing field, i”, (not necessarilythe one which generatesthe horizon) which maps

~ u ~B into itself andis timelike atp. Then ~ U 2’ C ~ andthus .4~1C ~ where~41was definedby eq.
(2.23).

Sketchofproof. Suppose,first, that ~ fl (~U 2’ U I) were not containedin ~. Choosea complete
Riemannianmetric on ~‘ fl (~U 2’ U I) andlet q El. Thentheopenballs,B(q, R), in this metricon
~ fl (P~U 2’ U I), centeredat q andof radiusR, comprisea nestedfamily of opensetswith compact
closurewhich cover ‘~‘fl (~U 2’ U I). If ~ fl (ø~U 2’ U I) were not containedin ~, then

R0nsl.u.b.{R~B(q,R)CP11) (2.34)

must be finite. Furthermore,as indicated above, by applying Holmgren’suniquenesstheorem to a
timelike surfacethrough q, we know that R0> 0., From the compactnessof B(q, R0), and henceof
B(q, R0), it follows that there exist a point p EB(q, R0) with p E ~. [Proof: if everyp E B(q,R0)
were in the interior of ~ we could coverB(q, R0) with open ballsB(p, r~)C mt ~, extracta finite
subcover,and thenshow that R0 could not havebeena least upperbound.]

Note thatp E ~ since~ is closed.Let ~“ be a Killing field which is timelike at p andmaps~A U ~B

into itself (and thus maps ~ into itself). Let s be a two-surfacein ~ which passesthroughp but
otherwiselies within B( q, R0)andis chosensufficiently smallthat ~I”is timelike everywhereon s. Let S
be the orbit of s underthe Killing field c”. Then S is a timelike three-surfacelying in ~. By applying
Holmgren’s theoremto 5, it follows that an open neighborhoodof p lies in ~, thus contradictingthe
fact thatp E P1J. Thus, we must have[~ fl (~U 2’ U I)] C P1Y.

To prove that (R U 2’) C ~, let p’ E ~ U 2’ andlet ~.,a be a Killing field which is timelike atp’ and
which maps~ U ~ into itself. Thenthe orbit of p’ under ~“‘must remain in P/I U 2’ and (being an
inextendibletimelike curve in M) it must intersect~, so it must intersectcT~fl (P/I U 2’). Sincethe i”‘
isometriesmap ~ into itself and since [~ fl (P/I U 2’)] C ~, we thus havep’ E ~. LII

We now shall give somerepresentativeexamplesof spacetimesto which our resultsapply. Perhaps
the simplestexampleis Minkowski spacetime,with the one-parametergroupof isometricsr1 chosenas
Lorentzboosts.The surfaceI is thena spaceliketwo-plane,andthe global structureof spacetimeis as
shownin fig. 1. The spacetimeis globally hyperbolic and ~ is the entirespacetime.

A secondfamiliar exampleis the extendedSchwarzschildspacetime,whoseglobal causalstructureis
similar to fig. 1 exceptthat singularitiesoccur in regions PP and ~. Again, the spacetimeis globally
hyperbolic, andproposition2.5 immediatelyimplies that ~ is the entirespacetime.
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A third, well-studiedspacetimeto which our resultsareapplicableis deSitterspacetime.It possesses
one-parametersubgroupswhich leave invariant “equatorialtwo-spheres.”The global causalstructure
of deSitter spacetimeis qualitatively similar to fig. 1; see ref. [4] for further discussion.Again, the
spacetimeis globally hyperbolicandit follows from proposition2.5 that~ againis the entirespacetime.

a An interestingfurther example is provided by the Kerr spacetimewith a < m. The Killing fields
= (8/dt) + Q~(d/d41)and~L = (8/ot) + a_(d/d41) eachhavean infinite numberof bifurcate

Killing horizons, labelled as r~and r in fig. 5, where f1~and IL are, respectively,the angular
velocities of the event (r = r~)and Cauchy (r = r_) horizons. Note that neither ~ nor are
hypersurfaceorthogonal(except,of course,on their respectivehorizons),so Euclideanquantumfield
prescriptionsare inapplicable here. This lack of hypersurface orthogonality does not affect our
theoremsof sections4 and5. However,the spacetimeof fig. 5 is not globally hyperbolic.In fact, there
is no globally hyperbolicregion of this spacetimewhich containsan r = r horizon, so our theoremis
inapplicableto that horizon. However,theregion .it? composedof the union of the wedges~, P11, P11, and
2’ of fig. 5 is globally hyperbolic and contains the r = r~horizon shown there. Although no single
Killing field leaving ~A U ~ invariant is timelike throughoutP/I and 2’, the region ~ittdoessatisfy the
hypothesesof proposition2.5, so~ containsAl. Thus, the uniquenesstheoremof section5 will apply to
£ However,we shall arguein section6 thatin Kerr no stateexistswhichsatisfiesthe hypothesesof the
theoremsof sections4 and 5.

A final example worthy of mention here is the Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime,whose global
causalstructure[4] is shown in fig. 6. This spacetimepossessesa one-parametergroup of isometrics
which hasan infinite numberof bifurcate Killing horizons.The spacetimeis globally hyperbolic, and
again, the domainof determinacyof eachKilling horizonwill includethe region .iIl associatedwith that
horizon.We will showin section6 that no statesatisfyingthe hypothesesof our uniquenesstheoremcan
exist on this spacetime.

r_

/1:

I r_

Fig. 5. A Penrosecontormaldiagram showing(a portion of) theextendedKerrspacetime(see,e.g. ref. [17]or ref. [19]for furtherdiscussion).The
nonexistencetheoremsof section6 apply to the region .41 = 2’ U ~t U ~PU .~‘i of this spacetime.
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Fig. 6. A Penrose conformal diagram for Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime.In this spacetime,there is an infinite chain of alternating
“Schwarzschild”and “deSitter” Killing horizons,labeled‘1’ and ‘2’ respectivelyin thefigure. Note that theseneighboringhorizonshaveunequal
surfacegravities, K

1 > K,. (See ref. [4] for furtherdiscussion.)Note also that thecounterintuitivelabelingsfor the“deSitter” horizon — where, in
particular,91, is shownto the left of 2’, — areconsistentwith the generaldefinitions given in section2, sincetheKilling field is directedoppositely
from the casedrawn in fig. 1.

We concludethis section by listing for later referencethe conditions on (M, gab) which will be
assumedas hypothesesin the theoremsof the remainingsections.The main conditionsare:

(i) (M, gab) containsa bifurcate Killing horizonwith bifurcation two-surfaceI.
(ii) (M, gab) is globally hyperbolicwith a Cauchysurface,‘~, containingI.
We showedabovethat (apart from someorientabilityassumptions)the existenceandstructureof a

bifurcateKilling horizonfollows merelyfrom the existenceof a spaceliketwo-surface,I, composedof
fixed points of a one-parametergroup of isometricsr~.We also showedthat in the casewhere I is
compact,the existenceof a Cauchy surface~ containingI follows from global hyperbolicity alone.

In addition to (i) and (ii), we will impose one additional condition on (M, gab) which will be
assumedin proving the KMS propertiesof our statesin section4.

(iii) Thereexistsa “wedgereversal” isometry, i, of the spacetimewhich commuteswith i’~,leavesI
invariant,and reflectspoints on eachof the horizongeneratorsabout I.

In proposition 2.4 above, we proved local existenceof an isometrysatisfyingcondition(iii) in the
casewhere(M, gab) is analytic. We emphasizethat at no point do we requireEinstein’s equationsto
hold.

3. The algebraic formulation of the quantum theory of a scalar field in curved spacetimeand other
quantum field preliminaries

3.1. Introduction

In this section,we establish the necessaryportions of a suitable mathematicaland conceptual
structurefor quantumfield theory in curvedspacetime.The point of view we shalladopt is a certain
variantof the “algebraicapproachto quantumfield theory” (seerefs. [22—25])and,in the remainderof
this subsection,we give some generalintroductory remarksabout this which are intendedboth to
motivate and act as a guide to (andto someextentas a commentaryon) the restof this section.

We begin, in subsection3.2, with a discussionof howonequantizesa scalarfield, eq. (3.2) below,on
an arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetime.The starting point is to define a suitable “minimal”
* algebra (with identity), ~, which containsand is generatedby (in one or anotherprecisetechnical
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sense)objects which correspondto productsof smearedquantumfields, 41(f,). 41(f~), for suitable
(real-valued)test functionsf1,. , f~,and hasbuilt into it informationaboutthe appropriatecommuta-
tion relations.We refer to this algebraas “minimal” because,as discussedfurther below, thereare
other physically relevantobservablesin the theory in addition to productsof smearedfield operators.
At the beginningof subsection3.2 we shall describetwo alternativeways of defining suchan algebra,
andwill adoptoneof them,the Weyl algebra— which hasthe virtueof beinga C* algebraratherthan
merely a * algebra— as the algebra,.~, used in this paper. Once one has chosen,~‘, one hasa well
definedsetof candidatesfor “states”namelythe positivelinear functionalscv [seeeqs. (3.19)and(3.20)
below] on ~1eachof which will be specified— modulotechnicalities— by its smearedn-point functions

There is a closerelationshipbetweenthe algebraicandHilbert spacenotions of state.If one hasa
Hilbert spaceon which s~’is representedby operators,then everyvectoror densitymatrix corresponds
to a statein the algebraicsenseby taking expectationvaluesof the operators.Conversely,given a state
cv in the algebraicsense,one can obtain, by the GNS construction*) (see,e.g.,Simonin ref. [22]), a
representation,p, of ~ on a Hilbert space~ with cyclic vector 12 E ~ such that,

w[A]—(12,p(A)I1) VAEs~/. (3.1)

In fact, the “GNS triple” (p, ~, 12) for cv is determineduniquely up to equivalenceby eq. (3.1) and
cyclicity of 12. (Here 12 is saidto becyclic if the setof vectorsof the form p(A)12for A E .s~’is densein
~.) We referto the collection of all thevectoranddensity-matrixstatesin the GNS representationof an
algebraicstatecv as the folium of cv (cf. ref. [261).

A state is saidto pure if it is extremalin the convexsetof all algebraicstates:otherwiseit is said to
be mixed. In the casewherethe algebraconsistsof the set, ~(~C), of all boundedoperatorson a
Hilbert space,onemayshowthat the vectorstatesarepure, andthe densitymatrix statesmixed. Note
howeverthat on otherconcretealgebras[i.e, subalgebrasof P13(~C)],it is possiblefor vectorstatesto be
mixed; this occurswhen(andonly when) the concretealgebrais reducible.Closelyrelatedto this is the
fact (see,e.g., Simon in refs. [22,23]) that a stateon a C*~algebrais pure if and only if its GNS
representationis irreducible.

As is well known, thereareinfinitely manyinequivalent,irreducibleHilbert spacerepresentationsof
the Weyl algebra.This implies that the folium of a single statecv does not encompassall possible
algebraicstates.In the Hilbert spaceapproachto quantumfield theory,one is requiredto choosea
preferred representationat the outset. For a linear field theory, this usually is done by choosinga
preferred“vacuumstate” [i.e., (pure) quasifreestate;seebelow] w0 and working with its folium. (As
we shall seein subsection3.2, the specificationof suchan w~is equivalentto defining a suitablenotion
of “particles”.) However, this procedureposesa serious difficulty becausein a generic curved
spacetime,theredoesnot appearto be anypreferredchoicefor w0. The algebraicapproachfrees one
from this difficulty by not requiring that any choice of w0 be madeat the outset. In this way, the
algebraicpoint of view plays an essentialconceptualrole in clearly separatingthe definition of the

*) The essentialstructureneededfor theGNS constructionis that of a* algebrawith identity. One thenhas,for any state,a representationby

(possiblyunbounded)operatorson a commondensedomain. In our casewhere .c4 hasthestructureof C’ algebra,theoperatorswill be bounded
(and everywheredefined).
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theory from notoriouslyproblematicalquestions*)such as the existenceof any preferredstateor any
“particle interpretation”.

Moreover,quantumfield theory in curvedspacetimeoften forcesthe adoptionof the algebraicpoint
of view on strictly mathematicalgroundssinceoneoften wishesto considersimultaneouslystateswhich
do not belongto a single folium. As an exampleof this, considerthe Boulware[5] andHartle—Hawking
[2,3] stateson the exterior Schwarzschildspacetime.These are respectivelythe ground stateanda
thermal equilibrium state (at the Hawking temperature)with respect to the Schwarzschildtime
evolution. Both states are well defined [14] as positive linear functions on the algebra, but the
Hartle—Hawkingstatesurely doesnot exist in anywell-definedmathematicalsenseas a density-matrix
in the “Boulware representation”.In the Hilbert spaceapproach,one could only remedythis situation
at the expenseof considerablemutilation of the system.In fact, to ensurea discretespectrumfor the
generatorH of the Boulware time evolution— which would presumablybe necessaryto allow the
relevantGibbs densitymatrix exp(—f3H)!tr[exp(—f3H)] to makesense— one would haveto build (in
view of the existenceof scatteringstates associatedboth with infinity and the horizon) suitable
stationarywalls both at a large distanceand nearthe horizon. Fortunately,one can neverthelessgive
rigorousmathematicalmeaningto the ideathat the (nonmutilated)Hartle—Hawkingstateis a thermal
equilibriumstatewith respectto the Schwarzschildtime evolution(without making anyreferenceto the
Boulwarestate)in termsof the notion of a “KMS state” (discussedin subsection3.2), which is apurely
algebraicnotion of “thermal equilibrium state.”

Fell’s theorem[27] implies [61] (seealsoHaagin ref. [22]) that for a simple C*~algebra(suchas the
Weyl algebra,s~)given any two purestatescv1 andw~and anyfinite collection of observablesin the
algebra,thenonecan find apurestatecv in the folium of w1 which approximatescv2 to arbitrarily good
accuracyin the expectationvaluesof theseobservables.Thus, if all physically relevantobservablesin
the theorycorrespondedto elementsof ,~‘, it would not be of anyconsequencein practice(i.e.,with
regard to comparingpredictionsof the theory with any finite numberof observations,all madewith
finite accuracy) if one restrictedattention to states in any single folium. However, if physical
observablesasidefrom thosein .~‘ occur in the theory (seebelow), thenrestriction to a single folium
cannotbe justified by this means.

For the uniquenesstheoremswhich we shall prove, the algebraicpoint of view is essential,sinceto
restrict oneselfa priori to stateswhich lie in a single folium would (asshouldbe clear from the above
discussion)alreadyprejudicethe issue to a largeextent. Nevertheless,we do imposesomeimportant
restrictionson the set of statesconsidered.Aside from invarianceunder the one-parameterisometry
group r~,we demandthat the stateswe considerbe quasifreeand Hadamard.

The classof quasifreestates[28,29] — discussedat lengthin subsection3.2— consistsof stateswhose
one-point function and all of whose truncatedn-point functions for n >2 vanish. For a linear
system— suchas ours— thereis a largeclassof suchstates.In fact (aswe discussin detailin subsection
3.2) eachsuchstatecorrespondsto achoiceof positive bilinear form .t on a suitablespaceof classical
solutions, satisfyinga certainpositivity conditionwith respectto the natural classicalsymplecticform

— a circumstancewhich will be exploitedto the full in our subsequentproofs.The set of quasifree
statesincludes all the so-called “frequency-splittingvacuums” usually consideredin quantumfield
theory in curvedspacetime[30] andso the restrictionto this setwill not preventusfrom makingcontact
with the existingliteratureon the subject.On the otherhand,this restrictionto quasi-freestatesshould

~ The presentpaperis, of course,devotedto just sucha questionfor a particularclassof spacetimes.
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be regardedas to some extent provisional and it would be interestingto consider relaxing this
restriction*).

The motivationbehindthe Hadamardrestrictionis morefundamental.Therearetwo (interrelated)
problemswith the algebraicframework describedso far. On the one hand, as mentionedabove,the
“minimal” algebra.s~iis too smallto beregardedas the full algebraof observables.In particularit does
not include anything which deservesto be called (even a boundedfunction of a smeared)energy—
momentumtensoroperator.On the otherhand,the set of all states(i.e., positivelinear functionals)on
s~1is too large (irrespectiveof the precisetechnicalframework used for defining .s~)andnot all such
statesdeserveto be consideredphysically admissible.We suggestthat the Hadamardcondition is a
necessary(and, for quasifreestates,necessaryand sufficient) condition for astate to be physically
admissible.This condition(discussedin detail in subsection3.3) is motivatedin part by the equivalence
principle and in part by the problem of renormalizingthe energy—momentumtensor. In essenceit
demandsof a statethat its two-point functionhavethe correct “short-distancebehavior”.

It was conjecturedin ref. [62] (seealsorefs. [31,63]) that all quasifreeHadamardstatesare“locally
quasi-equivalent”in the sense[61] that, restrictedto the algebra.4, of any boundedopen region C,
everyquasifreeHadamardstatearisesas a densitymatrixstatein the GNS representationof any other
quasifreeHadamardstatet~.Assumingthis to be the case,the quasifreeHadamardstateswould thus
locally determinea uniquefolium. (It is well known that globally this doesnot hold in general.)In
consequence,therewill be a uniqueabstractvon Neumannalgebra4, for anyboundedopenregion C
isomorphic(asan abstract* algebra)to the weakclosureof 4, in the GNS representationof anyoneof
the Hadamardstates. It was also conjecturedin ref. [62] (see also ref. [31]) that ~ will include
operatorswhich contain information equivalentto the specificationof a suitableenergy—momentum
tensoroperatorandalsothat the admissiblestateson sti (with somesuitabledefinitionwhichwill, in any
case,includethe Hadamardquasifreestates)whenrestrictedto ~ will thenbe identifiable with the set

*) A simple relaxation of the restriction to quasifree statesis to allow nonvanishingone-pointfunctions. Note that if v is any quasifree

r,-invariantHadamardstateon a spacetimewith bifurcate Killing horizon,thenthe statew’ with generatingfunctional

(a’(W(ctl))= W(W(4))exp[iofIJI, ~)]

will alsobe r,-invariantandHadamard,where~i is any smooth.r,-invariantsolutionof eq. (3.2). [Examplesof suchi/i aregivenat thebeginning of
Section 5—seeeq. (5.1).] Thus, the uniquenesstheorems4.2 and 5.1 of sections4 and 5 will breakdown if we allow nonvanishingone-point
functions.

‘~Actually, thereareseveralclosely relatedbut distinct conjecturesthat one can make along theselines. (In the following we adopt the
conventionthat, givena statew, p,~denotesits GNS representation.)Given two quasifreeHadamardstates,a, and w

2, theconjecturemadehere
(and the intendedmeaningin refs. [62,31,631— seebelow) is that (1) w1 ~ coincideswith a densitymatrix statein p,~2 4,. Alternatively, one
could conjecture(2) w1 .s~,coincideswith a densitymatrix statein p~ ~. One could also makethe strongerconjectureof (3) local unitary
equivalence(seeref. [61j). We remark(A) that— aspointedout in ref. [651— if it weretrue thatp~, 4, were factorial for all C(anotherinteresting
conjecture),then(1) and(2) would actually coincide.(B) Subsequentlyto (andindependentlyof) ref. [621,Haag,NarnhoferandStein[9] proposed
thatthe essential“axiomatic” structureof a quantumfield theory in acurvedspacetimeought to bea netof local (abstract)von Neumannfactors.
(They call this the “principleof localdefiniteness”.)The conjectureof ref. [62]is relatedto this in that— togetherwith theconjectureof factoriality
mentionedin (A) above— it implies that sucha structurecan be achievedconstructively,in thecaseof a linear scalarfield, by takingthe netof
4 correspondingto the quasifreeHadamardstates.

Note that therewassomeunfortunatemiswordingin the statementof theconjectureunderdiscussionherein refs. [refs.62, 31, 631 [sothatit
may,e.g.,havebeenunclearasto whichof theaboveoptions(1), (2), (3) abovewasintended].Themainpurposeof statingtheconjecturein these
referenceswas, in any case,to draw attentionto the existenceof this whole issue and to encouragework towards its resolution. Recently,this
challengehas been taken up by Lüders and Roberts[651,who give a careful discussionof the whole rangeof issues,and take somefirst steps
towardstheir resolution.We thanktheseauthorsfor making a preliminaryversionof their work availableto us, andalsofor somehelpfulremarks.
Finally, we remarkthatthe presentdiscussionof theset of physicallyadmissiblestatesis focusedon the questionof what constitutesadmissible
short-distancebehavior.Furtherrestrictionsmay be appropriate— e.g. on asymptotically flat spacetimes— concerninglarge-distancebehavior.
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of all normal (i.e., densitymatrix) stateson .4,. In combinationwith Fell’s theorem[now appliedto the
(say C*) inductivelimit, .~‘, of the local von Neumannalgebrassti0], this latterconjecture(say assuming
.sI turnsout to be simple) maybe regardedas providinga furtherrationalefor interestin the existence
and uniquenessof distinguished(in our casequasifree,isometry-invariant)Hadamardstates— at least
when such turn out to be pure— on specific classesof spacetimes(in our case,on spacetimeswith
bifurcateKilling horizons),sincethenit would bephysically justifiable to restrictattentionto the folium
of anysuchstate.We refer the readerto ref. [31]for further discussionof theseconjecturesas well as
further discussionof the generalconceptualandmathematicalstructureof quantumfield theory in
curvedspacetime.Seealso refs. [9, 26] for discussionof closely relatedideas.

3.2. Quasifreeand KMS states

As discussedin the previoussubsection,in orderto havea uniquenessresultof anygenerality,it is
essentialto adopt the algebraicpoint of view in which states are identified with positive linear
functionals on a suitable field algebra.We begin by discussinghow, from this viewpoint, one would
quantizea field 41 satisfyingthe equation

(V”~+ V)41 = 0 (3.2)

[whereV is anyfunction in C~(M)]on an arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, gab). On sucna
spacetime,one maywork with the space,5, of classicalreal C~solutions which have compact support
on Cauchy surfaces. Given any pair ~ 412 of such solutions, we define the bilinear symplecticform

~(41~’çb2)=fçbiVqS2dSa, (3.3)

where

411 r”a412 411 Va412412~’i41i, (3.4)

and dS” is the naturalvolume elementtimesthe unit normalon the Cauchysurface ‘~,

dSa=na~/iid
3x, (3.5)

where h denotesthe determinantof the coordinatecomponentsof the inducedmetric, haj,~ on
Equation (3.3) is independentof Cauchy surface~ by virtue of the conservation(V~j”=0) of the
current

ja4,
1Va412 (3.6)

The quantumfield, ~(x), will be too singularto bemadesenseof as anoperatorvaluedfunction on
M. However, for any 41 E 5, the “symplecticallysmearedfield operator” a~,41) can be definedas a
mathematicalobject. In fact, one way to constructa suitable “minimal” algebraof observables(see
section3.1) would be to simply define the * algebra, se’, over the field of complex numbersto be
generatedby the abstractobjectsa’(41, 41) and identity element~ satisfying,

(3.7)
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[°‘(~‘ 4~)~ ‘~ 412)] = io’(411, 412)~ . (3.8)

More precisely,.~“ consistsof equivalenceclassesof all finite (complex) linear combinationsof finite
productsof the objectso(41,41), wheretwo suchexpressionsare equivalentif theycan be reducedto
eachother using (3.8) andlinearity of 0’ in 41. Note that if 41 E S hasinitial data (f, p) on a Cauchy
surface ~, we interpreto~(41,41) as correspondingto

o(t~,41) = ~(p) — ~(f), (3.9)

with t~s(p) and ~(f) interpretedas three-smearedfield operators on ~‘, representingthe field and its
momentum, i.e., fonnally,

~(p) J~(x)p(x)V~ d
3x, (3.10)

~(f) =J~(x)f(x)~d3x. (3.11)

Equation (3.8) then can be interpretedas imposingthe usual “equal time” commutationrelations

[*~(x),i~(y)]= i~(x, y), (3.12)

together with equations of motion (3.2) on the quantum field.
For almost all the purposes of this paper, .~‘ would be perfectly satisfactory.However, in order to

make contact with certain standard notions and results which are most familiarly formulatedfor
C* -algebras — in particular, with the notions of KMS stateand irreducibility, and resultsrelating to
these — it will be convenientto adoptthe (technicallyinequivalent)formulationin which (3.7) and(3.8)
arereplacedby the “Weyl relations”,

W(qS)*= W(—41), (3.13)

W(41
1)W(412)=exp(—io~(ç61,412)/2)W(411+ 412), (3.14)

which are formally implied by (3.7) and (3.8) for the formal “exponentiatedsymplectically smeared
fields”

W(41)= exp[—iu(~,41)]. (3.15)

More precisely,one definesthe Weyl algebraby starting with the formal finite sums

(3.16)

with the obvious addition rule and rule for multiplication by complex numbers, with the * operation
determined by (3.13), and with (3.14) used to simplify products. It is known (ref. [32]and Simon in ref.
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[22]) that this algebraadmits a unique C * -norm and the resulting C* -completion is called the Weyl
algebra. Weadopt the Weyl algebra as our “minimal” algebraof observables,.~, in the algebraic
approach to formulating quantum field theory in curvedspacetimes(seesection3.1).

For any test function FE C~(M),we define the “exponentiatedfour-smeared”quantumfield,
exp[—i41(F)] [with the interpretationexp(—i ,f M41F(x)\/~d4x)] by

exp[—it~(F)]= W(EF). (3.17)

HereE denotesthe advanced-minus-retardedfundamentalsolution — viewedasa mapfrom C~(M)into
S — which is known to exist (see, e.g., ref. [33]) on anyglobally hyperbolicspacetime.It follows that
exp[—i41(F)] satisfiesthe relation

exp[—i~(F
1)]exp[—i~(F2)]= exp[—i~(EF1,EF2)12] exp[—i~(F1 + F2)]

= exp(_ ~ifF1EF2\,~d4x) exp[—i~(F,+ F2)]. (3.18)

(The latter equalityfollows from integratingthe formula

VQ[RF, Va(EF2) — EF2Va(RF,)] = —F1EF2

over the region betweentwo Cauchysurfaceswhich “sandwich” the supportof F, whereRdenotesthe
retardedfundamentalsolution.) The C*~algebrageneratedby four-smearedquantitiesexp[—i41(F)]
satisfying eq. (3.18) (wherewe identify exp[—i41(F1)] with exp[—icb(F2)] if EF, = EF2) is manifestly
isomorphicvia eq. (3.17) to the C* -algebraof three-smearedquantitiesW(41)satisfying(3.14), so the
four-smearedand three-smearednotions are equivalent. However, a number of definitions and
constructionsaremost naturally formulatedin the four-smearedlanguage.In particular,for anyopen
subsetC C M we definethe subalgebra.4, as that generatedby fields four-smearedwith test functions
with supportin C. As we shall seein the nextsubsection,the Hadamardconditionalsois mostnaturally
formulatedin termsof four-smearedfields.

One now defines the set of stateson sti to be simply the positive linear functionals cv: —‘ C
satisfyingthe normalizationcondition.

w(~l)”1. (3.19)

Here,by positivewe mean

w(A*A)~0 VAEst~. (3.20)

Note that if we had chosen to work with ~‘, for each positive linear functional cv, we could directly
define its “symplectically smeared”n-point functionsby the formula

= cv[o~,41~)~u(c~,41~)]. (3.21)

In terms of .~‘, we must proceed by a more roundabout route, defining the two-point function by
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A(41
1, 412) = — dsdt {w[W(s411 + t412)] e~5t~

4142)/2}o (3.22)

[formallyequalto (3.21)by (3.14)and(3.15)]; andsimilarly defining the othern-point functions.Only
thosestatesfor which the derivativesin eq. (3.22) and the other similar equationsexistwill possess
n-point functions. For the quasifreestatesintroducedbelow, this will always be the case.

In this paper, we shall be almost exclusively concernedwith a subclassof statesknown as the
quasifreestates[28,29]. (Note that by quasifreestate,we mean,in this paper, what someauthors
would call “quasifree statewith vanishingone-point function”. Another namewould be “Gaussian
state”.)As we shallsayin moredetail below, theseincludeall the usuallyconsideredvacuumstates[30]
togetherwith otherstateswhich arestatisticalmixtures. Thesestateson theWeyl algebrai&~over (S, u)
may be specified as follows. Let ~s:S x S—s~ be a positive, symmetric,bilinear map satisfying the
inequality,

~ o~(41~,412)~~ [p~41~, 411)]h/2[,.L(412, 412)]1/2 , (3.23)

for all 4~4~E S. (Notethat, in consequenceof the nondegeneracyof 0’, any such ~ defines a real inner
producton the vector spaceS.) The quasifreestate,cv,~,associatedwith ji, is obtainedby prescribing

= exp[— s(41, 41)/2]. - (3.24)

The action of on an arbitrary elementof st~’is determinedfrom (3.24) by linearity and continuity.
The inequality (3.23) is necessaryto ensurepositivity, eq. (3.20), for algebraelementsof the form
A [W(41

1)— 1] + i[W(412) — 1]. It will follow from our discussionfollowing proposition3.1 below that
is positive on all elementsof the form A* A, so that it does,indeed, definea state.
For a quasifreestate,the “symplectically smearedtwo-point function” A(411, 412)’ eq. (3.22), exists

andis given by

A(4~,412)=i~(411,412)-i- ~i~(411,412). (3.25)

The n-point functionsalsoexist andall the truncatedn-pointfunctionsfor n ~ 2 vanish,i.e., all the odd
n-point functionsvanish, the four-point function is obtainedfrom the two-point function via (in an
obviousnotation),

A(çb1, 412.413’ 414)A(411,41,)A(413’ 414)+A(411, 413)A(412, 414)+A(411, 414)A(412, 41~), (3.26)

etc. [If one works with the algebra ~“, the corresponding notion of quasifree state is obtained by
prescribing (3.25) for the two-point function, with p. again satisfying (3.23), and requiring that all other
truncatedn-point functionsvanish.]

Notice that this “symplectically-smearedtwo-point function” may be thought of heuristically as
implicitly defining for us an “unsmearedtwo-point function”.

G(x, x’) = “w~[~(x)~(x’)]” (3.27)

[whichwill formally be asolutionof (3.2) in eachvariable] determinedfor pairsof pointsx, x’ on any
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Cauchysurfaceby the formula

A(411,412)= f ~ (3.28)

for all ~ 41~E S. Moreover, defining the “four-smearedtwo-point function”

A(F,, F2) A(EF,, EF2), (3.29)

the same G(x, x’) for arbitrarypairsof pointsmaybe seenby a straightforwardformal calculationto be
determined by

A(F,, F2) = J G(x, x’)F,(x)F2(x’)~~d
4xd4x’. (3.30)

MxM

The reasonwhy theseequationsareonly formal is that the putativeG(x, x’) will be too singularfor
smallu(x, x’) [whereo’(x, x’) hererepresentsthe squareof the geodesicdistancebetweenx andx’] to
be integrable.This mustbe so since (3.18), (3.25), (3.29) and (3.30) would imply

Jim G(x, x’) F(x’)~ d4x’ = EF,(x), (3.31)

while E is known not to haveany such representationby an integrablekernel. It follows that the
two-point distribution*) can be realized as a function at most when the supportsof F, and F

2 are
non-null related.It is importantto realize, however, that as a consequenceof the previousremarks,
informationis irretrievably lost when one passesfrom the two-point distribution to such a two-point
function. To illustrate this point, note that the two-point functions (for non-null separatedpoints)
cv0[~(x)t3(x’)] and w0[~(x’)t~(x)]for the vacuum state of the quantizedzero-massKlein Gordon
equationin Minkowski spaceare identical— while the two-point distributionsdiffer preciselyby the
commutator(which is a distribution supported on the light cone). Below, and in appendixB, we shall
discussin detail the singularity structureof the two-point distributionfor Hadamardstates.

The connectionbetweenthe above algebraicnotion of a “quasifreestate” and the notion of a
“vacuum state” in the Hilbert spaceapproachfollows directly from the following proposition,which
showsthat aquasifreestate,cvi,, gives rise to a unique prescriptionfor constructinga “one-particle
Hilbert space”, ~‘, from solutionsto the classicalequation(3.2).

Proposition 3.1. Let S be anyrealvectorspaceon which aredefinedboth abilinearsymplecticform, 0’,

and a bilinear positive symmetricform, p., satisfying(3.23). Then, one can always find a complex
Hilbert space~Ctogetherwith a real-linearmap K: S—t~~‘ suchthat

(i) the complexifiedrangeof K, (i.e.,KS + iKS) is densein ~‘,

(ii) p.(41,, 412) = Re(K411, K412)I~. ~‘41~4~ES,
(iii) ~(411,412)=2Im(K41,,K412)~ V41,,412ES

*) Note thatwe often usethe word “distribution” in this paperin an informal senseto meanapositive linear functionalon somespaceof test

functions.No specificcontinuity condition is necessarilyimplied.
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[so that, by virtue of (3.25), we haveA(41~,412) = (K41,, K412),~,].Moreover, the pair (K, ~C)will be
uniquelydeterminedup to equivalence— wherewe say (K’, ~“) is equivalentto (K, ~‘) if thereexists
an isomorphismU: ~‘—* ~‘C’suchthat UK = K’.

A proof of proposition3.1 is given in appendixA. We shall refer to the pair (K, ~‘) specifiedby this
lemmaas the one-particleHilbert spacestructureassociatedto the quasifreestatew~.

As our first applicationof proposition3.1, we show that any quasifreestate,w~can be realizedas the
vacuum state in a Fock space, with the smearedfield operatorssuitably representedin termsof
annihilationandcreationoperators.We thusobtaina concreteform for the GNS structureassociatedto
wi,. Let (K, ~‘) be the one-particleHubert spacestructureobtainedfrom w~by proposition3.1. Let
~(~l’) be the symmetricFockspace(see,e.g.,ref. [34])over ~‘and let at(w) and a(z) (with w, zE ~9)

be the standardcreationand annihilation operatorson S~(~’)satisfying [a(w), a~(z)]= (w,z) ,,~.and
a(w) (2~ = 0, where 12 ~‘ is the usualFock-vacuum.Let p~,be the representationof the Weyl algebra.s~’
on ~(~‘) specifiedby*)

p~,[W(41)] = exp{— [a
t(K41)— a(K41)]}, (3.32)

wherethe bar in eq. (3.32) denotesthe closureof the operator.Then we havefor all A in .4

w,~(A)=(12~,p~(A)I2~), (3.33)

so w~correspondsto the vacuumstate 12 in P1~(~C)— and, indeed,since 12 is cyclic by lemmaA. 2,
(pg, P1i(a’), 12 ~) realizesthe GNS triple for cv,, — as we desired to show. Conversely, if we havea
representation, p, of .si~’of the form (3.32) on a Fock space,thenthe vacuumstateof the Fock space
defines a quasifreestate by (3.33). Since proposition 3.1 and the constructionof the above Fock
representationrequireonly a p. satisfying(3.23), eq. (3.33)maybe usedto verify that to every suchp.,
the linear functional cv,, determinedby eq. (3.24) is positive and hencedoes, indeed,define a state.

In the context of linear quantumfields in curved spacetime,the usual proceduresconstructa
“vacuumstate” by starting,as we have done, with the space,S, of classicalsolutionsto eq. (3.2). In
oneprocedure(see,e.g., ref. [35]) onecomplexifiesS andintroducesa suitablenotion of the “positive
frequencypart” of solutionsin the complexifiedspace.One thenusesthe symplecticform, if, to define
a Klein—Gordon-typeinner producton the positive frequencysolutions, therebyobtaininga “one-
particleHubert space”, ~‘, and hence,a Fock space,PP(~C),with vacuum state 12 ~‘. An alternative
procedure(see,e.g.,ref. [37]) is to obtain ~‘ by introducing a suitable complex structure, J, on Swhich
is compatible with 0’. Both of these proceduresare essentially equivalent to the one described
above— at leastin the casewherecv~is pure — in that theybasicallyreexpressthe choiceof p. either asa
choiceof “positive frequencypart” of solutionsor as a choice of J. However,they havethe following
seriousdrawbackwhenit comesto implementingthem at a technicallevel. The “positive frequency
part” of a solutionin the complexificationof S normally will not lie in that space.Similarly, J normally
will not map S into itself. Thus, in theseprocedures,onemust enlargeS suitablyto makethesemaps
well defined.However,oneusuallywill not know preciselywhat this enlargenientshouldbe until after
one hasobtained~‘, so onemay haveto construct ,W by other proceduresbefore one can specify

“If we worked with the algebra~‘, the correspondingdefinition of p, would be,p,(u(~,~b))= —ila’(K~)— a(K~)].
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preciselywhat onemeansby the “positivefrequencypart” of a solutionor by J. The prescriptionfor a
quasifreestategiven aboveavoidsthis pitfall becauseto define everythingcompletely,p. needonly be
specifiedas a bilinearform on S, not on anyenlargementof S. We point out that this prescriptionand
otherdevelopmentsaboveareclosein spirit to work on the theory of quasifreestateswhich was donein
connectionwith the programof axiomaticquantumfield theory twentyor soyearsago(see,e.g.,refs.
[28,29]). Theyalso bearcloseconnectionswith andbuild (in part via our own earlierwork) on earlier
mathematicalstudies of the external field problem in flat spacetime(see, e.g., refs. [36,38, 39],
Bongaartsin ref. [22], and sectionX1.15 and the notesthereonof ref. [40]).

The“vacuum” statesusuallyconsideredin discussionsof linear quantumfields on curvedspacetimes
[30] correspondto the pure quasifreestates.(As alreadymentionedin subsection3.1, a pure stateis
onewhich is extremal,i.e., onewhich cannotbe expressedas the sumof two otherstateswith positive
coefficients.)This is equivalentto sayingthat the (GNS) representationp,, on ~(~l~’)constructedabove
is irreducible(seeSimonin ref. [22]).As shownin appendixA (seelemmaA.2), this will be the caseif
and only if the associated one-particle Hilbert space structure, (K, ~C)hasthe propertythat the real
subspaceKSalone(i.e., without complexification) is densein ~‘. Anotherequivalentcriterion is that
the inequality (3.23) be saturatedin the sensethat for each 41~E S, we have

~ 41k) = 2I.~O {kr(411, 412)~

2/p.(41

2,412)) . (3.34)

Indeed,equivalenceof this criterion to densenessof KS in ~ can be proveneasilyfrom the formula,

1 1 ~ 412) — 1 . Kçb1 K412 2
- 2 [p.(~~,411)]V

2[p.(41
2, 412)]h/2 - 2 ‘11K41, 1 - ~K412M (3.35)

which is an immediateconsequenceof conditions(ii) and (iii) of proposition3.1.
For the resultsof this paper,we do not makethe restrictionto the caseof purequasifreestates,i.e.,

we allow our quasifree states to be statisticalmixtures (that is, nontrivial convexcombinationsof other
states).In this case,the GNS representation,p,,, constructedabovewill be reducible,but 12~will still
be cyclic. It is importantthat we do not excludefrom the outsetsuchmixed states,since, in particular,
we wishto apply theseresultsto spacetimeswhich aresubregionsof largerspacetimes,in which casea
priori one might expectsuchmixed statesto occur.

The spacetimes of interestto uspossessa one-parametergroup of isometriesr,: M—*Mwith tE E1~
(seesection2). Whenever one hassucha groupof isometrieson a globally hyperbolicspacetime,they
can be madeto acton our spaceSof classicalsolutionsto eq. (3.2) (whereweassumenowthat V is also
invariantunder r~)therebyyielding amap P1(t): S—*S, via

(Y(t)41)(x) = 41(r,(x)). (3.36)

Since the symplecticform if is invariant underthis action,

~(P1(t)411,P1(t)412)= °‘(41,~41~) YtE’~141~412ES, (3.37)

and sincewe have
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= ~‘(t + s) Vt, s El~, (3.38)

P1(t), in fact, is a one-parametergroup of symplectictransformationson the symplecticvector space
(S, o). Thesesymplecticsymmetries~(t) give rise to a groupof automorphisms,{a(t): t E~}, on our
algebrast~’ via,

a(t)[W(cb)] = W(Y(t)41). (3.39)

In this paper,we shall be interestedprimarily in the stateswhich respectthe automorphisms(3.39),
i.e., statescv for which cv[a(t)A] = cv(A) for all A E s4. It is clear that a quasifreestatecv,, will be
invariant under this symmetry if and only if its associatedp. satisfies

p.(P1(t)411,~(t)412)’ p.(411, 412) VtEI~,V411,412E5. (3.40)

In termsof the one-particleHilbert spacestructure(K, ~‘) correspondingto (5, a’, p.) (seeproposition
3.1), this groupinvarianceis reflectedby the existenceof a unitary group { U(t)It E R} on ~ satisfying
for all t, s EER,

U(t)K = K&r(t), (3.41)

U(t)U(s) = U(t + s). (3.42)

To prove this, we notethat by virtue of (3.37) and(3.40), for eachtEER, (KY(t), ~‘) and(K, ~‘)

areeachone-particleHilbert spacestructuresfor (S, a’, p.). The uniquenessup to equivalenceprovision
of proposition3.1 thenguaranteesthe existenceof a unitary U(t) satisfying (3.41). The group property
(3.42) for the U(t) theneasilyfollows from the correspondinggroupproperty(3.38) for the P1(t). Note
that, in the concreteFock spacerealization(p,,, ~(~‘), 12~)of the GNS triple for cv,, [seeeq. (3.33)],
the second quantization V(t) (=F(U(t) of ref. [34]) of U(t) implements a(t) (in the sense that
p,ja(t)A) = V(t)p,JA)V(—t)for all A in ste) andleavesfl~invariant. (By the cyclicity of ti~’,V(t) is
uniquelycharacterizedby thesetwo properties.)In applications,the unitarygroup U(t) will often turn
out to be strongly continuousand hencetakesthe form

U(t) = exp(—igt), (3.43)

for someself-adjointoperatorg on ~‘, which may thenbe regardedas the “one-particle” generatorof
our symmetry.The secondquantizationV(t) will thenalso be strongly continuous,with generatorG
given by the secondquantization[34] of g, which will satisfy G12~”= 0.

Note thatthe aboveremarksshow,moregenerally,that givenanyclassicallinear dynamicalsystem
(S,a’, 2T(t)) — with S a vectorspace,a’ a symplecticform on S, and~T(t)a one-parametergroupof linear
symplectictransformationson S — thenany a(t)-invariant[seeeq. (3.39)] quasifreestateon the Weyl
algebras&’ over (S,a’) possessesa (uniqueup-to-equivalence)one-particle structure (K, ~‘, U(t)) (seethe
footnoteon terminologybelow), with (K, ~‘) as in proposition3.1, and U(t) the one-parameterunitary
group satisfyingeq. (3.41).

We review,now, the definition of groundandKMS states.The generalsettingfor thesedefinitions is
a C* -algebraon which thereactsan arbitrary one-parametergroupof automorphisms.In thecontext of
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groundand KMS states,it is customaryto referto the automorphismgroupas “time translations”and
to refer to group invariantstatesas stationarystates,andwe shall do so below.

We recall that astationarystateis saidto bea groundstateif, in its GNS representation,the unique
unitary group ‘V(t) (see,e.g.,Simonin ref. [22]) which implementsthe time evolutionautomorphisms
a(t) and leaves the GNS cyclic vector 12, invariant is strongly continuous, ‘V(t) = exp(—iHt), with
positivegeneratorH (calledthe “quantum field Hamiltonian”).

As motivation for the notion of KMS state,we first recall that in the Hilbert-spaceapproachto
quantumfield theory,the notion of a thermalequilibrium stateis limited to time-evolutionsfor which
the Hamiltonian,H, hasdiscretespectrum

= E1t/i,, (3.44)

and the Gibbs sum,

Z = ~ exp(—f3E,)= tr[exp(—f3A)], (3.45)

converges.In that caseone defines the thermal equilibrium state at inverse temperature f3 to be the
densitymatrix exp(—f3H)IZ.This state can be made to act on the C*~algebra,~13(~~),of bounded
operatorson the Hilbert space~ — therebydefining a state,w~,in the algebraicsense— via

w~(A)= tr[A exp(—/3f1)]IZ. (3.46)

However, in practicethe requirementof a discretespectrumof ft limits one to systemsin suitable
“boxes”. The notion of “KMS state”, which was introducedby Haag,Hugenholtzand Winnink [41],
aims to capture the essenceof this Gibbs-statenotion in the more generalalgebraicsetting of a
stationary dynamical systemconsisting of a general C* -algebra st~’ together with a one-parameter
automorphism group &(t). By doing so, it overcomes the restriction to “systems in boxes”.

Thereare severalequivalentdefinitions of this notion of KMS state in the literature (Hugenholtz
in ref. [22], [23—25,42]). For our purposes,the most suitable one is the following. We say that an
~(t)-invariant state on .st~’is a KMSstateat inversetemperature~ if its GNStriple (Pp~~, 12) satisfies
the following properties:(1) The uniqueunitary group ~1(t):~—* ~which implements&(t) andleaves
12 invariant, is strongly continuous,so that ~lt(t)= exp(—iHt) for some self-adjoint operatorH. (2)
p4[stflfl is containedin the domain of exp(—/3H/2). (3) Thereexists a complexconjugationJ (i.e., an
antiunitaryoperatorJ satisfyingJ

2 = I) on ~ satisfying

[J, exp(—iHt)] = 0 Vt EER, (3.47)

exp(—f3H/2)p~(A)12 = Jp~(A*)[2. (3.48)

To see that (3.46) above satisfies this definition and thus that the notion of KMS statejust definedis
a genuinegeneralizationof the familiar Hilbert spaceGibbs-statenotion,onemaycheckthat the GNS
triple (Pp, ~, (1) for the statedefinedby (3.46)maybe constructedby definingtherepresentationto be
p~(A)= I® A on ~ = ~® ~, and by defining 12 E ~® ~ to be

112 = ~ exp(—f3E~I2)~fr
1.0 i/i,/Z”

2, (3.49)
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where {~} is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of ft [seeeq. (3.44)]. (One may check that 11 is
cyclic in ~ — see ref. [41].)The unitary group ‘1I(t) is thenexp(+ iftt) 0 exp(— iftt) andone checksthat
the state (3.46) satisfiesthe abovedefinition of KMS stateby choosingfor J the complex conjugation
which maps if~0 ~1e,to çti~,0 ~ (seeref. [43] for further discussion).

There is a large literature (seethe referencescited above)devotedto the study of KMS stateson
infinite systemsand many resultssupport the claim that they deserveto be consideredthe correct
idealizationsof the notion of thermalequilibrium, both in terms of intrinsic propertiesof the given
infinite systemsandby showing that theyconstitutesuitablelimits (as boxesget larger)of Gibbsstates
(defined with respectto the ground state GNS representation)of systemsin boxes. For further
discussionof the KMS conditionin the context of quantumfield theory in curvedspacetime,seerefs.
[44,45]. (Seealso ref. [68].)

We return, now, to the caseof the Weyl algebra,.4 andautomorphismgroupa(t), eq. (3.39), for a
classicallinear dynamicalsystem(S, a’, ~(t)). Typically, when ground or KMSstates exist at all for such
linear systems,then thereexist quasifreeground or KMS states(with vanishingone-point function).
These are the only ones with which we shall be concernedhere. (See Weinless [48] for a general
discussionof ground stateson linear systems.)

We now characterize such quasifree ground and KMS states in terms of their one-particle
structures*)(K, X, U(t)). (We will usethis characterizationto prove the KMS property of statesin
section 4.) In both the ground and KMScases,the unitary group611(t) (appearingin the definition of
such states)acting on the GNS Hilbert space~(~) must be the secondquantization, V(t), of the
unitary groupU(t) [definedby eq. (3.41)] actingon ~‘, since,as we alreadymentionedabove,aunitary
implementation of the automorphismsa(t) is uniquely determinedby the condition that 12~be
invariant. This immediately implies that in both the ground and KMS cases,U(t) must be strongly
continuous, and thus has a self-adjoint generator[cf. eq. (3.43)], which we call the “one-particle
Hamiltonian” h,

U(t) = exp(—iht). (3.50)

For quasifreegroundstates,h mustbe a positive operator.Conversely, if the one-particlestructure
(K, ~‘, U(t)) of a quasifreestate cv,, has the property that U(t) is strongly continuous with positive
generatorh, then cv,, is a ground state.

For quasifreeKMS states,it follows immediatelyfrom eq. (3.48)with A = I thatJ12~= 17~and it is
not difficult to showthat eq. (3.48)alsoimplies that the restriction off to the one-particle Hilbert space
h yields a complex conjugationj: ~‘~‘+ ~. The domain property (2) of the definition of KMS state
implies that

KSCdom[exp(—/3h/2)]. (3.51)

~> We caution thereaderon a conflict of terminology.In refs. [47,46,43,14] theterms“groundone-particlestructure”and“KMS one-particle
structure” weredefinedto meanwhat we would call in this presentpaper“one-particlestructuresof quasifreegroundor KMS stateswhich satisfy
the additional condition that theone-particleHamiltonian, h, has no zero modes”.Thus, the quasifreestatesobtainedfrom a ground or KMS
one-particlestructurein the senseof refs. [47,46, 43, 14], correspondto what we call below regular quasifree ground or KMS states(seethe
definition precedingproposition3.2 below). To addto thepotential confusion, in refs. [46,43,14], thequalification“regular” — whenappliedto a
“ground one-particlestructure”— wasusedto indicatethat a condition on thedomainof h [seeeq. (6.12) below] holds(in addition to theno-zero
mode condition).
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Furthermore,it follows from eqs. (3.47) and (3.48) that

[j,exp(—iht)]=0, (3.52)

exp(—j3h/2)K41=—jKçb. (3.53)

Conversely (cf. refs. [46,14]), if the one-particle structure (K, ,W, U(t)) of a quasifreestatecv,, has the
propertythatU(t) is strongly continuous(with generatorh) and that there exists a complex conjugation
j: ~‘~* ~Csuchthat eqs. (3.51)—(3.53)are satisfied, then by taking J to be the second quantization of j,
it can be verified that cv,, is a KMS stateat inversetemperature/3.

For a given automorphism group a(t) of the form (3.39) on the Weyl algebra .~‘, in general there can
exist more than one quasifree ground state and more than one quasifree KMS state at inverse
temperature/3. (The construction given at the beginning of section 5 can be adapted to provide
examplesof this.) However, as will be statedin proposition 3.2 below, uniquenessdoeshold in the
presenceof the additional requirementthat the one-particleHamiltonian,h, haveno . “zero modes”,
i.e., eigenvectorswith zero eigenvalue. (The no-zeromode condition obviously is equivalentto the
condition that if x E ~‘ satisfiesexp(—iht)x= x for all t, then x = 0.) Therefore, we introduce the
following definition (seethe abovefootnoteon terminology).

Definition. A quasifree groundor KMS stateis saidto be regular if its one-particleHamiltonianh has
no zero modes.

The uniqueness-up-to-equivalenceresults of refs. [46,47] for “ground and KMS one-particle
structures” (which are defined so as to satisfy the regularity condition— see above footnote on
terminology) then establish the following proposition.

Proposition3.2. For any automorphism group a(t) of the form (3.39) on the Weyl algebra ~‘, therecan
exist at most one regular quasifree ground stateandat mostone regularquasifreeKMS stateatinverse
temperature /3.

In section4, we will prove that a stationary,quasifree,Hadamardstateon a spacetimesatisfying
conditions(i)—(iii) of section2 mustbe a regularKMS state(satisfying an additionalconditionon the
domainof h) on alargesubalgebraof observableslocalizedin the region ~ (or s’). However, it should
be notedthat in general,for agiven a(t) on ~‘, thereneednot exist anygroundor KMS state.Indeed,
in section6, it will be shown that positivity of the classical energyis a necessarycondition for the
existence of a regular ground or KMS statesatisfyingour additionalconditionon the domainof h. This
necessary condition will then be used in some of our nonexistence arguments for Schwarzschild—
deSitterand Kerr spacetimes.

We note that, in the case of a regular, quasifree ground state, the closure of the rangeof K is
necessarily complex-linear and hence the rangeof K alone is dense. (This was stated as one of the
defining conditions of a “ground one-particle structure” in refs. [46,47] in place of the — as wenowsee,
in the presence of the other conditions — only apparently weaker assumption that KS+ iKS be dense.)
To prove this, notice that the (a priori real-linear)projector P onto the closure of KS commutes with
exp(—iht).The result then follows from the fact [48] that any bounded real-linear operator which
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commuteswith a unitary groupof form exp(—iht)whereh is positiveandhasno zeroeigenvaluesmust
be complex linear. Thus,a regular, quasifreeground statemustbe pure.

In parallel with this result, we have, for a regular quasifree KMSstate, that KS+ jKS [with j as in
eqs. (3.52) and(3.53)] is necessarilydensein ~‘. In fact, we have the following lemmawhich will be
usedwhen we establishthat the KMS statesarisingin section4 are regular.

Lemma3.3. Let cv,, be an a(t)-invariant quasifreeKMS stateover (.4a(t)) — where ste’ is the Weyl
algebra and a(t) is as in eq. (3.39) — with one-particlestructure(K, ~‘, exp(—iht)). Let j be as in eqs.
(3.52) and (3.53).Then cv,, is regular (i.e., h hasno zeroeigenvalues)if andonly if KS+ jKS is densein
~r.

Proof. The “only if” portion is equivalent to part (i) of theorem 2 of ref. [43](seealso ref. [46]). To
prove the “if” portion, suppose that KS+ JKS is dense and z Edom(h) with hz= 0. Then
z Edom(exp(—/3h/2))and, for all x E KS, we have

(z, x) = (exp(—/3h/2)z, x) = (z, exp(—I3h/2)x~= (z, —jx) = (x, —jz) . (3.54)

A similarcalculation[with exp(—~3h/2)replacedby exp(/3h/2)] goesthroughfor xEjKS and hencewe
see that for all x in a denseset (namely KS+ jKS) we have ~z, x) (x, —jz) wherej is a complex
conjugation.From this, it easilyfollows that z mustvanish. U

3.3. Hadamardstates

It turns out that the set of all quasifreestatesis considerablytoo large in that it includes, in
particular,statesfor which the “expectationvalueof the energy—momentumtensoroperator”is infinite
or indefinable.We shall adopt,here,the viewpoint of ref. [49]that the only physically acceptablestates
are the “Hadamardstates”, i.e., the ones for which the two-point distribution (3.29) is of the form
specifiedbelow. For such states, the expectationvalueof the stress—energyoperatorcan be definedin a
completelysatisfactorymannervia the point-splittingprescription[50,51].

In manyreferences,Hadamardstatesaredescribedas statesfor whichthe singularpart of the kernel
of the two-pointdistribution, A, [seeeq. (3.30)] takesthe form,

Gsing(X, y) = [1/(2~)2](~h/2/a’ + v ln a’) , (3.55)

wherea’(x, y) denotesthe squaredgeodesicdistancebetweenx and y, ~ is the vanVleck—Morette
determinant[53], and v is given by a powerseriesin a’ with partial sums

n
(n) rnv (x, y) = v,~(x,y)a’ , .56

rn=O

whereeach Urn ~Suniquely determinedby the Hadamardrecursionrelations[52,53].
This description of Hadamard states is unsatisfactory for the following three independent reasons.(i)

The powerseriesdefiningv mayonly havea small radiusof convergencewhenthe spacetimeis analytic
andmaynot convergeatall whenthe spacetimeis C~.(ii) The squaredgeodesicdistancea’(x, y) is well
defined and smooth only for x within a normal neighborhood of y andformula (3.55) is intendedto
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hold only in such a normal neighborhood. Thus, the notion that A has no additional singularities(in
particular, when x and y are spacelike related but x does not lie in a normal neighborhood of y) is
inadequately expressed. (iii) The function i/o- is not integrable,so formula (3.55) doesnot properly
define the singular part of A asa distribution;further rulesmustbe specifiedto determinethe actionof
A on pairs of test functionswhose supports can be joined by null geodesics.

Wegive now, a precise definition of Hadamard stateswhich remediesthesedefects.Let (M, gab) be
aglobally hyperbolicspacetime.Let cv be an arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily quasifree) state on the Weyl
algebra.s~’of (M, gab) for which the “symplectically smearedtwo-point distribution” A(41,, 412), eq.
(3.22), exists. Again, we define the “four-smearedtwo-point distribution” A by eq. (3.29). The
Hadamard condition is formulated in terms of A as follows. Assumethat a preferredtime orientation
has been chosen on (M, gab) and let T be a global time function which increases towards the future.
The squaredgeodesicdistance,a’, will be well defined and smooth in an open neighborhood, C, in
M x M, of the set of causally related points (x, y) such that J~(x)fl J(y) and J~(y)fl J(x) are
containedwithin aconvexnormalneighborhood.For eachintegern and real number e >0, definethe
(complexvalued) function G,~“ in C by,

1 /
4t/2

G~’~(x,y)= 2 ‘ 2 +tJln(a’+2iet+e)), (3.57)
(2i~) a’+2irt+r

where t stands for T(x) — T(y) and the branch-cut for the logarithm is taken to lie along the negative
real axis. Let S~’ be a Cauchy surface and let N be a causalnormal neighborhoodof S~(seesection2).
Let C’ be an open neighborhoodin N x N of the set of pairs of points which are causally related and
such that the closure of C’ in N xN is contained in C. (Existenceof such an C’ follows from the
definition of N.) Let x(x, y) be a C” functionon N x N havingthe propertythat x(x, y) =0whenever
(x, y),~’Cbut x(x, y) = 1 whenever(x, y) E C’. (Such a x exists sincethe closureof C’ in N X N and
the complementof C in N x N aredisjoint closedsubsetsof N x N.) We saythat a statecv on the Weyl
algebra of (M, g,~)is aHadamardstateif its two-point distribution, A, exists and is such that for each
integern there exists a Ca-function H~(x,y) on N x N such that for all F,, F2 E C0”(N) we have,

A(F1,F2)= lLrn f A,~’~(x,y)F1(x)F2(y)~—g(x)~—g(y)d
4xd4y, (3.58)

NXN

where

A~’~(x,y) = x(x, y)G,~’~(x,y) + H~(x,y). (3.59)

Note that x =0 at all points in N x N where G,7”~ was not defined, so A,1’~is well defined throughout
N x N. We notealsothat mostreferencesdiscussthe Hadamard condition in terms of the symmetrized
two-point distribution A’(F

1, F2) = [A(F,, F2) + A(F2,F1)]12, which is just the real part of A. [By the
calculation which led to eq. (3.31), the imaginary part of A is the advancedminus retardedGreen’s
function.]

Our definition of Hadamardstatemayappearto dependupon choicesof (a) the global time function
T, (b) the function x(x, y), and (c) the Cauchysurface ~ and its causalnormal neighborhoodN.
However, we prove in appendixB that our definition is independentof the choice of global time
function. It is easy to see that the definition is independent of choice of x sinceif x1 and x2 are two such
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choices, then (x, — ~2)G~” remains smooth on N X N when e—*0. Independenceof the definition on
thechoiceof N (given ~) follows from the fact that if N1 andN2 are causal normal neighborhoods of ~,

thenso is N = N1 fl N2. Hence,if a stateis Hadamardin N,, thenit obviously is Hadamardin N, and
by Cauchyevolutionarguments[49]it is Hadamardin N2. Finally, independenceof thechoiceof ‘~ can
be provenby the following argumentbasedon the resultsof ref. [49].

Consider,first, the casewhere the spacetimeis foliated by a one-parameter family of spacelike
Cauchysurfaces{~,}.Supposethe statewereHadamardin a causalnormalneighborhood,N0, of ~,

but were not Hadamard in a causal normal neighborhoodN, of ~,with, say, t >0. Then,wecould find
test functionsF1, F2 with (compact)supportsD,, D2 C N, such that eq. (3.58) is not satisfied. Focus

+
attention on the compact region K = J (D1 U D2) fl J (~).Then a repetition of the Cauchy
evolution in small steps” argumentof ref. [49]— choosingthe sets °/i~of that referenceto be causal
normal neighborhoodsof the intervening Cauchy surfaces— shows that the Hadamardproperty is
preservedin this region, thuscontradictingthe hypothesisthat the statefails to be Hadamardin N,.

To show that the state is Hadamard in a causal normal neighborhood,N, of an arbitraryCauchy
surface, ~, given that it is Hadamardin a neighborhoodN0 of the Cauchy surface ‘~ we proceedas
follows. Without loss of generalitywe mayassumethat~ and~ arespacelike,since, if not, we could
instead work with any spacelike Cauchy surface in N and N0, respectively.We foliate spacetimewith a
family of spacelikeCauchysurfaces(i’,) containing ~. Then, the result of the previousparagraph
shows that our state is Hadamard in any causal normal neighborhood of any ~‘, in this family. As
before, suppose our statefails to be Hadamardin the causal normal neighborhood N of ~ and let F1
and F2 havesupportsD,, D2 C N suchthat eq. (3.58) fails to hold. Chooset sufficiently small (i.e., in
the past) so that the compact sets D,, D2 and J(D1 U D2) fl ~ all lie in the future of ~,. Foliate the
region I(’~’) fl I~(~,)— which is globally hyperbolicby lemma2.1 — by a family of spacelike Cauchy
surfaces {~T} for that region. For sufficiently large T, J(D1 U D2) fl ~‘,. will lie in N, whereas for
sufficiently small T, J(D1 U D2) fl ‘~~‘~/.-will lie in a causalnormal neighborhoodof ~,. Now simply
repeat the argument of the previous paragraph replacing t by T.

Thus,our notion of Hadamardstateis independentof all of the abovechoices.It also can be seen
that our definition remediesthe threedefectsof the abovenaivedescription.First, by formulatingthe
definition in termsof finite partial sums ~ all convergenceproblemsare avoided.Furthermore,our
definition makes precise the requirementthat there are no singularities of A at large spacelike
separations

t~.Finally, the “r-prescription” given in our definition properly defines the right side of
(3.58) as a distribution.

It also shouldbe noted thatthe resultsof ref. [54] establishthat everyglobally hyperbolicspacetime
admits quasifree,pure, Hadamardstates.This is shownby first proving that on a wide classof static
globally hyperbolic spacetimes,the naturalground statewill be a Hadamardstate.By constructinga

*) To showthat K is compact,cover D,U D
2 with opensetsof the form I~(p)with pEM. The compactnessof D, U D, allowsus to extracta

finite subeoverI(p,) I(p~).However, for eachp, the setJ(p,)flJ(~,)is compact (see, e.g., ref. [17]) and hence[J(p,)U . . .ij
J(p,)] fl J’(~,)is compact.The setK is a closed subsetof this set, andhencealso is compact.

“This condition wasassumedin ref. [49]thoughnot explicitly statedthere.Najmi and Ottewill [56]havegivenan exampleof a distributional
bi-solutionin a neighborhoodof a Cauchysurface which has the local Hadamardsingularity structure(3.58) at short distancesbut hasadditional
singularitiesat largespacelikeseparations.A distributionwith suchpropertieswould not beconsidereda Hadamarddistributionandthetheoremof
ref. [49]doesnot applyto it. Recently,Kay [31]hasconjecturedthatfor abi-solution,A,which is thetwo-pointdistributionof astate,thepositivity
requirementimplied by eq. (3.23) togetherwith therequirementthat the local singularity structurebe Hadamard,may actually preventsuch
nonlocalsingularitiesfrom occurring.Theevidencefor this conjecturehasrecentlybeenstrengthenedby GonnellaandKay [63]who provethat the
examplegivenby Najmi andOttewill [56]violatespositivity andhencecannotcomefrom any state.If theconjectureshouldturn out to be true, the
definition of Hadamardstategiven in thepresentpapercould, of course,beweakenedto a local statementwithout changingits actualcontent.
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globally hyperbolic spacetime which “interpolates” between the original spacetime and such a static
spacetime,existenceof quasifree,pure,Hadamardstateson the original spacetimecan be established.

Our Hadamardstateconditionis closelyrelatedto — but stronger than — the scalinglimit conditionof
ref. [9]*) (see also ref. [26]). Both conditions play a similar role of providing a “local remnant”of the
spectral condition while simultaneouslyspecifying the short-distancebehaviorof quantumstates.The
Hadamardconditionis more stringentin that it specifies the nature of the “sub-leading” divergences,
and it also rules out nonlocalsingularities.The scalinglimit conditionalsoplausiblyappliesto nonlinear
field theoriesandit wouldbe interestingto considerpossiblegeneralizationsof our notion of Hadamard
stateto the nonlinearcase.Furtherdiscussionof the relationshipbetweenthe Hadamardconditionand
the scaling limit conditionis given in ref. [31].

A major ingredientin our uniquenessproofinvolves the conversionof formula (3.58) for A [whichis
in a form analogousto the formal expression(3.30)] into a “doublesymplecticsmearing”formula for
A(41~,412) analogous to the formal expression (3.28). If A~’~were a solution to the wave equation (3.2)
in each variable when s� 0, then one could immediately obtain such an analog of (3.28) by a
straightforward application of Green’s identity. However, it turns out that the failure of Ar” to be a
solution when s ~ 0 is important, and the limit as r —*0 is ratherdelicate. Nevertheless, in appendix B
we show that the following formula holdsfor A:

A(411’ 412) 1i9 f Ae
T’~(Xl,X

2)ViaV2b41l(Xl)412(X2)dS~ dS~. (3.60)

Here ~ and ~2 are spacelike Cauchysurfaces,with ~2 CI~(~’,)[or ~ CI~(~2)]and with ~‘2 lying
within a causal normal neighborhood of ~‘, (so thatA~’~is well defined.) It is crucial that ~ and~2 be
distinct; if ~‘, = ~2 thenthe integralon the right sideof eq. (3.60) will dependuponthe choiceof global
time function,and,in general,will divergeas s —*0. However, for aCauchysurfaceof the form ~A or

(seesection2) in a spacetimewith a bifurcateKilling horizon,if 41~and 412 have data with support on
the null (horizon) portion of the Cauchysurface,thenwe alsoderive in appendixB a “same-Cauchy-
surfacedoublesymplecticsmearingformula”. (Seealsonoteaddedin proof.) In the next section,we
will usethis formulato explicitly computetheactionof a quasifree,isometry invariantHadamardstate
on a large subclassof observables.

4. Uniquenessand KMS property on a “large” subalgebra of .~tg’

In this section,weshowthat given aspacetimesatisfyingthe conditions(i), (ii) statedat the end of
section 2, then on a “large” subalgebra of observables (to be specified precisely below) there can be at
most one quasifree,isometryinvariant Hadamardstate.Moreover,with the addition of condition(iii),
this state,if it exists, is a KMS state(with respectto the one-parametergroup of isometrieswhich
generate the horizon) at the Hawking temperature, T= K/2 ir, on the observables in this subalgebra
which are localized in the right wedge.In the nextsection,by introducingthe additionalassumptionof
no “zero-modes”, we will extend the proof of uniqueness (though not the KMSproperty) to the entire
algebra defined on the domain of determinacy, ~, of the horizon.

The basicideaof the uniquenessproof of this sectionis as follows. By the resultsquotedat the end

~ This scalinglimit condition is, in turn, shownin ref. [9] to beaconsequenceof the“principle of local definiteness”of ref. [9]. (Seethe last
footnote in section3.1.)
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of section 3 and proven in appendix B, we can evaluateexplicitly the two-pointfunctionof any isometry
invariant Hadamard state on the subalgebras ~‘A and .s~consisting of observablesassociatedwith
classical solutions which “propagate entirely through one or the other of the horizons”. (Precise
definitions of ~ and ~ will be given below.) Uniquenessof quasifreeisometryinvariant Hadamard
states— when restrictedto these subalgebras~~‘A and ~ — follows immediately. We also have the
existenceon eachof ~A and~ separatelyin the sensethat thereexistsa well definedstateon these
algebraswhich is equalto theserestrictions.The KMS propertyand a numberof furtherpropertiesof
this unique state on s~and ~B are then establishedby comparisonwith known propertiesof a
corresponding state for the massless scalar field in two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. From these
properties, the main result of this section is proven: Uniqueness and the KMS property (but not
necessarilyexistence)of quasifree,isometry invariant,Hadamardstatesextendsto the subalgebra~

generatedby ~A and ~B

Our first task is to definethe subalgebrasof observablesusedin our theoremsandproofs,and, to
begin, we define certain subspacesof the classical solution space(S,a’). Let 5/~~and S~consistof
solutions in S which vanish, respectively, in the left and right wedges, ~ and ~, of the spacetime(see
section2). Let SA and SB consistof solutionswhich “fall entirely through” horizonA or horizonB in
the following sense.We say a solution 41 belongsto SA if the restriction of 41 to i~A is supportedin a
compact region and if 41 vanishesoutsidethe causalfuture andcausalpastof this region. SB is defined
similarly. (See note added in proof.) Further, we define the subspace S~of SA asconsistingof solutions
in SA whose restriction to ~ is supportedaway from .~ in t~A. We similarly define SA,SB and SB.
Notice that with this definition, S~is properlycontainedin SA fl S~.We definethe subspaceS0 of S to
consist of sums of solutions in SA and SB and we similarly define S~(CSrt) and S~(CS~)so that

— ç Q/~.. Q.S’ ~ çrt çO
t ~0i

~o’~A~’B~ ~ ~~0~3A+~)B

Finally, we define the subspaceS~by

S~={41ESl41=EF,FEC~’(~’)}, (4.2)

where~ denotesthe domain of determinacyof the horizon (seesection2) and EF is the advanced
minus retarded solution with source F.

By the well-posedness of the characteristicinitial valueproblemfor the ~A surfaces(seesection2),
for each functionf EC~’(~4A)therewill be a uniquesolution 41 E SA whose restrictionto t~A is f. It is
convenient to label each point p on ~ by the pair (U, s) wheres denotes the point on 2 intersected by
the null geodesicgeneratorthroughp, and U is the valueatp of a smoothly(assvaries)chosenaffine
parameter along the null generators(seesection2). Note that ~/~l U will then be normal to ~ Then,
by the discussion at the end of appendix B of ref. [17] the volume element dS” on s~Aappropriate for
Gauss’ law is,

dsa= (~/~U)a\/~ dU d2s, (4.3)

where \/~ d2s denotesthe volume element associated with induced metric on 11. Hence,applying
Gauss’ law to Vj~= 0 with ja given by (3.6),we obtain for any 4~41~ESA with dataf

1, f2, on ~A’

a’(411,412)J (f,ouf2f2~ufl)V d252J f,~uf2Vd25. (44)
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As discussed in section 3.2, the isometry group r,. inducesvia eq. (3.36) a one-parameter action ~(t):
S—*S which preservesthe symplecticform a’ [seeeq. (3.37)]. Since r~maps the horizons ~ and t~Binto
themselves, and also maps the “left and right wedges”, ~ and ~, into themselves, it follows that ~(t)

maps Sa_-*Sa,~ Sd’, SA—*SA, etc. Furthermore, if we characterizesolutions41A in SA by their
values fA on ~A’ then the action of Y(t) on SA will be given by

~(t)fA(U, s) =fA(eKIU, s), (4.5)

and similarly with A—+ B, U—* V and t—* —t, whereK is the surface gravity of the horizon(seesection
2).

By condition(iii) of section2, thereexistsanisometry i: M —* M which commutes with r, andreflects
through ~ points on geodesics orthogonal to Z (and thus reflects ~ and ~ about 21). The natural
action of this isometryon solutionsgives rise to a map .fi: S—*S which is antisymplectic,

o-(.fi41~,~412) a’(41,, 41~ (4.6)

as can be seen from the fact that i reversesthe direction of the normal to the Cauchy surface ~ in eq.
(3.3). Since i maps ,~A into itself, J~restrictsto a mapfrom SA into SA which takesthe explicit form

(~fA)(U, s)= fA(— U, s). (4.7)

Notethat in accordancewith the “wedgereversal”propertiesof i, we haveJ~:S~—* S~.The restriction
of ~ to ~ hasanalogousproperties.

All of theseobjectswhichwe havedefinedat the classicallevel will havenaturalcounterpartsfor the
quantum algebra sti. Thus, to each of the subspaces Srt, Sst’, SA, SB, 5a~etc., will correspond
subalgebras~ .stii~,~ ~‘B~ ~ etc.,of sit generatedby the elementsW(41) where41 rangesover the
relevantsubspaceof S. Moreover,Y(t) will induce automorphisms,a(t), of sit and thesesubalgebras
according to

a(t)W(41)= W(~(t)41) (4.8)

[seeeq. (3.39)]. Similarly, 1 will induce the anti-automorphism I defined by

IW(41)=W(J~çb). (4.9)

Our theoremsconcerna quasifreestatecv,, on sit which is invariantunderthe actioncr(t) and hence
correspondsto a p. whichsatisfieseq. (3.40)above.In this case,the one-particleHilbert space~ admits
the action, U(t), of a one-parameterunitary groupsatisfyingeq. (3.41). Notice that while we shallnot
assume it a priori, if cv,, were also I-invariant, i.e., if

~ ~~412) = p.(41,, 412), (4.10)

then ~‘ would similarly admit a complexconjugationj satisfying

KJ-=jK. (4.11)
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We shall see below that for quasifree Hadamard states, a(t)-invariance will automatically imply
I-invariance on the subspace S0. It is important (for the proof, which follows, that the KMSproperty
extends from sit~ and ~ to .stt~) to note that, by virtue of the commutativity of i and r, [property(iii)
of section 2], one will automatically have [J, Y(t)] = 0, and hence, [I, a(t)] = 0, so that when cv,, is
I-invariant, we obtain,

[j, U(t)] = 0 , (4.12)

whereU(t) is as in eq. (3.41).
As discussedat the end of section 3 and proven in appendixB, for any Hadamardstate,the

two-point distributionA can be expressedin termsof integralsover Cauchysurfaces.Considerthe case
of two solutions (41~, 41 ~) in

5A’ Choose a Cauchy surface of type ~‘A (seesection2) suchthat 41 ~, 41
havesupporton the “horizon portion” of ~A’ Let A be the two-point distribution of a Hadamard state
which is invariant underthe isometriesT,. Then, we showat the end of appendixB that

A(41~,41~)=lim(_!JfI~’~
2W2~~ dUidU2\1~jd2s), (4.13)e—.o IT (U,—U2—ir)

where f, and f2 denote the restrictions of 41 ~ and 41 to ‘LA’

Remarkably,eq. (4.13) containsno unspecifiedquantities, such as H~(x,y). Thus, it gives an
explicit formula for the two-point distribution on any pair of solutions in SA. In other words, any
quasifree,isometryinvariant Hadamardstate,cv,,, is — whenrestrictedto the subalgebrasitA — specified
by the right side of eq. (4.13). Uniquenessof suchstateson sitA trivially follows. Furthermore,theright
side of eq. (4.13) has a “universal structure”, independent of the particular properties of the horizon in
question. Indeed, apart from anintegralover .1, the right sideof eq. (4.13) has the same form as for a
massless scalar field in two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. As we will outline in more detail below,
this correspondence allows us to establish the following four properties of the one-particleHilbert space
structure (K, ~‘) associated with any quasifree,isometryinvariant,Hadamardstatecv,, defined on the
full algebra:

(1A) KSA is densein a complexlinear subspaceof ~‘which we shall call ~‘A~ (Note that by lemma
A. 1, the resulting one-particle Hilbert spacestructure(KI SA’ ~‘A) is unique up to equivalence.)

(2A) KS~+ iKSAa is densein ~‘A’

(3A) The unitary group U(t) on ~ [seeeq. (3.41)], when restricted to ~‘A’ is strongly continuous
with generator hA which has no zero eigenvaluesso that

K~(t)41A= exp(—ihAt)K41A. (4.14)

Moreover, KSAC dom(hj.
(4A) K intertwines the map i, eq. (4.7), on SA with a complex conjugation IA on ~CA,

K~q5~= JAK41A V41A E SA. (4.15)

Moreover, hA and IA are related in that [IA’ exp(—ihAt)] = 0 and for all 41~E S~we have
Kçb~E dom[exp(—irhA/K)] and
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exp(—IThAIK)Kcb~= JAK41A. (4.16)

To provethesepropertieswenotethatfor anychoiceof affinecoordinates(U, s) we may identify the
symplecticspace(C~(s~A),a’) [with a’( f,, f2) given by the right-handsideof eq. (4.4)] with the spaceof
“left-going” solutions to the “two-dimensional (!) wave equation”,

d
241h9U9V=0, (4.17)

on the four-dimensional manifold — obtained by taking the product of two-dimensional Minkowski
spacetime,ER2, with 21 — by identifying the surface‘~A in M with the surface V= 0 in ER2 x 21. On ER2 x 21
we have two distinct one-parameter groups of Minkowski isometrieswhich map the surfaceV=0 into
itself: (1) the ordinary null translations U—> U + U

0, V—* V, s—> s, and (2) the Lorentz boosts
U—> U exp(Kt), V—> V exp(—Kt), s—>s for some parameter K. Note that since the surface gravity is
constant over 21 we may identify it with this K and the action of the Lorentz boosts on the surface V= 0
thencorrespondsto the action of r, on ~A [seeeq. (2.11)]. The proof of the above properties then
corresponds,in essence,to establishinga mathematicallypreciseandstrengthenedversion— which was
obtained in section A.2 of ref. [14]— of the Unruh effect [6] in two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime.
Namely, with the identification of the V= 0 surface in ER

2 x 21 with ~11Ain M, we claim that the
right-handside of (4.13) correspondsto the symplecticallysmearedtwo-point function— restrictedto
the left-going solutions — for the “usual” (quasifree)ground state with respect to ordinary time
translations (or, equivalently to the null translations U—> U + U

0) for the quantized equation(4.17). In
fact, the one-particleHilbert spacestructure(K~,,,W,~,) for this latter system is easilyseento be given
(up to equivalence)by taking ~ = L

2(ER x 21, \/~ dk d2s) anddefining

(K~f)(k,s) = (2IkI)”2 J f(U, s)e~0dU, (4.18)

wherewehavecharacterizedeach“left-going” solutionby its valueon the V= 0 surface.Thisdefinesa
ground state since K~intertwines the action on left-going solutions correspondingto the “time-
evolution”: U—> U + U

0 on the V= 0 surfacewith the positive energyunitary group exp(—iIkI U0) on
~ One easily checks that, with these definitions,

A’(f1, f2) = (K~f,,K~f2)

=lim (_ -~- ff1W,~ 2(~2’~ dU, dU2\/~d2s), (4.19)
IT (U1—U2—ie)

which establishesthe desiredcorrespondence.Fromthis equalityof the right-handsidesin eqs. (4.13)
and (4.19) it follows by lemma A.1 that there is an equivalence (given, say, by UA) between
(KI~,KSA+ iKSA) and ~ ~

Properties(1A)—(4A) nowfollow from the knownpropertiesof a quantizedmasslessscalarfield in
two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. Property (1A) amounts to that fact that ran K,~is densein ~

[This may either be explicitly checked or, alternatively, follows (as in the discussionat the end of
section 3.2) from the fact that the unitary group exp(—iIkJU0) has positive energy with no zero
eigenvalues.] Since K is constantover 21, the action of 9(t) on Co”(t~A) corresponds (via our
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identification of the surface ~A in M with the surface V= 0 in ER2 x 21) to the action, ~(t), on
“left-going” solutions in ER2 x 21 associatedwith the Lorentz boost isometrics.Properties(2A)—(4A)
may now be proven for (K~,~) by adaptingthe proofs given in sections2 and Al, A2 of ref. [14].To
makethe adaptation,we needonly notethat all of thesepropertieshold separatelyfor the left-going
and right-going parts (see section 7.2,especiallyeq. (7.7) and note 4 in section A4 of ref. [10]) and that
the role played by 21 is trivial. Thus, property (2A) correspondsto what is called in ref. [14] the
one-particle equivalent of the Reeh—Schlieder property (see appendix A) for the Rindler wedge. For
property (3A) we have that K~,intertwines~‘(t) with the unitary group of one-particleLorentzboosts
exp(—ih,t) whereh,~is given concretelyby

(h~t/i)(k,s)=iKjk~h/2 ~(jk~”2~Ii)/ok. (4.20)

Furthermore,one easilychecksthat

~ Cdom(h,~). (4.21)

For property (4A), IA is given concretely by complex conjugation

(IAt/1)(k, s) = t/i(k, s). (4.22)

This property thenamountsto what is called in [14] the one-particleequivalentto the Bisognano—
Wichmanntheorem.

We nowrestrictour attentionto the subalgebra~ ~ ~ and notice that since ~/T(t)maps S~—>

it follows that a(t) maps .~‘~—*sit~[seeeq. (3.39)]. The restrictionof cv,, to ~ is thusa stationary
[with respectto a(t)] quasifreestateof the typediscussedin section3.2. We claim nowthatit is actually
a quasifree KMS state at inverse temperature/3 2ir/ic Namely, property (2A) shows that the
one-particleHilbert space structureof w,j,,~amay be takento be (K~

5ss,‘~‘A). Equation (4.14) of

property (3A), restrictedto the 41~in S~confirms that the unitary group defined by eq. (3.41) is
strongly continuous.Finally, property(4A) confirmseqs. (3.51)—(3.53)with /3 =

2IT/K. Thus,cv,, .~is a
KMS stateas claimed.

Moreover, by property (3A) we have the further conditions that hA hasno zeroeigenvalues— i.e., in

the terminology introduced at the end of section 3.2, cv,, ~ is a regular KMS state— and that
KS~C KSACdom hA. Indeed,properties(2A)—(4A) imply that (KA, ~‘A’ exp(—ihAt), IA)) with KA
restricted to S~+ S~is what is called in refs. [46,43,14] a “double KMSone-particle structure” over
the “double-linear dynamical system” (S~+ S~,a’, ~(t), Jl~).By theorem 2 in ref. [43]this impliesthat
severalother propertieshold — amongstwhich [seepart (i) of that theorem]the “preduality property”
that KSrtA and KS~are “symplectic complements”,i.e., that

KS~={xE~’,jIm(x,y)=0VyEKS~}, (4.23)

to which we shall appealin one of our nonexistenceproofs for Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetimein
section6.

Clearly, all the abovediscussionwill go throughequally well to prove the correspondingproperties
(1B)—(4B) (with U—> V, etc) for the restrictionof a quasifree,isometryinvariant, Hadamardstateto
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~ Thus the existence, uniqueness, and KMS propertiesof suchstatesholds on the two subalgebras
~A and ~B separately.

In certainspacetimes,eachof the solution subspacesSA and SB — and,hence,their corresponding
subalgebrassit,,, and ~B — may be “large” by itself. In particular, for Minkowski spacetime(of
dimensionlargerthan2) for a Killing horizonassociatedwith Lorentzboosts,it can be shown (Wald,
unpublished)thatfor the caseof a masslessscalarfield, SA is densein Sin the norm [seeeq. (3.23)]p.0
associatedwith the Minkowski vacuumstate.However, in manyotherspacetimes,it is clearthat there
are many solutions in S which cannot be approximatedby solutions in SA or SB. For example, for
masslessfields in two-dimensionalMinkowski spacetime,and generally for extendedSchwarzschild
(i.e., Kruskal) spacetime,it is clear that individually neither SA nor SB in any senseapproximatea
generalsolution in S. Nevertheless,in the casewhere the domain of determinacyof i

4IA U ~ is the
entire spacetime (seesection2), the subspaceS

0 = SA + SB is always“large” in the sense that if 41 C S
and a’(41, 410)= 0 for all 410 C S0,then 41 mustbe invariantunderthe isometries>~(andhenceK41 must
be a “zero-mode”). (This result is an immediate consequenceof eq. (4.4) — which implies that
~41h9U= 0 on ~ and d41h3V=0 on ‘~B’ so that 41 is constant— and henceisometry invariant— on

~ U ~ Hence,the solution must be isometry invariant in the domain of determinacyof ~ U ñB.)
Thus, it would be of interestto extendthe aboveresultsfor stateson the subalgebrassit,, and si4 to
stateson the largersubalgebra4. Theorem4.2 below gives such an extensionof the uniquenessand
KMS propertiesof stateson 4, but not existence.Indeed,we will give examplesin section6 where
existencedoesnot hold. In section5, under the additionalhypothesisof the absenceof “zeromodes”,
we will furtherextendthe uniquenessproperty(thoughnot the KMS property)to the entirealgebraof
observables,s4 on the domainof determinacyof the horizon.

The following lemmawill be usedin the proof of theorem4.2.

Lemma4.1. Let (S,a’) be a symplecticvector spacewith (not necessarilysymplecticallyorthogonal)
subspacesSa and

5b such that S= Sa + 5,,. Let ~“ 5~ta’and .~‘,, denotethe Weyl algebrasover (5, a’),

(‘va’ a’) and (Sb,a’), respectively.(It follows that sit is generatedby the subalgebras~~‘a’ and sit,,, i.e.,
everyelementof sit can beexpressedas alimit of a sum of productsof elementsof 4 with elements of

4.) Let cv be a quasifree state on sit which restrictsto the pure quasifree states cv, on 4 and cv,, on

Then cv is pure and is uniquely determined by Wa andcv,,.

Proof. Let (K, ~‘) denote the one-particle Hubert space structure of cv. Then by lemma A.2 and the
purity of cv, and cv~,KSa and KS,, each must be dense in complex linear subspacesof ~ Hence,
KS= KSa + KS,, is densein a complex linear subspace, and since KS+ iKS is densein ~C,wehavethat
KS is densein ~C.Thus, by lemmaA.2, cv is pure.

To prove uniqueness,let w~andw
2 be two quasifree states [with one-particle Hilbert spacestructures

(K1, ~C1)and (K2, ~‘2), respectively] each of which restricts to cva on ~
4a and cv~ on 4~Define

T= K
2°K~:K1S—>K2S.By lemmaA.1 of appendixA, it sufficesto showthat

(Tx,, Ty1) = (x1, y,) Vx1, y1 C K1S. (4.24)

*) Indeed,in specificexamples,it shouldbe possibleto improveupon this statement.For examplein Kruskal spacetimewe would conjecture
that S,” is densein thespaceof solutionsin the“right wedge”whichhavefinite energy(energyheredefinedwith respectto theSchwarzschildtime
evolution i~). Thiswould follow from resultsin ref. [101if one couldadditionallyshow that therewere no nonzerofinite energysolutionswhich
vanishon ,f’~U ,t~.(We know this to be true for smoothsolutionsby thedomain of determinacyproperty.See proposition2.5.)
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By the abovediscussion,we know that this equalityholdswheneverboth x1 and y, belongto KiSa or
both belong to K1S,,. To show that it holds on sums of such elements is not entirely trivial since~W,and

are not necessarily orthogonal. However, by property (iii) of proposition3.1, we know that for all

x1, y, C K,S,

Im(Tx1, Ty1) =Im(x,, y1) . (4.25)

It thus remains only to show that for all xa C K,S,,Xb C KtSb, we have

Re(Txa,Ty,,) =Re(xa, Y,,)~ (4.26)

To do this, note that

Re(Tx,, Ty,,) =Im(Tx,,i Ty,,) =Im( Tx,,, U,,(iy,,)) , (4.27)

where U,,: —> K2S,,is the unitary map satisfying UbK1 = K2 on 5,,. [Existenceof U,, is guaranteed
by the uniquenessof one-particleHilbert spacestructuresfor cv,, (seeproposition3.1). Purity of Wb is
usedherein that we takethe closuresof K1S,,and K2S,, rather than their complexifications.]Let {zbfl }
be a sequencein K1S,, which convergesto ~ E K,S,,. Then, we have,

Re(Tx,,Ty,,) =lim Im(Tx,,U,,z,,,,)

= tin Im( Tx,, Tz,,,,)= tim Im(x,, Zbfl) = Re(x,,, y,,) , (4.28)

which completes the proof of uniqueness. U

We now stateand prove the principal resultof this section:

Theorem 4.2. Under conditions (i) and (ii) statedat the end of section 2, the restriction of any
quasifree r,-invariant Hadamardstate to 4 is unique (if it exists at all) andpure. If, in addition,
condition(iii) holds, thenthis state— if it exists— must,whenrestrictedto ~ be a regularKMS state
with respect to the action of i~at the Hawking temperatureT = K/

21T. Furthermorewe have
KS

0 Cdom(h0),whereh0 is the one-particleHamiltonian.Finally, the Hadamardconditionneedonly
be assumedto hold in a neighborhoodof the horizon.

Proof. Uniquenessandpurity areimmediateconsequencesof lemma4.1 andthe previouslyestablished
uniqueness and purity on sitA and 4. To prove the KMS property, we study (I(~= Kl~,~) — the
Hilbert spacestructureover (Se,a’) corresponding to the restriction of our statecv to 4 (which now is
known to be determineduniquely up to equivalence).By properties(2A) and (2B), KOSOrt+ iK0S~’is
densein ~ andhence(K0 .~X~)is also a one-particleHilbert spacestructurefor (Sr, a’). Since~(t)

maps S,, into itself, there exists a unique unitary group U0(t): ~ —> ~ which satisfies

U0(t)K0410= K0~(t)410 V410 C5~ (4.29)

[seeeq. (3.41) above].To prove that cv is a KMS statewhen restrictedto ~ we must verify that its
one-particle Hilbert space structure satisfies the KMS conditionslistedin section3.2, specificallythat (a)
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(10(t) is strongly continuouswith generatorh0 satisfying eq. (3.51), and (b) there exists a complex
conjugationon ~ which satisfies eqs. (3.52) and (3.53). Condition (a) follows immediately from
properties(3A), (4A) and (3B), (4B) above.To establish(b) we define 10 on KS0 by

J0K0410= K0.t4I0, (4.30)

for all 41~C S~.[This defines 10 densely since by purity (proven above)KS0 is densein X,.] It follows
immediately from the commutativity of r, and i [seeproperty (iii) at the end of section 2] that j~
commuteswith exp(—ih0t), so eq. (3.52) is satisfied. It follows from eq. (4.7) that j~mapsK0S~to
K0S0/t’ and that j~= id. By properties(4A) and (4B),J~coincideswith the complexconjugationsIA on
KSA and lB on KSB. Furthermore,by writing any element K410 as a sum K41,, + K41B, it follows
immediatelyfrom eq. (4.16), that

exp(— 7Th0/K)K041= —j0K0çb V41 C S~, (4.31)

i.e., eq. (3.53) is satisfied.

Since KS0 is densein X,,, it remainsonly to showthat the antiunitaryproperty,
(./0x,j0y)=(y,x) Vx,yEKS0 (4.32)

holds. [Satisfactionof this equationwould show that10 is boundedand (usingj~= id) that its unique
extension to all of X,, is a complex conjugation. Note that eq. (4.32) does not trivially follow from the
corresponding properties of IA and lB since ~‘,, and ~‘B are not necessarily orthogonal.] To prove eq.
(4.32) we note that by the symplecticness of I(~[property(iii) of proposition3.1], and the antisymplec-
tic natureof .9 [seeeq. (4.6)], we clearlyhave

Im(I0x, j0y) =Im(y,x) Vx, yEKS0. (4.33)

By properties(4A) and (4B), wealsoknow that (4.32)holdsfor x, y eitherbothin 5,, or both in SB. It
thusremainsonly to prove that

Re(jOxA,I0YB) = Re(xA, YB) VX,, E KOSA,YB E KOSB. (4.34)

We prove this in a mannervery similar to the proof of eq. (4.26) above.We have

Re(jOxA,I0YB)=Im(IOxA,iIOyB)

=Im(IOxA,ijByB) = —Im( j0x~,,,IB(iYB)) . (4.35)

Let {zBfl} be a sequencein KSB which convergesto ‘YB~ Then, we have

Re(jOxA,I0YB) = — urn Im(jOxA, IOzBfl) = — urn Im(zBfl,xA)

= —Im(iyB,xA) =Re(xA, YB), (4.36)

as desired.This completesthe proof that cv restrictedto ~ is a KMS state.
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The condition that KS0Cdom(h0)follows by linearity from the correspondingparts of properties
(3A) and (3B). Thus, to complete the proof of the theorem,it remainsonly to show that cv is regular,
i.e., that h0 hasno zeroeigenvalues. By the “if” part of lemma 3.3 this will be the case if KS0 + JØKS0is
dense in ~. However, this latter condition must hold because the “only if” part of lemma 3.3 in
combinationwith properties(1A)—(4A) and (1B)—(4B) implies that KSA+ IAKSAis densein k’,, and
KSB+ IBKSB is dense in ~‘B~ For the final remark of the theorem,we observethat the Hadamard
assumptionis requiredin the aboveproof only to obtainthe formula (4.3) for the smearedtwo-point
function on the horizon. For this, it clearly suffices to assumethe Hadamardproperty only in a
neighborhoodof the horizon. U

We remark that by a straightforwardextensionof the above argument,one may show that cv is a
“double KMS-state” in the senseof refs. [43,14] over the triple consisting of the subalgebraof sit
generatedby W(41) for solutions in S~+ S~,together with the actions x(t), I, arising— in the
terminology of ref. [46] (see also ref. [43])— from a “double KMS one-particle structure”
(K, ~, exp(—ih0t), Jo) over the classical“double linear dynamicalsystem” (S~+ S~,a’, Y(t), g).

5. Uniquenesson the domain of determinacyof the horizon

In the previoussection,we proveduniquenessand KMS propertiesof quasi-free,isometryinvariant
Hadamardstateson the subalgebra4 generatedby fields symplectically smearedwith solutionsin

= SA + SB. (Seethe beginning of section4 for the definitionsof thesesubspacesof solutions.) The
purpose of this section is to extend the uniqueness result to the subalgebra .~ generatedby
“four-smearing” fields with test functions in the domain of determinacy,~, of ‘i,, U ~. In many
spacetimesof interest, ~ will be the entire spacetime(see proposition2.2). More generally,for any
analytic spacetime,~ will include an open neighborhoodof ti,, U ~ and hence [by the type of
argumentgiven following eq. (B.23) in appendixB] S0 will be containedin SE. In anycase,~ always
includesthe regions~ and ~ (seesection2), andthis implies that SE always containsS~andS~.We
alreadyindicatedin section4 that S0 fl S~is alwaysa “large” subspaceof SE in the sensethat if 41 C SE
and a’(41, 410) = 0 for all 410 C S~then 41 is invariant under the isometries; hence, ~ should be a
correspondingly “large” subalgebra of sitE. Therefore,one might expect that our uniqueness result for

4 should extend to SitE. However, in order to obtain a uniquenessresult on ~E’ we impose an
additionalcondition: the absenceof “zero modes”.That somesortof additionalconditionis necessary
can be seenfrom the following example.

Let cli be any smooth, r,-invariant solution of eq. (3.2). For example,in the masslesscase(with
V= 0) in any spacetimewe may choose cl’ to be constant; for a massive Klein—Gordon field in
Minkowski spacetimewith Killing horizon generatedby Lorentz boosts,we may choosetfi to be the
Lorentzboostinvariant solution (e.g. see ref. [55]: 8.491(9),p. 971),

= J0(2m(T
2— X2)112), (5.1)

whereT andX areglobal inertial coordinates.Let cv,,
0 be a r,-invariant,quasifreeHadamardstate(e.g.,

for Minkowski spacetime,the usual Minkowski vacuum)andconsiderthe quasifreestatecv,, with p.
given by
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(5.2)

Then, the inequality (3.23) will be satisfied,so eq. (5.2) doesindeeddefine a quasifreestate,although
it is not a pure state. Furthermore, it is easilyseenthat cv,, is a Hadamardstateandis invariantunder
the r,-isometries. Thus, both cv,, and cv,,,, satisfyall our conditionson 4’ so uniqueness does not hold

~
The pathology of this exampleis best characterizedby examining the one-particleHilbert space

structureof cv,,. It maybe verified that this one-particleHilbert spacestructureis given by

~r=x~c, Kçb=Kçb~a’(t/i,çb)1, . (5.3)

where(K, ~‘) is the usualone-particleHilbert spacestructureof cv,, and1 denotesthe unit elementof
C. It can be verified that the vectorxgiven by 0~1 is a zero mode,i.e., it satisfiesU(t)x = x for all t,

where U(t) denotesthe one-particleimplementorof the r,-isometries[seeeq. (3.41)]. In essence,we
haveassociateda particle stateto the “nondispersive”mode ~s.

In order to eliminate the above type of example,we shall impose in this section the following
additionalcondition on quasifreestateson sitE:

Condition 5.1. The implementor,U(t), eq. (3.41), of our isometry group on the one-particleHilbert
space~‘E associatedwith the quasi-freestatecv,, on ~~‘E musthaveno “zero-modes”,i.e., for xC ~ we
haveU(t)x = x for all t if and only if x = 0.

Note that condition 5.1 can neverbe satisfiedin the casewherethereexists a r,-invariantsolution
41 C S — as occursfor a masslessfield on a spacetimewith compact Cauchysurfaces— since K41 will
automaticallybe a zero mode. Thus, theorem5.1 below will be ineffective in such cases.

It also should be noted that our exampleabove involved a mixed state.(This may be seenfrom
lemmaA.2.) It is an open questionas to whether uniquenesscould be proven without imposing
condition5.1 by restrictingto purequasifreestates.Indeed,we alreadymentionedin section4 that for
Minkowski spacetime(of dimensionlargerthan2) it is knownthat — at leastin the masslesscase— 5,,
(andhenceS0) is densein SE = S in the normp.0 associatedwith the usual vacuumstate.This implies*
that for anychoiceof pure quasifreestate,KS0 must be densein KSE. This, in turn, directly implies
that for pure statesall the conclusionsof theorem4.2— in particular, uniqueness — can be extended
from ~ to ~~‘E = sit. Thus, for a massless scalar field in Minkowski spacetime,we mayreplacecondition
5.1 by the conditionthat the quasifreestatebe pure. However, in generalspacetimeswhich possessno
r,-invariantsolutionsin S, it is not known whetherKS0 must be densein KSE.

We now stateand prove the principal result of this section: In the presenceof condition 5.1, the
uniquenessresultof theorem4.2 extendsto sitE. It remainsan open questionas to whetherthe KMS
and purity propertiesof the stategiven by theorem4.2 also must extendto 4.

Theorem5.1. Let (M, g,,,) be a spacetimewith bifurcate Killing horizon (associatedwith isometry
group i~) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of section2. Then there exists at most one T,-invariant,
quasifree,Hadamardstateon ~ satisfyingcondition5.1.

*) This follows from thefollowing generalresult(wald, unpublished).Let (5, a’) bea symplecticvectorspaceandlet S,bea subspaceof S. Let
w denotea pure quasifreestateon the Weyl algebra,.~, over (5, a’) whichrestrictsto a given (fixed) pure quasifreestatew,on theWeyl algebra,
4, over (5,, a’). Let (K, st’) denotetheone-particleHilbert spacestructureof w. Theneither KS0 is densein KSfor all suchu or for no suchw.
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The proof of theorem 5.1 will rely on the following lemma:

Lemma5.2. Let S~.denotethe subspaceof SE consistingof all solutionsin SE of the form .~J(t)cli — cli for
tE ER, cli C 5E~Then condition 5.1 is equivalent to the statement that KST+ iKST is densein ~4.

Proof of lemma5.2. First assumecondition5.1. The subspace KST+ iKST will be densein ~‘~E if and
only if the only yC ~ whichsatisfiesKy, K41) = 0 for all 41 C £,-, is y = 0. However, if (y, K41) = 0 for
all 41 C ST, then for all 1,11 C SE and tC ER we have,

0 KY, K[~(t)cli— cli]) = Ky, U(t)Kçli— Kcli) = (U(—t)y —y, Kcl’). (5.4)

Since the complexifiedrangeof KSE is densein ~~E’ this implies that for all t C ER,

U(—t)y—y0, (5.5)

andhence,by condition5.1, wehavey= 0. The proof of the converseproceedsby following the same
calculation in reverseorder. U

Proofoftheorem5.1. Suppose we had two isometry invariant, quasifree,Hadamardstates,cv
1 andcv2,

on sitE. Let (K1, ~ (K2, ~‘2) be the one-particle Hilbert space structures for cv1, cv2, respectively. We
considerthe function y: Sx S—> C definedby

y(41, cli) = (K141, K1i/i) — (K241,K2i/i) = A1(41, cli) — A2(41, 41), (5.6)

where A1, A2 are the symplectically smearedtwo-point functions of cv1 and cv2 [seeeq. (3.25) and
proposition 3.1]. By the Hadamard condition the “singular parts” of the two-point functionswill cancel,
and y will arise from a C~bisolutionF: M x M —> C as a “double symplecticproduct”:

y(41, 41) = f dSadS~b’F(x, x’)V,,V~,41(x)41(x’), (5.7)

where ~, ~6’are any (possibly partially null) Cauchysurfaces.The isometry invarianceof w~and cv2
immediately implies that F is jointly r,-invanant, i.e., for all tC ER,

F(r,x, r,x’) = F(x, x’). (5.8)

We claim, now, that the much strongerpropertyof separater,-invariancealso holds, i.e., for all I C ER
we have,

F(r,x,x’)F(x,x’) (5.9)

[andsimilarly F(x, i~x’)= F(x, x’)]. To show this, we note that from the fact that F is a bisolution and
by the domain of determinacy property, it suffices to show eq. (5.9) holds for all x, x’ C i~1,,U ~B• In
fact, characterizingeachpoint on lilA by (U, s) as in section4, (wheres C 21 and U is an affineparameter
alongthe null geodesicgeneratorsof ~A) andsimilarly characterizingpoints on ~ by (V, s), we shall
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show that on ,,q,, U ~~B’ Fis independent of Uand V (in each variable), and hence trivially satisfies(5.9).
To prove this, we considerseparatelythe caseswherexand x’ lie on the same horizon or on different
horizons. :1

First, if x,x’ C if,,,, then by the joint isometry invariance(5.8), we have,

F(U, s; U’, s’) = F(e”U, s;eKUO, s’). (5.10)

Thus, taking the limit as I—> —~, we find

F(U,s; U’,s’)=F(0,s;0,s’), (5.11)

as desired.The proof for x, x’ C ~B is identical.
If xC ~A and x’ C ‘~B, we invoke the uniquenessproperty of theorem4.2 to concludethat for all

41AC 5A and 41B C 5B we have

Y(41A,41B)=0. (5.12)

By eq. (5.7), this implies that

f ~dU d2sJV~dV’ d2s’ ~ fA(U, s)fB(V’,s’) = 0, (5.13)

wherefA = is an arbitraryelementof C~(ifA), and similarly fB = 4~B~B is an arbitraryelementof
C~(ifB). Hence,we concludethat

~92Fh9U~V’=0, (5.14)

whereupon we see that F must arise as a sum,

F(U, s; V’, s’) = I(U, s;s’) + 1(s; V’, s’) . (5.15)

However, the only way a function of this form could be jointly Lorentzinvariant, is if it hasno U and

V’ dependence at all. Thus, for xC if,, and x’ C ifB, we have,

F(U, s; V’, s) = F(0, s; 0, s’), (5.16)

as we desiredto show.The proofthat the equationanalogousto eq. (5.16)also holdsfor x C ~fB’ x’ C

~A is of course,identical.Thus, the Lorentz invariance,eq. (5.9),of F in eachvariableseparatelyis
established.

Thus, for all 41, XE 5E and all IC ER, we have

y(Y(t)t/i,x) = ‘(cl’, x). (5.17)

In otherwords, for all 41 C 5T and x C SE we have
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(5.18)

In particular, eq. (5.18) holds for all 41, x C ST. From the definition (5.6) of y, this implies that

(K,41,K1x)~=KK241,K2x)~. (5.19)

However, by lemma5.2, the complexified ranges of ST under K, and K2 are densein l~and ~I’2

respectively.Thus, applying lemma A.1 to the real-linear map T= K2°K~
t,we find that the

one-particleHilbert spacestructures(K
1, ~°~)and (K2, ~‘2) are isomorphic.Thus, w1 = w2. U

6. Nonexistenceof stationary,Hadamardstateson the Schwarzschild—deSitter and Kerr spacetimes

6.1. Introduction

The results in sections 4 and 5 — while establishinguniqueness— leave openthe crucial questionof
existence.In the caseof Minkowski spacetime,it is of coursestraightforwardto demonstratethat the
usualvacuumstatefor the equation

(U — m
2)41= 0 (6.1)

exists(for m~ 0) andsatisfiesall our conditions.In the caseof the Kruskalspacetime,oneexpectsthat
the Hartle—Hawking state [again for eq. (6.1) with m ~0] — as heuristically defined on exterior
Schwarzschildeither by “Euclidean methods” [2, 69,70] or in terms of boundaryconditions on the
horizonsif,, and ~B [3] — possessesan extensionto the wholeof Kruskal spacetimewhich maybegiven
a rigorousmathematicalconstructionwhich againsatisfiesall the conditions.(While we believethis to
be true, we have not attemptedto carry out the constructionand to checkthat the resulting state
satisfiesour conditions.A first steptowardsdoing this has howeverbeen takenin ref. [14] where a
rigorousconstructionis given for the Hartle—Hawkingstateon the doublewedgealgebrageneratedby
fields covariantly smearedwith test functions each of which is, however, requiredto vanish in some
neighborhoodof the bifurcation two-sphere.)Similarly, on deSitterspacetime,we expect that for eq.
(6.1) with m>0, the Euclidean vacuum [4] satisfies all our conditions. Indeed, Allen [8] showsthatthis
statesatisfiesa “Hadamardcondition” which, however,is weakerthanoursat a technicallevel. He also
provesthat this state is unique amongthe set of deSitter invariant statessatisfyinghis Hadamard
condition. Note, however,that Allen [8], Najmi and Ottewill [56] and othershaveshownthat severe
infrared problems preventthe existenceof any deSitter invariant state in the caseof a minimally
coupledscalarfield with zero mass.(This difficulty doesnot howeveroccur for spins ~ 1/2.)

We shallnot discusssuchexamples— whereexistenceis expectedto hold — furtherhere.Rather,we
shall concentrate,from now on, on a detaileddiscussionof two exampleswhere,as we shall argue,no
isometry invariant,quasifreeHadamardstatecan exist. Let us note straight away that, onceone has
sucha nonexistenceresult for a given spacetime,thenone actuallyhasnonexistenceamongstthe set of
all (i.e.,not necessarilyquasifree)isometryinvariant Hadamardstateson that spacetime.To seethis, it
suffices to observethat, given an isometry invariant Hadamardstate,one always has an isometry
invariant quasifreeHadamardstate— namely,the quasifreestatewith the sametwo-point function. We
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also point out that for our nonexistenceresults,the Hadamardassumptionactuallyneedsto be made
only in a neighborhoodof the horizon.

The two examples are Schwarzschild—deSitter spacetime and the globally hyperbolicregion At of the
Kerr spacetime (see fig. 5 of section 2). In the Schwarzschild—deSitter case we will give two
independentproofs of the nonexistenceof a stationaryHadamardstate.(Theproofs are independentin
thattheygeneralizeto differentclassesof spacetimes.)In theKerr case,weshall prove two (technically
inequivalent)resultsshowingthat nonexistencefollows as a consequenceof superradiance(see,e.g.,
ref. [17]) for classicalsolutionsof eq. (6.1).

Before systematicallyproving thesenonexistenceresults in subsequentsubsections,we begin by
giving a simple, heuristicexplanationof why existenceis not expectedto hold in theseexamples. In
Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime(seefig. 6), we havea pair of bifurcate Killing horizonsif, = ~1A U

~1B, if2 = ~~2A U ~2B which “share a wedgein common”, i.e., ~ = ~2’ but for which the otherwedges
~ and ~‘2 are acausallyrelated(and, in particular, distinct). Furthermore,the surfacegravitiesare
unequal,K1 > K2. The basicideaof the first proof (theorem6.4) is to use the properties of theorem4.2
that tell us that, crudely speaking,a stationary,quasifree, Hadamardstatemust be mixed on the
subalgebraassociatedwith the “left wedge”, ~2’ of if., but “purified” by its correlations with the
subalgebraassociatedwith the “right wedge”, ~ However, ~ = ~2 and the state must also be pure
whenrestrictedto the subalgebraassociatedwith ~ U £~.Since£~� ~‘2’ this is impossible.

The basicideaof the secondproof (theorem6.5) is that in the region ~ = ~ the statewouldhave
to be a KMSstate at two different temperatures, T1 = K1!

2 IT and T
2 = K2!

21T, which is impossible. In
making both of these proofs rigorous, we need to cope with the fact that theorem4.2 only gives us
propertieson the subalgebrassit

10 and4~’ratherthanthe full subalgebras4 and4 associatedwith
the domainsof determinacy9l~= At~ and~2 = At2 of the two horizons.Thus,eventhough~ =

~, the subalgebras ~ and ~ to which theorem 4.2 applies are distinct. (Indeed, since wave
propagation tends to “spread things out” it seems highly unlikely that the solutionsubspacesS~and S~
shareanyelementsin commonand hence~ andsit~presumablyhaveonly the identity elementin
common.) Nevertheless, proposition 2.2 assures us that the S~andS~subspacescannotbe “symplecti-
cally orthogonal”, and that fact suffices for our proofs. Note that the first proof does not require
K1 ~ K2, whereasthe second proof does not require that the wedges~ and ~ be distinct. Thus,
theorems 6.4 and 6.5 generalizeto differentclassesof spacetimes,as mentionedabove.We remarkthat
in the case where the wedges ~ and ~ are distinct, onemay obtain a spacetime in which they are the
sameby identifying pointsunderthe discreteisometryobtainedby composingthe reflectionisometries
of proposition 2.4 for the two neighboringwedges(provided,of course,that thesereflection isometrics
exist globally).

In the caseof Kerr spacetime,any statesatisfyingour conditionswould haveto satisfy the KMS
conditionon S~at T= K!

2 iT with respectto the relevantisometrygroup— which we recall is the one
whoseKilling vector~a is null on the eventhorizonof the blackhole. The key point is thate becomes
spacelikeat large distancesfrom the black hole. This implies that the classical“energy” of the scalar
field on the right wedge(definedwith respectto ~‘) is not boundedfrom belowon

5E• Consequently,
onewould not expect*) thereto existanyKMS stateswith respectto ~a To makethe aboveargument
more rigorous, we shall use a general result, proven in section 6.2, that for a wide classof quasifree
KMS states(which includes those occurring in theorem4.2), the classical energy of the underlying

*) We aregratefulto K. Fredenhagenfor aconversationwhich drewour attentionto thepoint thatone shouldnot expect existenceof a KMS

statefor aspacelikesymmetry.It wasonly afterthis conversationthat werealizedthat — in the light of our resultsin section4 — existenceis unlikely
to hold amongsttheset of stationaryHadamardstateson Kerr.
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classicalsystemmustbe positivedefinite. We thenovercome,in section6.4, the problemthatthe KMS
property is only known to hold on S~’(rather than all of SE) by explaining how the failure of the
classical energy to be positive definite on S~is a consequenceof a certain energysuperradiance
property for wave packets(which we believe to be true). We shall also give a second(technically
inequivalent) nonexistenceargument for Kerr by showing that a closely related(but technically
inequivalent)“one-particlenorm” superradiancepropertyis incompatiblewith apositive innerproduct
on the one-particleHilbert space~.

To end this subsection,we mention that thereclearly are close links betweenour nonexistence
results and the difficulties mentionedby Gibbons and Hawking [4] concerningthe Schwarzschild—
deSitter,Kerr, andotherspacetimes.The usualmethodsfor obtaininga suitablecomplexificationwith
a regular“Euclideansection” fail for thesespacetimesandhencethe standardEuclideanprocedurefor
defining a preferred“Euclideanvacuumstate” breaksdown. The resultsof this sectionassureus that
there is also no other procedurewhich would yield an isometry invariant statefor thesespacetimes
which is Hadamardin the neighborhoodof both the A and B horizons.

6.2. Classicalsymmetriesand one-particlestructures

In this subsection,we developfurtherthe generaltheory of one-particlestructuresof group-invariant
quasifreestatesassociatedwith a classicallinear dynamicalsystem(S, a’, ~(t)) (seesection3.2). The
first lemmagives a generalrelationshipbetweenthe classicalandone-particle—quantumgeneratorsof
the one-parametergroup of symmetries.The other two lemmasapply to KMS statesand relate to
“heating up” and “cooling down” constructions.An important corollary of theseresults is that
positivity of the classical energyis a necessaryconditionfor the existenceof groundandregularKMS
stateswhich satisfyan additionalconditionon the domainof the one-particleHamiltonian.The results
of thissectionwill be neededfor the nonexistencetheorems6.5 and6.7 for Schwarzschild—deSitterand
Kerr spacetimes.However, theorems6.4 and 6.8 do not requiretheseresults.

Recall from section 3.2 that given a classical linear dynamical system(S,a-, ~(t)) and given a
quasifreestateon theWeyl algebra.~‘ over (S,a’) whichis invariantunderthe automorphismgroupa(t)
of eq. (3.39), we acquire a one-particlestructure (K, ~, U(t)) over (S,a’, ~T(t)) where (K, ~) is
characterizedby proposition3.1 and U(t) is aone-parameterunitary groupon ~, intertwinedby K with

K~T(t)= U(t)K (6.2)

[seeeq. (3.41)]. For lemma 6.1, we will furtherassumethat U(t) is strongly continuouswith generator g

U(t) = exp(—igt) (6.3)

[seeeq. (3.43)] and that

KSCdom(g), (6.4)

so that— e.g., by theoremVIII.10 of ref. [57]— KS + iKS is a corefor g.

Observethat the flow
(6.5)
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on our infinite-dimensionallinear phasespace(S,a-) is formally generated— in the senseof classical
mechanics— by the classicalfunction G on S with values

G(41) = -~(d/dt)a’(41,Y(t)41)~0. (6.6)

Note thatin the casewhere(S, a’) consistsof our spaceof solutionsof eq. (6.1) on (M, g,,,,)and ~(t) is
inducedby agroupof isometrics{r,: t C ER), oneeasilyseeswith asuitableapplicationof the dominated
convergencetheoremthat this is given by

G(çb) = J T~~aNb~fl~ d
3x, (6.7)

where

Ta~= ~,41V,,41 — ~g,,,(V~çbV’~41+ m2q52) (6.8)

is the energy—momentumtensorof the solution 41, ~“ is the Killing vector field correspondingto the
one-parameter group r~,~ is any Cauchy surface, with Na its unit normal and (3g)112 d3x is the volume
element derived from its induced three-metric.

The connection between g and G(41) is given by lemma6.1.

Lemma6.1. Let (5, a’, ~(t)) be a classical linear dynamicalsystem and let (K, ~‘, exp(—igt)) be the
one-particlestructureof a groupinvariant, quasifreestatesatisfying eq. (6.4). Then V41~,412 C S we
have

—~(d!dt)o-(41
1,Y(t)412)~,0=Re(K411,gK412)~. (6.9)

In particular, the classical generator, G(41), of Y(t) — defined by (6.6) above— exists and equals the
expectationvalue of the one-particlegeneratorin the sensethat the following equationholds:

G(çb)=(Kçb,gK41) Vq5ES. (6.10)

Proof: By (6.2), we have

— ~a’(411,~(t)412)= —Im(K4s1, KY(t)412)= —Im(K411, U(t)K412) . (6.11)

By eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) the derivative of the right-hand side at t = 0 exists and equals —Im(K41,,
—igK412) Re(K411, gK412). Thus, the derivative of the left side also exists, and we obtain eq.
(6.9). U

Recall that for a quasifree ground state, the one-particleHamiltonian,h, is requiredto be positive
(seesection3.2). Hence,we obtain the following immediatecorollary of lemma6.1.

Corollary. A necessary condition for the existenceof a quasifreeground state whose one-particle
Hamiltonian satisfies the domain condition (6.4) is that the classicalenergy,eq. (6.6), bepositiveon S.
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Our secondresultexhibits,for anygiven lineardynamicalsystem(S,a’, Y(t)), a closeinterrelation-
ship which alwaysholds betweenregular,quasifreegroundandKMS states.(By proposition3.2, when
suchstatesexists, they are unique.)First assumeone is given a regular,quasifreegroundstate,with
one-particlestructure(K, ~‘, exp(—iht)). Then— providedthe condition*) (cf. refs. [46,43, 14])

KSCdom(ht12) (6.12)

is satisfied: one obtains (for each inverse temperature/3) a KMSstate by taking its one-particle
structure(K, ~C,exp(—iht)) to be given by

e=~r~r, (6.13)

= CsinhZ~K41~coshZ’3K41, (6.14)

exp(—iht)= exp(iht)~exp(—iht), (6.15)

whereC is a complexconjugationwhich commuteswith h and where Z~is definedimplicitly through

tanhZ~= exp(—/3h12). (6.16)

This maybe verified to be the one-particlestructureof a KMS stateby choosingj to be given by

j(x’~Y)= (—Cy)~(—Cx). (6.17)

This construction— which might be called “heatingup” — was given in ref. [46] (seealso ref. [14]), to
which we refer for further details. We now statea converseto this process(which might be called
“cooling down”) which doesnot appearto havebeen pointedout before. Given a regularquasifree
KMS state(at someinversetemperature/3), with one-particlestructure,(K, ~C,exp(—iht)), one obtains
a regular quasifree ground state with one-particle structure (K, ~C,exp(—iht)) by the following
procedure. First let ~l’ and ~C, be the negative andpositive spectral subspacesbelonging to the
operator h on ~‘, and let P_ andP÷be their associatedprojections.Notethat, for any function of h, we
have,by eq. (3.52), thatjf(h) =f(—h)j. Thus, in particular,

IP÷=P~j. (6.18)

Note also that by the regularity (i.e., no-zero-mode) condition, P + = ~fl so we may write
= ~ ~ with respect to which decomposition, h decomposesash - ~ h +. One easily checks that

a one-particle structure (K, ~C,exp(—iht)) of a regular quasifree ground state is obtained by defining

~‘{= ~‘+ , K=(1_e_ITh+)ht2P+OK, h=h÷ . (6.19)

Notice that this one-particle structure necessarily satisfies condition (6.12) and that KSCdom(h) if and
only if KSC dom(h).

*) This condition wasreferredto as the “regularity condition” in refs. [46,43,14]. This shouldnot be confusedwith theusagein thepresent
paperof the term“regular” to denotethe “no zero-mode”condition on h (seefootnoteon terminology,in subsection3.2).
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Thus, the above constructionstogetherwith the uniquenessguaranteedby proposition3.2 have
proven the following lemma.

Lemma6.2. For a given classicallinear dynamicalsystem(5, a’, 9(t)), a regularquasifreeKMS state
over (4 a(t)) [with one-particlestructure (K, ~C,exp(—iht))] exists for one /3 C ER~if and only if it
exists for all /3 in ER ~, andif andonly if thereexists a regular quasifree ground state (with one particle
structure (K, ~C,exp(—iht)) such that KSCdom(h”2). Furthermore,KSC dom(h) if and only if
KSC dom(h).

The following corollary will be used in the proof of theorem 6.7.

Corollary. Given a classical, linear dynamical system (5,a’, ~Y(t)),a necessary condition for the
existenceof a regular, quasifree, KMS state over (sit, a(t)) whose one-particle structure satisfies
KSCdom(h) is that the classicalenergy(6.6) be positive definite on S.

Proof. Lemma6.2 gives existenceof a regularquasifreegroundstatewith KSC dom(h).Hence,by the
corollary to lemma 6.1, the classicalenergymustbe positive on S. The energycannotvanish for any
nonvanishing 41 C S becauseif it did, Kçb would be a zero-mode, in violation of the regularity
property. U

Note that this corollary, in combination with lemma6.1, hasas a consequencethat, for a regular,
quasifree KMSstate, although the one-particle Hamiltonian is never a positive operator [it in fact
has — by eq. (3.52) — symmetrcspectrum],its “one-particleexpectationvalues” are always positive
[assumingthat KSCdom(h), so that theseexpectationvaluesare well defined]. In fact we havethe
following lemma,the last part of which will be usedin the proof of theorem6.5.

Lemma6.3. In the situation of lemma6.2, for all 41~4~in 5, the quantities Re(K41
1, ik412)~are

independent of /3 and equal the corresponding ground quantity

Re(K411,hK412)~=Re(K411,hK412)~. (6.20)

For fixed /3, also

Re(K41,,hK412)=Re(K411,(1—e~)h~K412). (6.21)

Proof: The first statementis ipimediateby lemma6.1, sinceall the quantitiesinvolved areequalto the
classicalenergyinnerproduct[asdefinedby the left handsideof eq. (6.9)]. For the secondstatement,
we useeq. (6.19) to obtain

Re(K411,hK412)~= Re((1 — e~~)”
2P~K41,,h+(1 — e~’~)112P~K41

2)~,

=Re(K411,(1—e~÷)h+K412)*, (6.22)

as we desiredto show. U
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6.3. Nonexistenceof stationary,Hadamardstates in Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime

In this subsection,we prove two theoremswhich establish the nonexistenceof any stationary
Hadamardstatein the caseof Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime.We refer thereaderto fig. 6 of section
2 for a conformal diagramof Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime,showingthe interrelationshipsof the
neighboring horizons and defining our notation for the various wedgesand portions of horizons

ifi~~~2A, ~ etc. The correspondingsubspacesof solutionsS1,,,,S2A,Sr,,, S10= S1A + SiB, etc., are
definedwith respectto eachhorizonas in section4. (Thesubscripts1 and2 on ~ etc. in S~,Sn,,
etc., are redundantandwill be dropped.)The correspondingsubalgebrassitlA,

4A’ 4A’ sit~etc., of
the Weyl algebra,sit, over (S,a’) for Schwarzschild—deSitter spacetimealsoaredefinedasin section4.

Given a quasifree stationary, Hadamard state cv,, on sit we obtain, as always, a one-particleHubert
spacestructure(K, ~) by proposition3.1. We denote the closures of the subspaces KS

1A,KS2A,KS10,
etc. in ~‘ by ~ ~‘2A’ ~ etc. Wedenote the projection operators onto these subspaces as
P2,,’ P10, etc. Weremind the reader that by property (1A) of section 4, KS1A and KS2A are dense,
respectively,in ~ and~‘2A’ so the restrictionsof cv,, to 4,, and4,, defineapurestate.Furthermore,
by the one-particleequivalentof the Reeh—Schliederproperty(2A), the complexificationsof KS~Aand
KS~Aalso are densein ~ and ~‘2A~ Similar resultsapply to the B spaces.Finally, by theorem4.2,
KS10and the complexification of KS~aredensein ~ while KS20and the complexificationof KS~Oare
densein ‘~‘20~

For both theorems 6.4 and 6.5, we will need the result that the subspaces~ and ~‘2O cannotbe
orthogonal. To prove this, we note that by proposition2.5, any nonzeroelement41~C S~cannot
vanishon if ~,,U if iB~ Furthermore,41 cannotbe isometry invariant(since its restrictionto if ~ U if ~B

is compactlysupported)andhence(again by proposition2.5) its restriction to if v,,, U if cannot be
isometry invariant. It follows immediately from eq. (4.4) thatwe can find a C S~suchthat,

a’(41~,41~)� 0, (6.23)

and hence

(K41~

1Ø,K41~)�0, (6.24)

as we desiredto show.
We now stateand prove our first nonexistence theorem for Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime.We

thenexplain below how the proof of this theoremcorrespondsto the heuristicideaindicatedin section
6.1.

Theorem 6.4. Let (M, gab) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime containing a pair of neighboring
bifurcate Killing horizons such that properties (ui)—(iii) listed at the end of section 2 apply to both
horizonsandsuch that ~ = ~2 ~ but ~ and~‘2 areacausallyrelated(seefig. 6 of section2). Then
there does not exist a stationary, Hadamard state on the “triple wedge region” At

1 U At2. In particular,
no stationary, Hadamard state exists on Schwarzschild—deSitter spacetime.

Proof. As mentionedin section6.1,it sufficesto prove the theoremin the quasifreecase.Supposethat
cv,, werea quasifree, stationary, Hadamard state on At1 U At2. Let (K, ~‘) be its one-particleHilbert
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spacestructure.We shall obtain a contradictionas follows: Let 41~C S~.Then 41~is the sum of a
solutionwhich vanishesoutsidethe causalpastandfutureof if ~,,and a solution which vanishesoutside
the causal pastand future of ~ Hence 41~vanisheson if1,, U ~1B, so for all 4~C Sio’ we have

a’(41,~,41~)=0. (6.25)

Thus, by property (iii) of proposition3.1, we have

Im(K4110,K41~)=0. (6.26)

However, by theorem4.2, KS10is densein the complexlinearsubspace,~ of ~‘. Consequently, the
“imaginary part” in eq. (6.26)maybe dropped,to yield

KK4110, K41~)=0, (6.27)

for all 41,~C S~,41~C S~.However, eq. (6.27) is equivalentto

KK411O, K41~+ iK41~)= 0, (6.28)

for all 41~C ~ and41~,~!4C S~.However, by properties(2A) and (2B) of section 4, (i.e., the
“one-particleequivalentsto the Reeh—Schliederproperty” applied to the “2” horizon), we knowthat
KS~+ iKS~is dense in ~ Thus, eq. (6.28) implies that ~ and ~‘2O are orthogonal, which
contradictsthe proof given above(basedupon proposition2.5) that theycannotbe orthogonal. U

The basicideaunderlyingthe aboveproofmaybe explainedas follows. Thedensenessof KS10in ~

is equivalent(by lemmaA.2) to the statementthat cv,, is pure when restrictedto 4~.On the other
hand,the densenessof KS~0+ iKS~Øin ~‘2O KS20containsthe implications both that cv,, is mixed on
~ (sinceKS~0alonecannotbe densein ~‘20’ so KS~cannotbe densein a complexlinearsubspace)
but pureon 40. Thus,in essence(i.e., ignoringthe fact that ~ and ~‘~J are distinct subalgebrasof
the “right wedgeobservables”),cv,, would haveto be pureon the “doublewedgeregion”~, U P~,pure
on ~2 u Pit, but mixed on ~2’ which is impossibleif ~ and~‘2 aredistinct. Theproof hasthe following
“translation” at the level of secondquantizedoperators(For simplicity, we ignore the distinction
betweenthe subalgebras~ andsi1~andthe full algebra~ for the region PA.) Let (p, ~, f~)be the
GNS triple for the full triple-wedgeregion At1 U At2. By the Reeh—Schliederproperty_(seeSection 4
and appendixA) applied to PA in At2, we know that p(sfI°~)Qwill be dense in p(sit2)Q. Similarly,
p(sitrt)Q will be dense in p(4)f2. It follows that the Hilbert subspacesp(sit2)Q and p(si11)Q are
actually both equalto the full triple-wedgeHilbert space ~. Now notice that p(sit~)is a nontrivial
subalgebraof boundedoperatorson ~ which (since ~‘2 and At1 are acausallyrelated)commuteswith
p(sit1). This contradictsthe irreducibility of the GNS triple for At1 (i.e., the purity of the stateon At1).

Our secondnonexistencetheoremis basedupon the simple ideathatonecannotsimultaneouslybe
in thermalequilibrium at two different temperatures.

Theorem 6.5. Let (M, g,,,) be a globally hyperbolic spacetimecontaining a pair of neighboring
bifurcateKilling horizonssuchthat properties(ii)—(iii) of section2 apply to bothhorizonsandsuchthat

= PA2— PA (see fig. 6 of section 2). Suppose,further, that K1> 1(2. Then there does not exist a
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stationary, Hadamard state on At1 U At2. In particular, no stationary, Hadamardstate exists on
Schwarzschild—deSitterspacetime.

Proof. Again, it suffices to considerthe quasifreecase.Again, we supposethat cv,, is a stationary,
Hadamard,quasifreestateon At1 U At2, andderive a contradiction.Let (K, ~C,exp(—iht)) denotethe
one-particlestructureof the restrictionof cv,, to the Weyl algebraover(S10 + S20, a’). Let 41 C S~ and
let 41 C S~. Considerthe quantity ReK hK41~, 41 ~). (By lemma6.1, this quantity is the classical
“energy inner product” of 41~with 41~).We have

Re(hK41~,K41~)= ReKhK41~,P10K41~,)= ReKK41~,(1—

=Re(K41~,(1 _e1”~)h+K41~) (6.29)

(with P~=
21r/K

1) wherelemma6.3 togetherwith theorem4.2(appliedto sit~)wereusedin the second
stepand the fact that h and h + map ~ into itself was usedin the first and last steps.On the other
hand, we similarly have,

ReKhK41~,K41~)= Re(K41~,(1— e~2h+)h+K41~). (6.30)

Equatingthe right sides of eqs. (6.29) and (6.30), we obtain

0=Re(K41~,(e~~1’2+_e 2”f)h+K41~) =Re(K41~,iT(h)P10K41~), (6.31)

where

IT(h)ns (e~h”~— e~2h~)h+~ (6.32)

is a boundedpositive operatormapping~ into itself with no zero eigenvalues(since cv,, is a regular
KMS stateon ~ By continuity,we have

ReKy, IT(h)P10K41~)=0, (6.33)

for all y C KS~,.To completethe proof, we appealto the “preduality property”, eq. (4.23), for ~,,
and ~‘1B (and, hence,for ~C,0):For any ~ C S~we have

Im(K41~,,P10K41~J)= ImKK41~,K41~)=~a’(çli~,41~)=0. (6.34)

Thus,P1ØKçb~is in the “symplecticcomplement”of KS~,and henceP10K41~JCKS~0.Furthermore,
since as proven above, ~ and ‘~‘20are not orthogonal,we can choose41~such that P10K41~~0.
(Indeed,the abovenonorthogonalityargumentactuallyshowsthatP10K41~~ 0 for all 41~~ 0.) Thus,
settingy = P10K41~J� 0, we obtain

ReKy,iT(h)y)=0, (6.35)

which contradictsthe fact that ir(h) is positive, with no zeroeigenvalues. U
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It is interestingto note,in line with our remarksat the end of section6.1, that in both classesof
spacetimescoveredby the abovetheorem[i.e., thosewith a “triple wedge”region (theorem6.4) and
thosewith awedgesharedin commonby two horizonswith unequalsurfacegravities(theorem6.5)] the
straightforwardt—~ it prescriptionfor static spacetimesfails to yield a regularEuclideansection.Thus,
in thesespacetimes,theredoesnot exist an obviousprocedurefor constructinga Euclideanvacuum
state.

6.4. Nonexistenceof stationary,Hadamardstatesin Kerr spacetime

We now turnto a rigorousdiscussionof the nonexistenceof anystationary(undertheisometry-group
whose Killing vector is null on the blackhole horizon)Hadamardstateon (the region At of the) Kerr
spacetime(seefig. 5 in section2). As always,we reducetheproblemto the quasifreecaseas explained
in section6.1.

By the corollaryto lemma6.3 (andtheorem4.2) asufficient conditionfor this nonexistenceresult is
the existenceof aclassicalsolution 410 C S~whose“energy” E is negative.Herefor any 41 CS°~,E(41) is
definedby

E(41)=f ~ (6.36)

[see eq. (6.7)], where Tab is the energy momentum tensorof 41 [see eq. (6.8)], ~ = (ah9t)°+
I1H(ô/ô41) (with ~ the angularvelocity of the horizon) is the Killing vector which goesnull on the
horizon, ~ is any Cauchysurfacefor the right wedge,N~is its unit normal,and ((3)g)~2d3x is its
inducedvolume element.Since~a is spacelikeat largedistancesfrom thehorizon,it is easyto showthat
therearesolutionsin S°~with negativeenergy.If the KMS propertyof theorem4.2were establishedon
all of S°~,the proof could end here! However, sincethe KMS propertyis provento hold only on S~,
considerablefurther argumentis needed.

We shall nowshowthat the existenceof sucha negativeenergy41~C S~is aconsequenceof acertain
propertyof classicalsolutionson Kerr relatedto the phenomenonof superradiance.To statewhat this
propertyis, we define, for any 41 C 5, the ~aenergyflux through the “right portions”of the A and B
horizonsby

EA(41)= f ~ dSb= J (df~)2~ du d2s, (6.37)

EB(41)= f Tab~adSb=I (~)2Vr~dUd2s (6.38)

wheredS” is given by eq. (4.3),fA andfB denote,respectively,the restrictionsof 41,, to if ~ andif ~, and
u andv are the Killing parameterson if~andif~(seesection2). The energysuperradianceproperty
maynow be statedas follows.

Energysuperradianceproperty. Thereexists atleastonesolution 41 C S~suchthat the energyflux of 41
throughthe A horizon is larger thanits flux through the B horizon,
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E,,(41)> E8(41) (6.39)

[whereE,,(çb)= is not excluded].

We discuss, now, the status of the superradianceproperty. Superradiancein Kerr normally is
discussedin termsof unnormalizable“pure modes”of the form

~, r, 0) = e~0ie” F(r, 0). (6.40)

For suchsolutions,it can be shown (see,e.g., ref. [17]) that the time-averagedflux of ordinaryenergy
[i.e., energydefinedusingthe Killing field (9!3t)’

2 which is timelike atinfinity] throughthefuture event
horizon is negativefor cv and m in the range

0<cv<mI1~. (6.41)

(Herewe choosethe modeto satisfy“ingoing wave” boundaryconditionsat the horizon,so that it is
nonsingularon the future horizon.)By similar arguments,it follows that for cv andm in the samerange
(6.41), the time-averagedflux associatedwith the “horizon Killing field” ~a= (ôI~9t)a+ ~H(~’~41) is
negativeat future null infinity, wherenow we chooseour mode to satisfy“outgoing wave” boundary
conditions at infinity (so that the mode is well behavedat future null infinity). Equivalently, the
“reflection coefficient” of such modesfrom the A to B horizonis greaterthanunity.

Thus, “superradiance”,in this sense,for such pure modescan be establisheddirectly. However,a
numberof technicalobstaclesexistto rigorouslyderiving our energysuperradianceproperty(for “wave
packets”in S~)from this modesuperradiance.The reasonis that very little is knownrigorouslyabout
scatteringtheory in Kerr spacetime.(Indeed,manyof the difficulties in establishingrigorous resultsin
Kerr as comparedwith Schwarzschildspacetime[10] can be attributedto the absenceof a Killing field
whoseenergy is positive on all solutionsin SE — a fact which is, of course,directly relatedto the
superradiancephenomenon.)In particular,thereareno rigorousresultsavailableon “mode complete-
ness”to assureus that solutionsin S~can be constructedby superposing“pure modes”with outgoing
waveboundaryconditions.In fact, althoughstrongly suggestedby recentresultsof Whiting [58] on the
“mode stability” of Kerr, it is not evenknownrigorouslythat wave packetsdo not grow withoutbound
(in Killing time). In view of these difficulties we shall merely assumethe validity of our energy
superradianceproperty for solutionsin S~.We note,however,that— althoughwe shall not give the
detailshere— only relativelymild scatteringtheoreticassumptionswouldbe neededto prove our energy
superradianceproperty from the knownsuperradianceof “pure modes”.

In order to prove that the energysuperradianceproperty implies nonexistenceof a stationary,
Hadamardstatein Kerr spacetime,it is convenientto usethe energyformula(6.37) to definean inner
producton SE,,, given explicitly by

~ I ~ ~1~~dud2s V41,41CS~, (6.42)

wheref,, andg~,,denotethe restrictionsof 41 andcl’ to if~.The completionof S~,,in the resultingnorm
yields a real Hilbert space,which we denoteby ~,,,. The Hubert space ~B is defined similarly. The
following lemmawill be usedin the proof of theorem6.7.
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Lemma6.6. Let f,, be a smooth (but not necessarilycompactlysupported)function on if ~. Suppose
that the linear map A: ~ ER definedby

A(cli)—f ~ (6.43)

(where g~,, denotes the restrictionof 41 to if~),is boundedin the energynorm, ~,,,on 41, so that A
definesa vector in the dualspace~. Thenthe vectorxE s’,, correspondingto A via the Riesz lemma
satisfies

~x~= f (~)2~dud2s. (6.44)

Proof: Considerthe real Hilbert spaceL2(if~),with volume measure\/~~dud2s. Definethe linear
map T: S,,E_~L2(if~)by T41 = og,,h3u. Thenwe have 11T4111L2 = Jcl.dI,,. Furthermore, since S,,~is dense
in ~‘,, (by constructionof ~,,,)and functions of the form ôg,,hfluwith g,, C C~(if~) are dense in L2(if~),
it follows that T definesan isomorphismbetween~,,and L2(if~). The lemmathenfollows from the
correspondingwell knownpropertiesof L2 spaces. U

We now stateand prove ourfirst Kerr nonexistencetheorem.

Theorem 6.7. Suppose the energy superradianceproperty holds. Then there does not exist any
Hadamardstateon the region At of Kerr spacetime(seefig. 5 of section2) whichis invariant underthe
isometrieswhich generatethe eventhorizonof the Kerr black hole.

Proof. As remarkedabove, it suffices to prove the theoremfor quasifreestates. We assumethe
existenceof a quasifree,stationary,Hadamardstate and will derive a contradictionwith the energy
superradianceproperty. By theorem4.2 such a statemust be a regular KMS stateon ~ satisfying
KS~C domh

0. Hence,by the corollaryto lemma6.2, the classical energy must be positivedefinite on
S~.Thus,we can completeS,, in the energy norm (6.36) to obtaina real Hilbert space~. The Hilbert
spaces~,,and ~B definedabovearejust the closuresof the subspacesS,,~andS~in ~. Let 41 C S~.
Then, we have

= = EB(41) . (6.45)

Considerthe projection, P,,41,of 41 onto ~,,,. Then, clearly, we have

~PA41~IA= ~ J~q5~0. (6.46)

On the otherhand, for any 41 C S~,the energyinner productbetweenP,,,41 and 41 in ~‘,, is given by

~ cl’)A = (41’ cl’)0 = f Tab(4), 41)~dSb= J ~!L~~ du d
2s, (6.47)
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wherea suitable ‘a,, Cauchy surface(seesection2) was chosenin the last step and where f,, and g,,
denotethe restrictionsof 41 and41 to if ~. Since(P,,41, .),, obviouslydefinesa dualvector, wearein the
situationcoveredby lemma6.6. Thus, the conclusionof lemma6.6 tells us that

= f (~)\/~gdu d2s = E,,(41). (6.48)

Thus, E,,(41) is finite, and by eqs. (6.45), (6.46) and (6.48), we have,for all 41 C

E,,(41)~ EB(41), (6.49)

which contradictsthe energysuperradianceproperty. U

The core of the aboveproof is the proof that positive definitenessof the energyon S
0 contradicts

energysuperradiance.We remarkthat, actually, it is not difficult to prove that energysuperradianceis
equivalentto the existenceof a negativeenergysolution in S0.

We now prove a similar nonexistenceresult for Kerr basedon an alternativeformulation of the
notion of superradiancein which the classicalenergyis replacedby theone-particleHilbert spacenorm.
On the basis of heuristicargumentsusing pure modes,thesetwo notions of superradianceshould be
equivalent, but we do not know how to prove this rigorously. Remarkably, the proof given below does
not explicitly rely on the KMS natureof the statescv,, andcvB definedin section4 and does not use any
of the material in section 6.2; in fact it relies directly only on the positivity propertiesof statesas
expressedby eq. (3.23) andthe properties(1A) and (1B) of section4. In thissense,the validity of the
one-particlenorm superradianceproperty would yield a simpler proof of nonexistenceof statesin Kerr
spacetime.On the otherhand,the energysuperradiancepropertyis simpler to formulateandwe expect
that it is likely to be more amenableto a rigorousproof thanthe norm superradiancepropertystated
below.

Beforewe can stateour alternativesuperradianceproperty, we needto definea suitablenotion of
one-particle Hilbert-spacestructure on (not necessarilycompactly supported, but, say, smooth)
functions on the horizon if,, (and similarly for SB). To do this, we first define a one-particleHilbert
spacestructure(K,,, ~C,,,)on C~functionson if,, by identifying solutionsin SA with their dataon if,,.
We therebyobtain by proposition3.1 a complexHilbert spacea’,, anda map

K,,: C~(if,,)—+~‘A (6.50)

[with (K,,, W’,,,) unique up to equivalence] satisfying (i) 21m(K,,f1,K,,f2) = a’,,(f1, f2) where the
symplecticform a’,, on C~(if,,)is given by,

f ~g,,r~y 2a’,,(f,,,g,,)=2j f,,—~-—v gduds. 6.51

Furthermore,by property (1A) of section4, ran K,, is densein ~
tC,,.Note that a’,,(f,,, g,,) = a’(41, i/i)

where 41 C S,, hasdataf,, and41 C 5,,, hasdatag,,. Note alsothat eq. (6.51) continues to make sense if
one of the test functionsfails to havecompactsupport.
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We then extendthe domain of the map K,, to certain other smooth functionsby the following
procedure. Wesay f is in the extendeddomainof K,,, if thereis a sequence of functions { f,,) in C~°(if,,)

such that (a) for all g CC~(if,,),a’A(ffl, g)—* a’A(f, g), and (b) K,,f~convergesin k,,. When (a) and
(b) aresatisfied,we defineK,,f to be limp,,. K,,f~.ThenKAf is well-definedon accountof the fact that
K,,C~’(if,,)is densein a’,,. In fact, given anothersequencef~satisfying (a) and (b) above,we have

lim ImKK,,(f~—f~),Kg) = 0 VgE C~(if,,), (6.52)

and hence lim~~KA(ffl — f~)= 0. (Note that we have left open whether or not a’,, extendsto a
symplecticform on the extendeddomain of K,,, and whetheror not K,,, is many-to-one.)

We may now stateour alternativesuperradianceproperty.

One-particle-normsuperradianceproperty. There exists at least one solution 41 C S~with datafB C
C~’(tf~) and restriction, f,,, to if ~ suchthat (eitherf,, is not in the extendeddomain of K,, or)

IIK,,f,,~I~,,>IIKBfBM,. (6.53)

We thenhavethe following theorem:

Theorem 6.8. The one-particle-norm superradianceproperty implies the nonexistence of any
Hadamardstateon the region At in Kerr spacetimewhich is invariant under the isometrieswhich
generatethe eventhorizon of the Kerr blackhole.

Proof. Again, we assumethat an isometryinvariant, quasifree,Hadamardstatecv exists and derive a
contradictionwith the norm superradianceproperty. By theorem4.2, we obtain a one-particleHilbert
spacestructure(K0, X~)associatedwith cv on theWeyl algebraover~ a’). The Hilbert spacesIC,, and

~‘B of the one-particleHilbert spacestructures(K,,,, LW,,) and(KB, XB) constructedabovethencan be
identifiedwith the closureof the subspacesK0S,,andKOSB in ~. We nowparallelclosely the proof of
theorem6.7, replacingthe Hilbert spaces~ g~and ~ of that proofwith the Hilbert spacesW,,, ~rB

and ~.
Let 41 C S~and let f,, andfB denote, respectively,the restrictionsof 41 to if,, and ~ By the

Cauchy—Schwartzinequality on X~,we havethat for all 41 C 5,,,

Im(K41, K41)0~~ IKK41, K41)01 ~ IIK41II0IIKcl’110 = ~ (6.54)

where g,, denotes the restriction of 41 to if,,. Thus, we obtain

hf ~<K~ K~
2°\JA,5A) BiB B AJA ~

Let ~ denotethe real Hilbert spaceobtainedfrom IC,, defininga new (real) inner product K , )‘ by

Kx,y),~’ReKx,y),,Vx,yE~,,,. (6.56)

Then,by the Rieszlemmaappliedto ~ weconcludefrom eq. (6.55) that there exists a vector z C a’,,,
with
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= ~ IKBfBMB , (6.57)

suchthat

~a’(f,,, g,,) = Kz, K,,g,,)~= Re(z,K,,g,,),,. (6.58)

Let y C ~,,,be definedby y = —iz. Then

~a’(f,,, g,,)=Im~y,K,,g,,),,. (6.59)

Since K,,C~(if,,) is dense in f,,, there exists a sequence{f~,}EC~(if,,)such that K,,f~—~y.
Furthermore,we have

~a’(f,,,g,,)=lirnIm(K,,f~,K,,g,,),,=lim ~a’(f~, g,,). (6.60)

Thus,f,, is in the extendeddomainof K,, and we have K,,f,, = y = —iz. Hence,by eq. (6.57)we have,
for all 41ES~,

~ IKBfBMB , (6.61)

which contradicts the one-particle norm superradianceproperty. U

We remark that our theoremsdirectly show nonexistenceof Hadamardstateson Kerr which are
invariant under the isometrieswhich generatethe event horizon. However, if one hada Hadamard
statewhich was invariant under the isometries associated with the Killing field (819t)” which is timelike
at infinity, thenonecould “average”the stateoverthe automorphismsassociatedwith the axial Killing
field (whoseorbits are compact)to obtain astate invariant under the isometrieswhich generatethe
horizon.Thus, the superradiancepropertiesalso imply that no Hadamardstateon Kerr existswhich is
invariant under the isometriesassociatedwith (~Ioty0.

Finally, we note that our nonexistenceproofs used only the energysuperradianceproperty or
one-particle-normsuperradianceproperty. Thus,the nonexistenceresultscan be immediatelygeneral-
ized to apply to anyspacetimewhereeither of thesesuperradiancepropertieshold. We conjecturethat
theseproperties(andthus ournonexistenceresult) will hold in anyspacetimewherethe Killing field ~a
which generatesthe horizon becomesspacelikesomewherein the “right and left wedges” of the
spacetime.Conversely, if the Kerr spacetimewere suitably modified so that ~“ were timelike
everywhere— e.g. by putting a Kerr black hole in a perfectly reflecting box of sufficiently small
radius— then it seemslikely that an isometry invariant, quasifree,Hadamardstatewill exist; see ref.
[67] for further discussion.
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Appendix A. One-particle Hubert spacestructures

In this appendix,we give a proof of proposition3.1 of section3, which establishesthe correspond-
ence betweena quasifreestateand its one-particleHilbert spacestructure (K, ,~‘). We also prove a
result which showsthatpurity of a quasifreestateis equivalentto densenessof KS in ~‘. We notethat
the contentof this proposition is strongly suggestedby much of the literatureon quasifreestatesof
twenty or so years ago (see, in particular, ref. [28]). However, the precisestatementas we give it does
not seem to havebeenisolatedbeforein this context.For convenience,we restateproposition3.1 here.

Proposition3.1. Let Sbe anyreal vectorspaceon which aredefinedboth abilinearsymplecticform, a’,

and a bilinear positive symmetric form, j~,satisfying (3.23). Then, one can always find a complex
Hilbert space~r togetherwith a real-linearmap K: S—~Cit’ suchthat

(i) the complexified rangeof K, (i.e., KS+ iKS) is densein ~W;
(ii) ~ cb2) ReKK411,K412)~V411,412 CS;

(iii) a’(q51, 412)21m(K411,K412)~Vq51, 412 ES.

Moreover, the pair (K, ~/t’)will be uniquely determinedup to equivalence— wherewe say (K’, ~C’)is
equivalentto (K, ~‘) if thereexists an isomorphismU: ~ ~“ such that UK = K’.

Proof. We first prove existenceby explicitly constructinga Hilbert space~ anda map K: S—~ cl~Cwith
the desiredproperties.Uniquenessup to equivalencewill then follow directly from a lemmawhich we
shall quotebelow.

We previously mentionedthat ~sprovidesa norm on S [seethe remark following eq. (3.23)]. The
first stepin the constructionof (K, ~‘) is to completeS in thisnorm to get a real Hilbert spacewhichwe
call PA. By eq. (3.23) andthe RieszLemma,we know theremustbe a boundedoperatorA on PA such
that

(A.1)

Moreover,A will satisfyA
t = —A and jAIl ~ 1. Indeed,if the inequality (3.23) weresaturatedin the

senseof eq. (3.34) (which, as mentionedin section 3.2, correspondsto the caseof apure quasifree
state)thenwe would have II A41 II = 14111 for all 41 E S. However, in the general case,A may have a
nontrivial kernel(in which casethe continuousextensionof a’ to PA will no longerbe nondegenerate).If
the dimensionof this kernel is finite and odd, we addan extradimensionby defining PA = PA ~ ER and
defining A = A ~0. (Otherwisewe set PA =PA, A = A.)

Next, we convertthe real Hilbert spacePA to a Hilbert space~‘ over C by defining an operatorJon
PA suchthat [J, A] = 0, jt = ~J, J2 = —I andJIAI = A [where Al denotesthe operator(AtA)~2].To
obtainsuch a J, we decompose

= (Ker A)1~(Ker A), (A.2)
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and— relative to this decomposition— set

J—P~j, (A.3)

where P is the partial isometry in the polar decomposition(see, e.g., ref. [57]), A = PjAj and
j: Ker A—~Ker A is anyoperatorsatisfyingj~= —j and~2 = —I. (Sucha j is guaranteedto exist since,
by construction, the dimension of Ker A either is even or infinite.) Then J satisfies the required
properties,and~ maynow be madeinto a complexHubertspace~ by defining for all ~ 412’ 41 C Pit,

K411~412)~= (411, 412)~+iK411, J412)~ (A.4)

i41=—J41. (A.5)

Since [J, A] = 0 andAt = —A, we see that iA is self-adjoint on ~, andthat Aj on ~ is the same
map as Aj on I~.Onecan easilyconstructa complexconjugationC on ~Cwhich satisfies[C, Aj] 0.
[In particular,usingthe multiplication operatorversion(see,e.g.,ref. [57]) of the spectraltheorem,C
can be chosen as the ordinary complex conjugation in the relevant L

2-space). Next we define
= ~ and define the map K: S—~Yt2’ by

K41 = [~(jAj + J)Jh1241 ~ C[~(I — Aj)]”241 . (A.6)

(Note that this formulasimplifies considerablyin the casewhereeq. (3.34)holds, sincein that casewe
have A~= I.) Finally, define ~ = ran K + iran K in ~‘. It may be easily verified that (K, ~‘) thus
definedsatisfiesall of the conditions of the proposition,and thusexistenceis proven.

The uniquenessup to equivalenceof (K, ~‘) as claimed in proposition 3.1 is an immediate
consequenceof the following lemma(which is lemma5.1 of ref. [46], to whichwe referfor the proof):

LemmaA.1. Let ~ ~2 each be complex Hilbert spacesand let M
1 C ~ M2 C ~2 be real-linear

subspacessuchthat M1 + iM1 is densein ~ andM2 + iM2 is densein ~ Let Tbe a one-to-one,onto,
real-linearmap T: M1—~ M2 such that for all x, y C M1, K Tx, Ty)~2= K x,y)~. Then T extendsto a
unique,complex-linearisomorphismfrom ~ to ~C2.

We next state and prove a lemma which completes the demonstrationof section 3.2 that
(p,,, ~ I1~)— with p,, asin eq. (3.32)—realizestheGNS triple of cv,,, andwhich alsoshowsthat cv,,
is pure if and only if KS is densein ~/{.

LemmaA.2. Let (S,a’) be a symplectic spaceand sit the Weyl algebraover (S, a’). Let cv,, be a
quasifreestateover sit, and let (K, ~) be its one-particleHilbert spacestructuregiven by proposition
3.1. Finally, let p,, be the representationof sit in Fock space~(~) given by eq. (3.32). Then (i)

is always densein ~(~) (i.e., uI~is cyclic), and(ii) p,, is irreducible(andconsequentlycv,, is
pure) if and only if KS is densein ~‘.

Proof. We work in termsof the secondquantizationmap(cf. ref. [57]) WE(.)mappingelementsof the
one-particleHilbert space~ to unitary operatorsin Fock space,definedby

W~(x)= exp(—[a
t(x) — a(x)]) (A.7)
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[so that by eq. (3.32),we havep,,(W(41)) WE(K41)]. To prove (i), wesupposethereis a vector ~1’in
Fock spaceorthogonalto W~”(x)~f for all xC KS, andshowby inductionthat thesuccessiven-particle
components~ of ~[‘ vanish.Taking x = 0, we see that ~1’hasvacuumcomponent~,(0) = 0. For the
inductivestep,assumewe haveproventhat

= ~p(l) = .. = ~,(n1) = 0. (A.8)

Then, by our orthogonalityassumption,we have,

(ô”h3t1 .. . dt) K~P,W~”(t1x1)”. W~”(t~x~)f2)l~=~=~ = 0. (A.9)

Sincethe spaceof “finite particlevectors” (seeref. [34]) is an invariant domainfor at(x)— a(x) for all

xC ~C,the differentiationsin eq. (A.9) yield [usingour inductivehypothesis(A.8)],
(W~”~,at(xi). . . at(x~),11)= 0 , (A.10)

for all x1 x~in KS. The fact that KS+ iKS is dense in ~ now implies ~ = 0.
To prove (ii), assumefirst that KS is densebut p,,(sit) is reducible.By the strongcontinuity of

W~’(.)[57] this would imply that W~’(~’)was reducible.But it is well known(see,e.g., ref. [57]) that
W~’(~r)is irreducible. Thus, if KS is dense,p,,(sit) must be irreducible.

For the converse,assumeKSis not dense.Thenwe can find a nonzerovectory in ~ orthogonalto
KS. It follows that WE(y) is a nontrivial operatoron ~(~‘) in the commutantof sit. We then use
Schur’s lemma— which saysthat a concreteC* algebrais irreducible if andonly if its commutantis a
multiple of the identity (see Simonin ref. [22])— to concludethat p,,(sil) is reducible. U

We remarkthat, quite generally,given a C* algebrasit anda statecv with GNS triple (p, ~, 11), we
say that a subalgebra~ of sit hasthe Reeh—Schliederproperty (cf. Streaterand Wightman [59]) with
respectto (sit, cv) if p(~0)flis densein ~. The proofof property(i) of lemmaA.2 thenalso establishes
the following generalization(seeappendixA4 in ref. [43]for furtherrelateddiscussion).Let 5, sit, etc.,
be as in lemmaA.2. Let R be a subspaceof S and let ~ denotethe subalgebraof sit generatedby
{W(41)j41C R}. Then KR + iKR is densein ~Wif andonly if sitR hasthe Reeh—Schliederproperty for
(4 cv,,). This justifies our use of the terminology “one-particle equivalentof the Reeh—Schlieder
property” in describingproperty (2A) in section4. Finally, the proof of property (ii) of lemmaA.2
implies that KR is densein a complexlinear subspaceof ~ if and only if the restrictionof cv,, to sitR ~

pure.

Appendix B. Hadamard distributions

In this appendix,we shall establisha numberof propertiesof Hadamarddistributionswhich will
enableus to relate four-smearedHadamarddistributionsto symplecticallythree-smearedexpressions
on a Cauchysurfaceand, eventually,to derive the formula (4.13) usedin the mainbody of this paper.
The plan of this appendixis as follows. First, we shall stateand prove a lemmaon smoothnessand
convergenceof functionsdefinedby certainintegralexpressions.Then, we shall illustrate the key steps
in the analysisof Hadamarddistributionsin the simplestpossiblecontextby examiningthe distribution
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obtained(underthe prescription: “first integratewith test functions,thentake the limit s—~0”) from
the kernel

A~fE(x1,x2)=(2IT)
21!(a’+2irt+r2) , (B.1)

which representsthe two-point function for the ordinaryvacuumstate of the masslessKlein—Gordon
field in Minkowski spacetime,wherea’(x

1,x2) is the squaredgeodesicdistancebetweenx1 and x2 and
t(x1, x2) = T(x1) — T(x2), and where T is a global time function. (It also is understoodhere and
throughoutthis appendixthat r is positive.)We shall showthat eq. (B.1) not only definesa two-point
distribution but that when (four-dimensionally)smearedin only one variable, the limit as r—~0
convergesuniformly on compactsetsto a smoothfunction (which is a solutionof the wave equation)in
the othervariable. We alsoshall show that thisfunction is independentof choiceof globaltimefunction
T.

Next, we shall generalizethis result to showthat the samepropertieshold for any (four-smeared)
Hadamarddistribution in curvedspacetime,i.e., any two-point distribution A(F1, F2) satisfying the
definition of section 3.3 [see eq. (3.58)]. Namely, we shall show that: (i) A(F1, F2) arises (as

S A(x1,F2)F1(x1)’/~gd
4x

1)from aA(x1,F2) which is smoothin x1 andis uniformly approximated(as
on compactsetsbyA~’~(x1, F2) [= 5 A~”~(x1,x2)F2(x2)’/~d

4x
2,whereA~’~(x1,x2) is as in eq.

(3.58)]; (ii) the definition of a Hadamarddistributionis independentof choiceof global timefunction.
Next, we shall obtain some similar (but weaker) results for the limiting behavior as e—~ 0 of

ArTn(x1,x2) when one “symplectically three-smears”it [cf. eq. (3.3)] in one variable on a Cauchy
surfacewith a solution with data of compactsupport. Then, using Green’sidentity, we relate the
four-smearedHadamard two-point distribution on spacetimeto the symplectically three-smeared
distribution on Cauchysurfaces.For spacelikeCauchysurfaces,a well definedlimit as e—~ 0 exists, in
general, only if one three-smearsthe two variableson different Cauchy surfaces.However, for a
Cauchysurfaceof the form ~,,, (seesection2) andsolutionsin S,, (seesection4), weshow thatonecan
three-smearwith both variableson ~ Finally, at the end of this appendix,we derive the formula
(4.13) which holds in this case.

We begin with the following two lemmaswhich will be usedto obtainthe desiredsmoothnessand
convergenceproperties.

LemmaB.1. Let M1 andM be manifolds andlet M be equippedwith asmoothvolume element.Let
F: M1 x M—s ER be a jointly C~function which satisfiesthe property that whenx1 is restrictedto any
compact set C1 C M1, then F hascompactsupport in M in the sensethat U X1E~ supp[F(x1, ~)]has
compactclosurein M. Let g: M—s’ER be alocally L

1 function, i.e., for anycompactset C C M wehave
lgllLl(c) f~g(x)j d~(x)<x, wheredjs(x) denotesthe volume elementon M. Definef: M

1 —~ ER by

f(x1) = f F(x1, x)g(x)d~(x). (B.2)

Thenf is C~andpartial derivativesoff can be computedby differentiationof F under the integral sign.

Sketchofproof. Focusattentionupon x1 within an arbitraryfixed compactset,C1. Then, by hypothesis,
F(x1,x) will have x-support confined to some compact set C C M. It follows that the integrand
F(x1,x)g(x) is boundedby the integrablefunction,
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max F(x1,x)j]lg(x)j xCC,
h(x)=~ (x1,x)EC1XC

10 x,C’C.

Similarly, all the partial derivativeswith respectto x1 of the integrandare boundedby integrable
functions. The lemmathen follows by a simple generalizationof proposition(13.8.6) of Dieudonné
[60]; in essence,the dominatedconvergencetheorem ensuresthat the limits involved in defining
derivativesof f exist. U

LemmaB.2. Let M1, M and F be as in lemmaB.1 and let g~:M—~ER be aone-parameterfamily of
locally integrablefunctionswhich, on compactsets,convergein L

1 to a locally integrablefunction g,
i.e., for anycompactset CCM, we havelim jg

6 —glIL1(C)~=0.Definef6: M1—+ER by

f6(x1) =1 F(x1, x)g~(x) d~(x), (B.3)

anddefinefas aboveby eq. (B.2). (By lemmaB.1,fe andf are C~functions.)Thenon anycompactset
C1 C M1,fe convergesuniformly tof and,similarly, all partial derivativesoff~convergeuniformly to the
correspondingpartial derivativesof f.

Proof. Let C1 C M1 be a compactset and let CC M be a compactset suchthat for all x1 C C1 the
supportof F(x1,.) is containedin C. Then for all x1 C C1 we have

lfe(xi) —f(x1)j ~ [ max F(x1, x)j]jjg — g6lIL’(C)(x1,x)EC1XC

which establishesuniform convergence.Since by lemmaB .1 partial derivatives of f~andf can be
computedby differentiationof F underthe integralsign, the sameuniform convergenceresultapplies
to the partial derivativesof f~andf. U

Now, let F C C~°(R
4)be a testfunction on Minkowski spacetimeandconsider,for e >0, the quantity

~e(x
1, F) = 1 2 I F2(x2)d

4x
2(2ir) a’+2ist+e

obtainedby smearingthe right side of eq. (B.1) with F2 in the variablex2. The procedure:“integrate
againwith a test function in x1 and thentakethe limit as r —~ 0” definesa distribution. We shall show
that the limit as s—~ 0 maybe takenbeforethe secondintegrationandgives a smoothfunctionwhich,
moreover,is independentof the choiceof global time function T. To begin,however,we will chooseT
to be a global inertial time coordinate. We shift the origin of the x2-integration to x1 by defining
x = x2 — x1. Using global inertial coordinates,we can write eq. (B.4) in the explicit form

AT F’— 1 f F2(x+x1)dxdydzdtM,E~xl, 2) (2iT)
2J x2+y2+z2—t2+2iet+s2 (B.5)

(We assumethat no confusionwill ariseherefrom ouruseof the letterx to denoteboth the point and
its x-coordinate.Equation(B .5) is the only placewherethex-coordinatewill explicitly appear.)Lemma
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B.2 cannotbe applied directly to eq. (B.5) becausethe limiting quantity 1/a-is not locally integrable.
However, we can introduce sphericalcoordinatesto rewrite eq. (B.5) as

T 1 IF2(x+xi)r
2sin0drd0d~~dt

AM,~(xl,F
2)= 2 I 2 2 . 2 (B.6)(2i~) .‘ r —t +2irt+e

For fixed angularvariables,F(x + x1) will be a smoothfunction of r, sowe canintegrateby partsin r to
obtain,

A~(x1,F2) 1 2 (~)Jd(rF2) ln(r
2—t2+2ict+e2)sin0drd0d~dt. (B.7)

(2ir) 2 9r

Note that for the validity of this step,the definition of the logarithmmustbe chosenso that its branch
cut lies on the negative real axis. This ensuresthat (for c> 0) it is an everywheredefined, smooth
function of its argument since the 2ict and ~2 terms preventthe argumentof the logarithm from
attainingvalueson the negativereal axis.

Equation(B .7) is in a suitableform for applicationof lemmaB .2. The logarithmfunction converges
(locally in L1) as c—~0 to a locally L1 function, g. (Note that the 2ict term in the argumentof the
logarithmis relevantin determiningthe valueof g whenr2 < t2 — i.e., for timelike relatedpoints— since
it determinesupon which side of the branchcut one lies.) Furthermore,we may view the manifold
structure in x-space for the second integral as being [0,ce) X S2 X ER (with volume element
sin0 dr dO d41 dt), so that a(rF

2)/or is a smoothfunction with the propertiesneededfor lemmasB.1
and B.2. Thus, lemmaB.2 implies that as c—~0, A~e(x1,F2) convergesuniformly on compactsetsto
the function A~(x1,F2) obtainedby setting c = 0 in the integrand(B.7) (with the branchcut rules
properly takeninto account).Furthermore,lemmaB.1 implies that AL(x1,F2) is smooth in x1 and
lemma B.2 additionally implies that all partial derivatives of A~(x1,F2) convergeuniformly on
compactsetsto the correspondingpartial derivativesof A~,(x1,F2).

Finally, the uniform convergenceon compactsetswhich wehaveestablished,easily implies that the
distribution A(F1, F2) [defined a priori by taking the c-limit after integrating ALe, (B.1), with
F1(x1)F2(x2)] is equal to $ AL(x1,F2)F1(x1)d

4x
1. That the smooth function AL(x1,F2) satisfiesthe

wave equationin x1 then follows from the fact that AL(F1, F2) satisfiesit weakly in F1 sinceit is the
two-pointdistributionof a quantumstate.(Alternatively satisfactionof the waveequationin x1 can also
be seendirectly from the original equation(B.4), from which it is easily verified that AL ~(x1,F2)
satisfiesthe wave equationexactly evenwhen e> 0.)

Now, supposewe replacet in the 2ict term in eq. (B.1) by t’ = T’(x1) — T’(x2), where T’ is an
arbitraryglobaltime function (rather thanthe timecoordinateof our globalinertial coordinatesystem).
We claim thatat eachx1, AL’(x1, F2) exists andequalsAL(x1,F2). To see this, we fix x1 andchoose
global inertial coordinateswith origin at x1 alignedsuchthat aT’/or = 0 at x1. Then, at fixed 0 andc’~
(~t’/ôr)/rwill be a smoothfunction of r. We replaceonefactor of r in thevolume elementin eq. (B.6)
by r(1 + ic(at’/~r)/r) andcompensatefor this by replacingF2(x + x1) by F2(x + x1) 1(1+ ic(at’Idr) /r).
The integrationby partscannow be done,andwe againobtain an expressionfor AL(x1,F2) to which
our lemmas can be applied. When the limit as e—~ 0 is taken, the extra factor in F2 involving
(1 + ie(ôt’/8r)/r) disappears.Furthermore,sinceF is a global time function, the branchcut rulesfor
evaluatingthe logarithmin the limit as c—~ 0 will be the sameas for T, since whenr

2 < t2, t’ will be
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positive (negative)if andonly if t is positive (negative).Thus, we obtainthe samefinal expressionfor
AL (x1, F2) as before. We thereforemaydrop the superscriptT in this expression.

We now generalize these results to curved spacetime.Let (M, gab) be a globally hyperbolic
spacetime,let N be a causal normal neighborhoodof a Cauchysurface~, and let A(F1,F2) be the
two-point distributionof a Hadamardstatefor the waveequation(3.2) accordingto the definition of
section 3.3. We claim that for F2 C C’(N), the object A(x1,F2) againexists and is independentof
choiceof global time function and again is a smoothfunction of x1. To prove this, we examinethe
behavioras s—~ 0 of the quantity

A~”(x1,F2) = f F2(x,)A~”’(x1,x7)~—g(x2) d
4x

2, (B.8)

where

Ta T.n aA~ (x1, x2) = x(x1, x2)G~(x1, x2) + H (x1, x2) (B.9)

[seeeq. (3.59)] andG~”is given by,

G~”(x1,x2) = (2n~)
2[~112/(a’+ 2ict + e2) + ~1”~ ln(a’ + 2iet+ £2)] (B.10)

[seeeq. (3.57)].The term involving H” automaticallyyields a C” function of x
1 which is independentof

s. (We will show,below, that its contributionto A(x1,F2) must, in fact, be C”.) Thecontribution from
the singulartermscan be treatedas follows. Chooseasmoothorthonormaltetrad field on N alignedso
that the time vectorpointsin the direction of the gradientof the globaltimefunction appearingin A~”.

(If the topologyof N is suchthat asmoothtetradcannotbe chosenglobally,we simply restrictattention
to a local region whereit can be done.)At each~point x1, choosegeodesicnormal coordinatesx(x1)
with the origin at x1 andcoordinateaxesalignedalongthe tetrad.Now changevariablesin the integral
(B.8) from (x1,x2) to (x1, x) by writing x2 = x2(x1,x). The reasonfor doing this is that in the new
coordinates,a’ is independentof x1 andtakeson preciselythe sameform as in flat spacetime,namely,
a’ = r

2 — t2 (t heremeaningthe time componentof x). Now, the logarithmically singularterm in the
expression(B.10) for G~”’ convergesto a locally integrablefunction as e—~0;furthermore,every
choiceof global time function will yield the samebranchcut rulesandhencethe samelimiting function.
Thus, by lemmasB.1 andB.2, that term in eq. (B.8) uniformly convergeson compactsetsto asmooth
function, independentof choiceof global time function, whenthe limit as e—~0 is taken.On the other
hand, the most singular term in G~”involving 1/(a’ + 2iet + e2) can be treatedby preciselythe same
“integration by parts” trick as usedin flat spacetime(also using the sameprocedureto take care of
possible r-dependenceof the 2ict term) to convert its contributionto eq. (B.8) to a form for which
lemmasB.1 andB.2 can be employed.Thus,by exactlythe sameargumentsas usedabove,this termin
A~”(x

1,F2) convergesuniformly on compact setsto a smooth function, independentlyof choice of
global time function. Similarly, derivatives of Ar”’ (x1, F2) convergeuniformly on compact sets to
derivativesof this function.

Thus,the limit as c—~0 of the full expression(B.8) yields a C”-function (since the terminvolving H”
is known, a priori, only to be C”). However, since similar formulas exist for all n, this showsthat
A(x1,F2) (and hence,the contributionfrom H”) in fact, mustbe C”, as we desiredto show.That the
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smooth function A(x1,F2) satisfiesthe wave equationin x1 follows immediately from the fact that
A(F1,F2) is knownto satisfy the wave equationweakly in F1.

Next, we sketchthe proof of analogous(but slightly weaker) propertiesfor the quantity

A~”’’~(x1,412)~ In(Xi,X2)Va412(X2)dSa(X2), (B.11)

obtainedby symplectically three-smearingAr”’ with a solution,412’ with dataof compactspatialsupport
on a CauchysurfaceS~.Again, let N be a causalnormal neighborhoodof ‘ti’. Considerfirst the case
where ~ is everywherespacelike.We shall show that for x1 in any compact set containedwithin
Nfl Jf(~), the function A~

1~”’’~(x
1,412)’ convergesuniformly as e—~0to the smoothfunctionA(x1,F2),

whereF2 is anytestfunction on M satisfying 02 = EF2, whereE denotesthe advancedminus retarded
Green’sfunction. Similarly, the partial derivativesof Ar”’’~’(x1, 02) convergeuniformly [againfor x1 in
anycompactset containedwithin N U I~(~)]to the correspondingpartial derivativesof A(x1,F2). In
particular,this showsthat the limit as e—~0 of A~”’’~(x1,02) is independentof n andof the choiceof
global time function T.

To see that A~”’~(x1,02) and its first n partial derivativesconvergeuniformly [for x1 in a compact
set containedwithin Nfl 1~(~’)]to someC” function andits correspondingpartial derivatives,we note
that, as before,only the singulartermsin G~”’will threatento yield potentialconvergenceproblemsas
c—~0.The situation is potentially worse here becausea normal derivative of G~”’appearsin eq.
(B.11), producinga term with the moresingularbehavior,1/(a-+ 2ict + c2)2. However,for x~C 1~(~’)
this term,as well as the lesssingularterms,poseno problembecauseat all pointson ~ wherea’ = 0 we
haveDa a- � 0, whereDa denotesa derivativeoperatoron ~ (heretakenwith respectto the variable
x2). Hence,for each x1 C I~(~)we may introducea coordinateA on ‘~ (dependingsmoothlyon x1)
which agreeswith a’ in a neighborhoodof a- = 0. By integratingby parts with respectto A in this
neighborhood[multiplying anddividing by the factor of (1 + 2ieot/ÔA) in the samemanneras before],
we can recastthe integralinvolving the mostsingular termsinto integralsinvolving smoothfunctions
timesthefunction ln(a’ + 2ict + e2). Sinceln(a-+ 2ict + c2) is locally integrableandconvergeslocally in
L’ to a locally integrablefunction,we againcan apply our lemmasto obtainthe desiredresultthat the
contributionfrom G~

1”’to A~”’’~(x
1,02) convergesuniformly to a smoothfunctionandthat the partial

derivativesof G~‘~“’ convergeuniformly to the partial derivativesof this function. Independenceof this
limit function from the choice of T also follows as before. Since H” is only a C” function,we can
concludeat this stageonly thatA~””’’~(x1,02) andits first n partial derivativesconvergeuniformly to a
C” function— which we denoteas A Tn~(x1 02) — and its correspondingpartial derivatives.We have
alreadyseenthat for x1 in Nfl 1~(~),Ar.n.~(x102) is independentof the choiceof T. We shall show
below that for x1 in Nfl I~(~’)we have AT~~~(x1,02)= A(x1,F2) (where EF2= 02)’ so that
AT.nc~(x 02)~in fact, is smooth,is independentof n, and satisfiesthe wave equationin x1.

Obviously,the sameconclusionshold if x1 C f (~)fl N. However,if x1 C ~, the situationis entirely
different. In general,the mostsingularterm 2ien’~V~t/(a’+ 2ict + c2)2 occurringin eq. (B.11) will cause
Ar”~(x1,412) to havea finite imaginary part (which dependsupon the choiceof global time function
T) in the limit as e—~ 0. In general,the limit as c—~ 0 of A f”’ ‘ ~(x1, 02) will producea functionwhich is
discontinuousin x1 at S~.

The situationis similar if ~ hasa null portion, ~‘, (but suchthat ~ still possessesa causalnormal
neighborhoodN) and the data for 02 on ~ hascompactsupporton ~‘, as occursin the caseof main
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interestfor us: namely, the caseof the CauchysurfacesSe,, or ~B (seesection2) and solutionsin 5,,, or
5B (seesection4). The only changein the abovediscussionis that we must additionallyrequire that
x
1 CNn 1~(~)also not lie on the extensionof anyof the null generatorsof ~“ (so that, again, the

gradientof a’ is nonvanishingon ~ at all pointswherea’ = 0). For x1 thusrestrictedwe againobtainthe
previousuniform convergencepropertiesof A~

1”’~(x
1,02) to a C” function,which we againdenoteas

ATn~~(x1,02). However,a~ain,forx1 C ~6’,the limiting behavioras e—*0 of Ae
7~”’”~(x

1,02) will depend
upon the choice of T, andAT~n~?(x02) will, in general,fail to be continuousin x1 at ‘a’. However,we
will showbelow that for the caseof a ‘a,, Cauchysurface,T can be chosenso that AT~n~c~(X02) is
continuousat ~‘.

We nowobtainaform of Green’sidentity whichwill beusedto relateAT.n~E(xi02) (for the casesof
both spacelikeandpartially null Cauchysurfacesas treatedabove) to A(x1,F2). Let (M, gab) be a
globally hyperbolicspacetimewith Cauchysurface~, let F C C~”(M),andlet a: M —+ ER be any smooth
function. Denote by AF and RF, respectively,the advancedand retardedsolutions to the wave
equationwith sourceF. Then, we have

I aFv~d
4x= f a(V”Va+V)AF\~~d4x

I~(’c)

= I [(V0 V)a]A~d4x+ I r(av~AF)~f=-~d4x
I~(cO)

= f [(V”~ + V)a]AFV~d4x IU~VaAFd5a’
I~(cft)

where Gauss’ law was used in the final step and one gets a boundary contribution only from ~ because
AF hassupportonly in the causalpastof F. Similarly, we obtain,

I aF\/~d4x= f [(V~ + V)a]RF\/~d4x + I a VaRF

where the relative minus sign occurs in the last term as compared with eq. (B.12) because the normal to
the boundaryreversessign. Adding eqs. (B.12) and (B.13), we obtain the desiredidentity,

faFv~d~x I~[(V”V~+ V)a]V~d4x_IaVaEFdSa, (B.14)

where

EF=AF-RF, (B.15)

~(x)=AF(x), xEI~(Sfl; ~(x)=RF(x), xC1(~). (B.16)

Note that~ is a boundedfunction of compactsupportbut is, in general,discontinuousacross~.
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We now apply eq. (B.14), writing F= F2, ~ = ~2’ and choosing

a(x2)= A~”’(F1,x2) JF(x1)A~n(x1,x2)y_g(x1)d4x1, (B.17)

whereF1 andF2 havecompactsupportin a causalnormal neighborhoodN of ~ We obtain

A~”’(F1,F2) =J~2(x2)[(V~ + V)A~”’(F1,x2)]\/—g(x2)d
4x

2

—i A~~n(Fl,X2)VaEF2(X2)dSa(X2).

Now let e—~0.The left side of eq. (B.18) convergesto

A(F1,F2)=fA(x1,F2)F1(x)\/_g(x1)d4x1. (B.19)

Since our previousresultsestablishthat (VaVa + V)A~”’(F1,x2) convergesuniformly to zero on the
compactset supp(~2),the first term on the right side of (B.18) convergesto zero. Thus,we obtain,

fA(xi, F2)F1(x)V~(x1)d
4x,

= — ~ (Id4x
1 ~—g(x1) Fi(x1)J A~n(Xi,X2)V2aEF2(X2)dSa(X2))

= + iimf d
4x

1 V~(x1)F1(x1)A~”’’~2(x1,EF2), (B.20)

wherehereand below we attachsubscriptsto the derivativeoperatorsto indicatewhich variable the
derivativeis takenwith respectto in caseswhereambiguity may occur.

Equation(B.20) holdsfor all smoothF1 with compactsupportin N. Suppose,however,thatwe are
in a situationwherewe haveuniform convergenceof A~

1~”’’~’2(x
1,EF2)on supp(F1).In particular,in the

casewhere ‘~2is spacelike,we takesupp(F1)to be containedin ‘~(~2) or I(~2); in the casewhere~2

hasa null portion ~ we takeEF2 to havedatawith supporton ~ andwe takesupp(F1)to be disjoint
from ~ andthe extensionsof the null generatorsof ~. In thesecases,the uniform convergenceof
fl Tn, ~2(~1, EF2) allows us to interchangethe integrationover x1 with the limit as c —~ 0. We obtain,
therefore,

0=1 d
4x

1 ~ F(x1)[A(x1, ~) — !L~Ar”~~(x1,EF2)], (B.21)

which implies the desiredresult,

~ n~~2(x~, EF2) = A(x1,F2) (B.22)
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uniformly for x1 in compactsetswithin the above specifiedregions. Similarly, partial derivativesof
AT,n‘~2(x1, EF2) convergeuniformly on compact sets in the specified regions to the corresponding
partial derivativesof A(x1,F2). Thus,in particular,eq. (B.22) establishesouraboveclaim that in these
regions,~ Tn~~ EF2) — definedas the limit as S—~0 of the right side of eq. (B.11)— is, in fact, C”
(rather thanC”), is independentof n andthe choiceof global time function, T, and satisfiesthe wave
equationin x1.

The above results allow us to derive “double symplectic smearing” formulas for A(01, 02) for

01, 0~C S which formally correspondto eq. (3.28) of section 3. First, we point out that for every
solution 0 in S (i.e., every C” solutionof the wave equationwith initial dataof compactsupporton a
Cauchysurface)we can find a C0” test function F on M satisfying

EFçb. (B.23)

Namely,letf be anyC” function on M havingthe propertythatf= 0 to the pastof a Cauchysurface~

andf = 1 to the future of a Cauchysurface~2• DefineF by
F= _(Va Va + V)(fçb). (B.24)

ThenF is C” andis of compactsupportin spacetimesince0 hascompactspatialsupportandthe right
side of (B.24) vanishesin I(~~)(becausef= 0 there)and in I~(~2) (becausef= 1 thereand 0 is a
solution). Furthermore,we have

RF——fçb, (B.25)

since

+ V)RF= F= —(V”V~+ V)(fçb), (B.26)

and fO vanishesin F (~).(These two properties uniquely characterize the retarded solution.)
However, sinceAF=0 in I~(~’2),we find that for xC1~(~2),

EF(x) = AF(x) — RF(x) = —RF(x)= +f(x)0(x) = 0(x). (B.27)

However, sinceboth EF and0 are solutionsof the waveequationeverywhere,it follows thatEF = 0
throughoutthe spacetime,as we desiredto show.

Now, let 01’ 02 C S andlet F1, F2 beC~test functions such that EF1 = 01. EF2= 02. We apply the
identity(B.14) again,choosinga(x1) = A(x1,F2), andwriting F= F1. SinceA(x1,F2) satisfiesthe wave
equation in x1, we obtain

A(01, 02) = A(F~,F2) = — JA(x1,F2) Via0i(xi) dSa(xi). (B.28)

A “double symplectic smearing” formula for A(01,02) on spacelikeCauchy surfacescan now be
obtained as follows. Let ~ ~2 be spacelikeCauchysurfaces,with ‘~ contained in J+( ~‘2) or 1 (~2)~

Then, choosing ~‘ = ~ in eq. (B.28) and using eq. (B.22), we obtain
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A(01, 02)= -1 [~L~fl~2(x1, 02)Wia0i(Xi) dSa(xi)

= — ~Imf A~’~2(x1,02)Via0i(Xi)d5~1)

= ~ I A~~n(xl,x2)~la~2b0l(xl)02(x2)dSa(xl)dSb(x2), (B.29)
~I~2

wheretheuniform convergencepropertiesof Af” ‘~2(x1,02) for x1 in supp(01)~ wereusedto justify
interchangeof limits with differentiationsandintegrationsin the secondline. Note that in this formula,
it is essentialthat S’~/~C 1 (~2) or ~ C I (~2). If ~2 = ~, the integralon the right side of eq. (B.29)
will, in general,divergeas e—~ 0. Note alsothat the limit as e—~ 0 maybe interchangedwith one(but,
of course,not both) of the integralsover x1 or x2.

For a generalpartially null Cauchysurface,we cannotobtaina similar “doublesymplecticsmearing”
formulasincethe extensionsof the null generatorsof its null portion ~‘ areguaranteedto intersectany
otherCauchysurface(andhencethe uniformconvergencepropertiesusedin theabovederivationneed
not hold). However, we now shall showthat for the specialcaseof a Cauchysurface,‘s,, — which, as
discussedin section2, hasits null portion, ~‘, comprisedby aportionof the Killing horizon, if,, — and
for solutions01’ 0~C SA — which, as discussedin section4, havedataon ~A with compactsupporton
if,, — there,in fact, exists a “sameCauchysurfacedoublesymplecticsmearingformula”. Furthermore,
when specializedto the caseof a stationaryHadamarddistribution, we will show that this formula
yields the resultquotedin section4 [seeeq. (4.13)]. Similar resultsapply, of course,for ~B

We proceedto obtainthis “doublesymplecticsmearingformula” for ‘a,, by showingthatfor 02 C S,,,
onemaychoosea global time function T suchthat ATn.~tcA(X1 02) — which was definedaboveto be the
limit as ~ of A~’~(x1,02) [seeeq. (B.11)] — is continuous in x1 at if,,. [This will enableus to
conclude that for x1 C if,,,, we have flTn~tA(1 02) = A(x1,F2) where EF2 = 02.] In the course of
showing this continuity, we will derive formulas which will enable us to explicitly evaluate
~ ~ 02) for stationary Hadamard distributions for x1 on

To begin,we characterize(as we did in section4) eachpointp on the three-dimensionalsurfaceif,,
by the pair (U, s), wheres denotesthe point on the two-dimensionalbifurcation surface,.~,which is
intersectedby the null geodesicgeneratorthroughp, and U is the value at p of an affine parameter
(chosento vary smoothlywith sandwith U = 0 on .~)alongthegenerator.For eachq C .~, let n” be the
uniquefuture pointingnull vector which is orthogonalto .~7and has inner product — ~ with (9/aU)a.
Define ~a on all of if,, by parallel transport along the null generatorsof if,,. Let V denotethe affine
parameter along the null geodesicsdeterminedby na, with V= 0 on if,,. Then (V, U, s) characterizes
pointsin a sufficiently smallneighborhood(in M) of if,,,. In such a neighborhoodof if,,, we definethe
global time function T by

T=(V+U)/2, (B.30)

so that on if,,, T(=U/2) is an affine parameter alongthe null geodesics.
We nowobtainan expression(to be usedbelow) fora’(x1, x2) for x2 C if,, andx1 nearif,,. Since a’ is a

geometricalquantity,it is invariantunderthe isometries.Since for all x1, x2 C if,,, thereareisometries
which simultaneouslybring x1 and x2 arbitrarily close to .~along the null generators,we havefor all
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x1,x2Cif,, (i.e., for V~,V~=0),

a’(0, U1, s~0, U2, 52) = a’0(s1, s2) , (B.31)

wherea’0(s1, s2) denotesthe squaredgeodesicdistancein .~.Furthermore, the tensor (91oU)”(a/ilV)~’
on if,, alsois invariant underthe isometriessinceunderthe isometricsthe two vectorsscaleby factors
whoseproduct is 1. Sincewe haveon if,,,

(o)a(8yvv(d)av[(oyv] ~12;V1, (B.32)

it follows that

2 2
9a’ 9a’

oU1 ~9V1v1=v2=o — ~9U1~91/1 v1=v2=o
U1 = U2= 0

However,when~1 = ~2’ the right sideis just —1 (sincein the coincidencelimit wehave V~~a’ =

2gab).

Thus, for 1/1, 1/2 = 0 andfor s~= ~2’ by integratingeq. (B.33) with respectto U
1, we obtain,

= — (U1 — U2). (B.34)
S1 =S~

Combining eqs. (B.31) and (B.34), we find that for x2 on if,, andx1 nearif,,, we have,

a’(x1,x2)””—V1(U1—U2)+a’0(s1,s2)+V1f+V~g, (B.35)

wheref andg aresmoothfunctionsof x1 andx2, with f = 0 when~1 = S2. (Hereandbelow, weusethe
fact that if a smoothfunction vanisheson if,,, thenit can be written as Vtimesanothersmoothfunction;
seeproblem2.2 of ref. [17]).

We examine,nowthe limiting behaviorof AT~n~~~A(xi02) as x1 approachesif,,, i.e., as V~—÷0.First,
notethat in the expression(B.11) which definesAe

1~~(xi,02)’ on the supportof 02 thenormal to ~,,

lies in ~A’ so the normal derivativein eq. (B.11) is takenin a direction that one is integrating over.
Consequently,onemay integrateby partsto flip this derivativefrom Ar”’ to 02 andthe mostsingular
term in the integral (B.11) behavesonly as 1/(u+ 2isT + ~2) rather than as 1/(a’ + 2icT + c2)2 as
occursfor aspacelike Cauchysurface.It is easilyverified that thecontributionsto AT.n~~~A(x02) from
the lesssingularterm ln(a’ + 2isT + c2) and thecontinuousterm H” arecontinuousin x

1 at if,,. Thusit
is only the contribution from the most singular term 1/(a’ + 2icT + £2) which threatens to make

T,n ~ 02) discontinuous in x1 at if,,. Let F” ~(x1, 02) denotethe contributionof this term,

1/2 _________
F~”’~~(x1, c

5
2)= — (2~)2 21x(xi,x2) ~ ~ \R2)g(s2)dU2d2s2, (B.36)

where the explicit form of the integral on ~,, hasbeenused [seeeq. (4.4)]. The issue of continuityof
AT.n.ctA(X1 02) in x1 at if,, thusreducesto the issue of whetherthe limits of F~”’’~’(x1,02) as V~—÷0
and e—~ 0 commute,i.e., whether
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lim lim F~”~~(x1,02) = tim lim F~
1~”’”~”(x

1,02). (B.37)
V1—’O ~—‘O e-.0 V1—eO

Notethat with our choiceof T above,for x2 C Se,, andx1 near ~,,,, the denominatorin eq. (B.36) takes
the explicit form,

a’+2icT+s
2=—(V

1—ic)(U1—U2—ie)+a’0(s1,s2)+V1f+V~g. (B.38)

It is easily seen that only the contribution to the integral in eq. (B.36) from s2 nears1 threatens to
violate eq. (B .37), since otherwise a’(s1, s2) is bounded away from zero. [Sinceonly the region of small
a’ near if,, is relevant, x1 and x2 will lie within a convex normal neighborhood, so we may set x = 1 in
eq. (B.36) and shall do so in the following.] Wenow treat this contribution from s2 near s1 by the same
type of integration by parts (in the spatial variables) as used above in eq. (B .7) and in our discussion of
symplectic smearing on spacelike Cauchy surfaces. To do so, for each (fixed) x1 near if,,, we introduce
local polar-type coordinates (p, 0) on each two-dimensional surface, S°~,of constantU in if,, as follows:
First if x1 = p C if,,, then for all xC ~ we have a’( p, x)~0 and the minimum va!ue of zero is achieved
at the point x= q at which s = s1. In addition, we have Da a’ = 0 at q whereas DaDba’ is positive definite
at q, where Da denotes the derivative operator on ~$°~J~Now, displace x1 slightly off of if,,. By
continuity, for (fixed) x1 sufficiently near p, there will exist a neighborhood, C, of q in .

9’~such that in
C, DaDb a’ remains positive definite and a’(x

1, x2) attains a unique minimum at a point which we denote
as q(x1U). Furthermore, from eq. (B.35), it follows that on ~

9~~U’ a’(x
1, q(x1U) has the form,

a’(x1,q(x1U))=—V1(U1—U)+V~h, (B.39)

where h = h(x1 U) is smooth. Let 0 be the polar angle on PiU obtainedby the usual formula from

Riemannian normal coordinates centered at q(x1U). Define the function p on .9~by

p
2(x) = a’(x

1, x) — a’(x1, q(x1U)), (B.40)

so that for xC .
90w we have

a’(x
1,x)+2icT+ c

2=p2—(V
1—is)(U1—U—ic)+V~h. (B.41)

Then (p, 0) aregood coordinateson .
9°cin aneighborhoodof the “origin”, q(x

1U), except, of course
for the usual polar-type coordinate singularity at the point q(x1U) itself. Furthermore, at fixed
0, \/~~/p will be a smooth function of p and, in particular, will approach a finite limit asp—÷0.Indeed,
if V1 = 0, we have lim~~0\/~~/p = 1, since then a’ is equal to the geodesicdistance in the induced
metric on .

9’~.

We rewrite eq. (B.36) as

1 2 J dU
2 J dO2dp2

(
21T) -“

x (-~-~J-z~h/2(\[~/p
2) ~ ln[p~ — (V1 — is)(U1 — U2 — is) + V~h]), (B.42)

andintegrateby partswith respectto p2 from p2 = 0 to a small, finite radiusp2 = 8. Whenwe do so, we
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obtain an integral expression over 1~U involving the logarithm of the right side of eq. (B.41) together
with boundary terms from p

2 = 0 and p2 = 8. It is easily verified that the integral expression and the
boundaryterm from p2 = 8 satisfy eq. (B.37). Thus, it remains only to check that the boundary term
arising from p2 = 0,

= (2~ J dU2 J do2[(~41/2(~/p)) ~x~=q(x~U2) ln[— (V1 — ie)(U1 — U2 — ic) + V~h]],
~ 0 (B.43)

also satisfies eq. (B.37). [The relative minus sign in eq. (B.43) arises from p2 = 0 beingthe lower limit
of integration.]

We rewrite the logarithmicfactor in eq. (B .43) as

ln[—(V1 — is)(U1 — U2 — is) + V~h]= ln[— (V1 — is)] + ln[U1 — U2 — ic — V~h/(V1— is)]. (B.44)

[Note that our choice of T, eq. (B.30), was used in obtaining this factorization.] It is clear that the
contribution to I7~from the secondterm in eq. (B.44) satisfies eq. (B.37). Thus, we are left with
considerationof the term

= (2)2 ln[—(V1 — is)]J dU2 Jd02(~41/2(~Ip))Ix2=q(x1 U2)’ (B.45)

which is potentially dangerous,since ln[—(V1 — is)] blows up when both V~and c approach zero.
However, we can express the integrand as

(o02 41/2(%yf~i~/p)) = ~ 41/2(\[~i~/p)) + V1j, (B.46)
x2=q(x1U2) oU2 V10

x2=q(x1. U2)Ivo

where j is smooth. The factor of V1 in the second term tames the factor of ln[—(V1 — ic)] in eq. (B.45),
so we need only be concerned with the first term. However, we already remarked above that when
V1 = 0 we have lirn = 1. Furthermore,since when ~1 = 0, we have~2 = s1 at x2 = q(x1U2), it
follows that ther~exist isometrieswhich bring x1 andx2 arbitrarily closeto the samepoint on £. Hence,
since4 = 1 in the coincidencelimit, we also obtain 41 / 2 = 1. Thus the first term in the integrandis
simply ô02’c9 U2. However, this term integratesto zeroand thusdoesnot contributeat all to F~.Thus,
the contributions of all terms have now beenanalyzed,and the demonstrationthat AT~n~~A(x02) is
continuous in x1 at if,, is completed.

Thus, since eq. (B.22) holds off of ~A andboth sides arecontinuouson if,,, we havefor x1 C if,,, and
for all 02=EF2CS,,,

A(x1,F2) = ~L9A~”’’~’(x1,02) = — ~j- A~”’(x1,x2)±~~2(x2)\/(2)g(52) dU2 ds~

= ~Ln~2I02(x2)~j- A~”’(x1,x2)V(2)g(s2) dU2 d
2s

2, (B.47)
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where, on if,,, we have T—U12 [seeeq. (B.30)]. Note that by eq. (B.31), for x1,x2Cif,,, we have
a’(x1,x2) = a’0(x1,-x2).We nowevaluatethe right sideof eq. (B.47) in the caseof astationarytwo-point
distribution, i.e., when A(F1, F2) is invariant under the isometries(applied simultaneouslyto both
variables). To do so, for each 8 >0 we break up the integral in eq. (B.47) into integrals over the
regions a’0(s1,s2)>8

2 and a-
0(s1,s2)~6

2.After taking the limit as e—÷0we will then let 6—÷0.
Consider,first, the contributionfrom the region where a’

0(s1,~2) >62. In this region, a’ is bounded
away from zero, so A~”(x1,x2) convergesuniformly on compactsetsto a smoothfunctionA(x1,x2)
and derivatives of Ar”’ convergeuniformly to the correspondingderivatives of A. Clearly, A(x1,x2)
must be isometry invariant. However, since there exist isometries which simultaneously bring x1 andx2
arbitrarily close to .~, we have [cf. eq. (B.31) above],

A(U1,s1U2,s2)=A(0,s10,s2). (B.48)

Hence,we obtain,

iIA/oU2=0. (B.49)

Thus, the contribution to A(x1,F2) from the integral over the region a’0(s1, s2)> 62 vanishes.
To evaluatethe contributionfrom the region o-(s1, s2)~ 62, weintegrateby partsover U2 to flip the

1J2-derivative back to 02. Since H” is continuous and the logarithmically singular term in Ar”’
approachesanintegrablefunction as e—*0, it is easilyseenthat the contributionsfrom thesetermswill
vanishwhenwe takethe limit as 6—*0. Thus,only the mostsingularterm,eq. (B.36), cancontributeto
A(x1,F2). Wecan evaluate this contribution by referring to our calculations above, now setting V~= 0.
Again, we perform the integration by parts suggested by eq. (B.42). The contribution from the
resulting p2-integral of ln[p~ — ic(U1 — U2)] will vanish as 8 —÷0,so only the boundary terms can
contribute. However, the U2-integral of the boundary term from p2 = 6 also vanishes (when s—*0) upon
integration by parts in U2 on account of the isometry invariance of all the geometricalquantities.Thus,
we are left only with the contribution from the boundaryterm atp2 = 0. By eq. (B.43) and the remarks
below eq. (B.46), this term is,

“

2,r

2 f dU
2J dO2-~~-ln[ie(U1—U2—is)]

(2ir) —“ 0 2

=~_fdU2~-~-ln(U1_U2—ic) (B.50)

Thus,we obtain,

A(xi,F2)=iirn~_JdU2 ~-ln(U1— U2—ic). (B.51)

By eq. (B.28), it follows that, for all 01, 02 CS,,,
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A(01,02)=— f A(xi,F2)VaOi(xi)dSa(xi)

= — ~—j~dU1 d2s~(2)g(s)(limJ dU2 ~-~ln(U1 — U2 _i~))~

= — dU1 d
2s ~(2)g(s) ~-~j-(limf dU

2 ~-~Jln(U1 — U2_ie)). (B.52)

Written in this manner, it is clear that the right side of eq. (B.52) is well defined. Finally, we can appeal
once again to lemma B.2 to justify interchanging the limit as s —*0 with the integrationsover U1 ands,
andwe can integrateby partswith respectto both U1 andU2. We therebyobtainas our final result the
symmetricalexpressionquotedin section4,

1 f01(U s)0(U,s)
A(01, 02) = — — lim 1’ 2 ~2 2 ~(2)g(s)d2s dU

1 dU2. (B.53)
IT e—.0 (U1 — U2 —Ic) -

We remark that this may be written in “unsmeared form” as in eq. (1.1).

Appendix C. Index of notation

For the convenienceof the reader,we collect here some of the principal symbolswhich occur
frequently throughoutthe paper.We give the section in which they are definedand in parentheses,
wherepossible,the equation,proposition,or figure which is most relevantto their definition.

sit the Weyl algebra:section3.2 [eq. (3.16) andbelow]. (In severalplaces,suchas in section3.1,s/I
also is usedto denotea general * algebra or C* algebra.)

~A’ ‘~B’ 4’ ~‘A’ ~ ~ sit~ ~ sit~’,~ various subalgebrasof .~‘: section4.
a(t) the automorphismgroupon sit correspondingto the isometriesr1: section 3.2 (eq. (3.39).
~ ~‘B Cauchysurfaceswhich include an appropriateportionof the horizon: section2 (fig. 3).
~ the domain of determinacyof the horizon: section2 [eqs.(2.31) and (2.32)].
EF the advancedminus retardedsolution of eq. (3.2) with sourceF.
~ the “future wedge” region of the horizon: section2 (fig. 1). [In some places~ also denotesa

Hilbert space;~(~‘) denotesFock space.] -
G~”~the “singular part” of a Hadamarddistribution: section3.3 (eq. (3.57).
h the one-particleHamiltonian: section3.2 (eq. (3.50).
~‘ the one-particleHilbert space:section3.2 (proposition3.1).
if,,~if~if ~, if ~, if ~, if ~ various portions of the bifurcate Killing horizon: section2 (fig. 1).
i the reflection isometry associatedwith a Killing horizon (known to exist locally in an analytic

spacetime):section2 (proposition2.4).
/ the complexconjugationon the one-particleHilbert spaceof a KMS state:section3.2 [eqs.(3.52)

and (3.53)].
K the (real) linear map from S into ~‘: section3.2 (proposition3.1).
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K the surfacegravity of the horizon: section2 (eq. 2.5).
~ the “left wedge” region of the horizon: section2 (fig. 1).
A(01, 02) the symplecticallysmearedtwo-pointdistribution: section3.2 (eq. 3.22).
A(F1, F2) the four-smearedtwo-point distribution: section3.2 (eq. (3.29).
A~””’ the (approximate)kernelof aHadamarddistribution: section3.3 (eq.3.59). (Variousquantities

relatedto A~’~aredefined in appendixB.)
At the union of ~, PP, PA, ~: section 2 [fig. 1 and eqs. (2.23) and (2.24)].
p. the bilinear form on S occurringin the definition of aquasifreestate:section3.2 [eqs.(3.23) and

(3.24)].
N a causalnormalneighborhoodof a Cauchysurface:section2 (lemma2.2).
PP the “past wedge” region of the horizon: section2 (fig. 1).
PA the “right wedge” region of the horizon: section 2 (fig. 1).
S the spaceof classicalsolutions of eq. (3.2) with initial data of compact supporton a Cauchy

surface:section3.2. (In section2, S is also used to denote a general set or surface.)
SE,S~,S,,,SB,S,,E, S~,S~,S~’,S0, S~,S~,SEvarioussubspacesof S: section4 [eqs.(4.1) and(4.2)

and precedingdiscussion].
Note: dS’~denotesthe volume elementon a spacelikeor null three-surface[seeeqs. (3.5), (4.3)].
a’(01~02) the naturalsymplecticform on S: section3.2 (eq. 3.3).
o(x, x’) the squaredgeodesicdistancex andx’: usedfrequently in section3.3 and appendixB.
.~the bifurcation two-surfaceof the horizon: section2 (fig. 1).
~(t) the one-parametergroupof symplectictransformationson S associatedwith i: section 3.2 (eq.

(3.36).
r1 the one-parametergroup of isometrieswhich generatesthe bifurcate Killing horizon: section2.
u Killing parameteron if~:section2 [aboveeq. (2.7)].
U affine parameteron if,,: section2 [aboveeq. (2.7)].
U(t) the unitary group on the one-particleHilbert spaceassociatedwith r1: section3.2 (eq. 3.41).
W(0) the elementof the Weyl algebrasit associatedwith the element0 of S: section 3.2 [seeeqs.

(3.13) and (3.14)].
cv a state on sit: section 3.2 [seeeqs. (3.19)—(3.20)].
cv,, the quasifreestateon sit associatedwith the bilinearform p.; section3.2 (eq. 3.24).
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Note added in proof

After this manuscriptwas set in type, we discoveredan error in a claim we madebelow eq. (2.30)
regardingthe well posednessof the initial value formulation on a Cauchysurface ~,, with C0” data
specifiedon if,, fl ~,,.For this problem(whosesolutionsdefine the spaceS,,), it follows from standard
theorems that there will exist a unique, smooth solution 0~to the future of if,, and a unique, smooth
solution&~1to the past of if,,. Furthermore, by construction, 0~and ~ agree on if,,. However, there
is no guarantee that, on if,,, the transverse derivatives of ~ will agree with the corresponding
transverse derivatives of 0~.Thus, the solution 0,, obtained by “merging” the solutions 0~.and0i~
will, in general, be only continuous on if,,, and need not be smooth on all of spacetime as claimed. This
meansthat, in general,S,, is not a subspace of S. Indeed, it is not difficult to show that, in Minkowski
spacetime(of dimensiongreaterthan2), no solution 0,, can be smooth. Thus, S,, and S have no
nonzero elements in common. Similar remarks, of course, apply to SB and to S0 S,, + SB.

Nevertheless, one still expects that, for any r~invariant quasifreeHadamardstate,the (differen-
tiated, unsmeared)two-pointfunction on the A horizonwill be given, in somesense,by eq. (1.1) (with
a similar formula for the B horizon). Sincethis is the keyformularesponsiblefor the resultsof section
4, and since the space S0 is relevantonly through its role in formulating theseresults,onethusexpectsit
will be possible to appropriatelyrepair our mathematicalformulationwithout any lossin the essential
content of our results. This is indeed the case, and the purpose of this note in proof is to spell out how
this repair is achieved. Weremark that probably the best way, pedagogically, to present the derivation
of our thus corrected results is to first proceed — as in the body of the paper — under the fiction that S0 is
a subspace of S, and only then to read, below, how the results may be modified to take into account
that this is not actually the case.

The basic ideabehindour repairis to showthat onecan extend(by a natural continuity property)
any stationary quasifree Hadamardstate cv,, from the Weyl algebra sit over our space of classical
solutions (S, a’) to the Weyl algebra.~ over a largersymplecticspace(S,ô~)of solutions which, while
still compactly supported on Cauchy surfaces, are no longer smooth, but only “sufficiently differenti-
able”. While ~ will still not contain all of S,,,SB,S0,we shall demonstrate that it contains “sufficiently
large” subspaces S,,,SB,S0 (=S,, + SB) of these spaces for the method of proof in section 4 to still
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imply the obvious modification of theorem 4.2. We shall further see that the significance of this
modified theorem 4.2 is essentially unchanged,and, more importantly, that it permits one to
demonstratethe uniquenesstheorem of section 5 exactly as originally stated. Furthermore, the
nonexistencetheoremsof section6 still hold exactlyas originally stated.

The main points which ensurethat everythinggoesthrough in this way are (a) that the “smeared
version” (B.53) of eq. (1.1) still holds for ~ 02 belonging to S,,,while (b) the horizon data for 5,, are
dense in the set of all C0” horizon data (which defined ouroriginal spaceS,,) in the resulting norm [i.e.,
K~on such data is dense in ~ — see eq. (4.18)]. [Onealso has the density of the resultingdataon the
right A horizon in the full energy norm Hilbert space defined by (6.42).]Finally, in arguing that S~loses
none of the “essential largeness” of S0, and, more importantly, in completing the proof that the results
of sections 5 and 6 remain valid, we shall appeal to a new argument (c) which rules out a certain type of
pathological behavior (see the discussion below) for the restriction of solutions in S (and of the
bisolution I’ of section 5) to the horizon.

In detail: Webegin by defining S to consist of solutions having the property that there exists a
smooth, spacelike Cauchy surface, ~, such that the data on ‘i~ is C~[i.e., in the notation of eq. (3.9) we
take fin C~andp in Ct]. (Thesedifferentiability conditionscould be weakened to require only that the
data is of compact Support and lies in the Sobolev space of order 4 + s for somee>0.) It follows from
standard results [19] that every 0 in S is - a C

2 solution on spacetime,and thus, in particular, the
symplectic form defined by the formula(3.3) will still makesense— we call it & — on S. Clearly S will
admit the obvious (symplectic) extension of the action Y(t) corresponding to the isometry group i~, and
the obvious (antisymplectic) extension of the action i corresponding to the discrete isometry i (when
the latter is present). Corresponding to this extension of our symplectic space we get an extensionof
our Weyl algebra .~‘ over (S,a-) to the Weyl algebrasit over (S,&). Clearly, si~’will admit the obvious
extension of the automorphism a(t) etc. Finally, we remark that one may obviously enlarge the space
S~to S~,defined to consist of solutions in S supported in the domain of determinacy ~ of the horizon,
and thus enlarge ~ to ~ etc.

Now, for a Hadamardstateon S, for all 0 in S wehave (K0
1, K02)E= A(01, 02)’ whereA is given

by the right sideof eq. (3.60).Using the typeof integrationby partsargumentdescribedin the first full
paragraphfollowing eq. (B.11) of appendix B, we can re-expressthe right side of eq. (3.60) as an
integral (over ~ X ~2) of a sum of terms each involving a product of a function of x1 and x2 which
converges to a locally integrable function times 0(x~) and 0(x2) or their derivatives of order no higher
than 2. It then follows directly that if {0~}is a sequencein S whose initial data on ~ converges in a C

5
norm to the corresponding data for ~ in S, then {K0~} is a Cauchy sequencein LW’, and, hence,
converges to a vector x in ~‘. Furthermore,it is easily seen that x is independent of the choice of { 0,~}.
Wedefine KO= x. It follows directly from this construction that for all 01~~2 in S, (k~

1,K~,)is given
by the right side of eq. (3.60), and that property (iii) of proposition (3.1) holds for (k, ~). The natural
(quasifree)extension~ of cv from .~‘ to .~‘ is thendefinedby i(W(~))= exp(—~ Ik~~).Weremark
that it will be animportantpropertyof thethusextendedStatethat theone-particleHilbert space~ has
not beenenlarged.

Our nextstepconsistsof identifying a sufficiently largeclassof elementsof 5,, (andSB) which lie in
S. By consideringa Cauchysurface~ which passesthrough the bifurcation surface.~, one seesthata
solution0,, in 5,, will clearly lie in S if its transversederivatives(i.e. its V-derivatives)up to fifth order
arecontinuousat .~. This obviously will be the casefor a solution in which the V-derivativesup to fifth
order of both ~ and 0~vanish at 2~. However, such solutions can be generated by starting with an
arbitrary solution, ~, in S,, andtakinglinearcombinationsof 0 andits Lie derivatives(upto fifth order)
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with respectto the Killing field, ~, which generates the horizon. Namely, since ~ = — K ‘V o/oVon
(whereV denotesan affine parameteron ifB)’ it follows that 4~= 0 + K~0is a solution in S,, which
has vanishing V-derivative at .~.Similarly, 02 = + ~K~01 is a solution in S,, with vanishingfirst and
second V-derivatives at .~, etc. Using the fact that we have ~ = K’U ~I9U on if,,, we obtain

01 0 + U 901c?U= ~9(U0)IiIU on if,,. Similarly, we find that on if,, we have 02 = ~o

2(U20) IoU2.

Proceedingby induction, we find that, more generally,any ~/sin S,, whose data on if,, is of the form
o”(U”g)/~U” has C” data on ~, where g is any element of C~(if,,). -

Thus, choosing n = 5, we obtain a wide class, which we shall denote by 5,,, of solutions in S,, which
lie in S. All the formulas of appendixB areeasilyseento hold for solutionsin S and, in particular, one
thushasthat the crucial eq. (B.53) holdsfor solutionsin S,, (and similarly, of course,for SB).

Clearly sii will now containsubalgebras[generatedby W(0) for 0 in the subspaces S,,,SB,S
0 etc. of

S] which deserve to be called .~‘,,, s&’~,4 etc. If one now goes through the discussion of section 4,
replacing (S,a’) by (~,&), s/I by s/I, cv by ~, (S,,,a’) by (S,,,&), etc., it is not difficult to see that
everything still goes through and leads to a proof of the correspondingly modified version of theorem
4.2. The only stepwhich is not entirely straightforwardis to showthat K~on data in S,, are dense in
~ [Here ~ is defined to be the completion of all C0” dataf on if,, in the norm ~K~f II ~ see eq.
(4.18).] This may be proven by the following argument: Wewish to prove that functions on if,, of the
form 9

5(U5g)/~U5 with g in C~(if,,)are dense in C~(if,,)in the ~ norm. To begin, we obtain a
simple necessary and sufficient condition for a C

0” function,F, on if,, to be of the form ô”’(U”g)Io U’~for
some g in C~.Define the C” function h on if,, by

h(U,s) JdU~~.JdU2 JU2dulF(UI,s). (N.1)

Clearly, we have F = 9’~hh9U”and h vanishes on ~A to the causal past of the support of F; these
properties uniquely characterize h. It follows that F = 9~hIaU” for h C C~’(if,,)if and only if for all
k< n we have

JdUk...
1~dU

2JdU1F(U1,s=0. (N.2)

Furthermore, h andits first (n — 1) U-derivatives will vanish at U = 0 [sothat h can be expressedas U~g
for g C C~(if,,)]if and only if for all k~ n we have

JdUk..JdU2JdUIF(Ul,s)=0. (N.3)

Equations (N.2) and (N.3) are the desired necessary and sufficient conditions for F to be of the form
a”(U~g)IoU” for g in C~(if,,).Givenf in C~(if,,),we can constructa one-parameterfamily of functions
FflA satisfying eqs. (N.2) and (N.3) as follows. Define F1A by

F,5(U,s) =f(U, s) — Af(AU,s),
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and for all k> 1 define FkA recursivelyby

FkA(U, s) = ~k~l)A(U, s) — AkF(k
1)A(AU, s).

Then it is easily verified that, for all A >0, FflA doesindeedsatisfyeqs. (N.2) and (N.3), andhenceis
data for a solution in S,,.But, an elementary scaling argument then shows that the l~’~norm off — F~5
goes to zero in the limit as A goes to zero. This gives a direct proof that K~S,,is densein ~
as we desired to show. A similar argument establishes that data in S~(i.e., data in S,, which is sup-
ported in if~) is dense in the energy norm given by eq. (6.42).

For the significance of the thus modified theorem 4.2 (cf. the discussion in the full paragraph
immediately prior to lemma 4.1) as well as for the uniqueness proof of section 5, it is crucial that the
“size” of S0 be “large” in the sense that, when the domain of determinacy of if,, U if8 is the entire
spacetime,thenanysolution0 in S (or 5) with the property that &(0, 0~)= 0 for all 00 in S0 must be
isometryinvariant (so that K0 is a “zero mode”). At first sight, in view of the U-derivatives appearing
in the aboveformula for the datafor solutionsin SA, it would seemthat onecould only concludethat
such a ~, when restricted to if,,, must be a fifth-order polynomial in U (with coefficients which are
functionson Z). Similarly, the restrictionof such a 0 to if8 would be a fifth-order polynomial in V.
Remarkably,however,it turnsout that the assumptionthat our spacetimeadmitsa quasifreestationary
Hadamardstaterulesout the possibility of such behaviorof 0 °~~A and ~ To prove this, let ~(t)
denote the time translationoperatoron S definedby eq. (3.36). For eacht C l~define Q(t): S—*S by

Q(t) = U [Y(t) - exp(nKt)], (N.4)

where exp(nKt) denotes the operation of multiplication by the number exp(nKt) and the product
denotes composition of these operations. Note that all of the factors in the product defining Q(t)
commute.Thekey observationneededto establishthe “largeness”of S,~is that for any 0 C S satisfying
&(0, 0~)= 0 for all 0~CS0, we have for all t E ~,

Q(t)0=0. (N.5)

Namely, as remarkedabove, the symplecticorthogonality of 0 with S,, immediately implies that its
restrictionto if,, is a fifth-order polynomial in U, and,similarly, that its restrictionto ~B is afifth-order
polynomialin V. However,since,on if,,, U” is annihilatedby [Y(t) — exp(nKt)] andsince,similarly, on
if8, V” is am~ihilatedby [Y(t) — exp(—nKt)], it follows that Q(t)0 vanisheson if,, U if8. Hence,by
Holmgren’stheorem (seesection2) we obtainthe desiredresult, Q(t)0 = 0.

We now appealto the assumptionof the existenceof a quasifree,stationary,Hadamardstate.Let
(K, ~‘) denotethe one-particleHilbert spacestructureassociatedwith this stateand apply the map
K: S—* ~ to eq. (N.5). Using eq. (3.41) we obtain

P(t)K0 = 0, (N.6)

whereP(t): ~-* ~ is given by

P(t) = [U(t) — exp(nKt)]. (N.7)
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Again, all factors in this product commute. However, since U(t) is unitary, it follows that for any t � 0
and any n ~ 0, the operator [U(t) — exp(nKt)]has vanishing kernel. Hence, in order that eq. (N.6) hold
for each t it is necessary that, for tE ]~, we have [U(t) — 1]K0 = 0 and hence

~?i(t)0=0. (N.8)

Thus 0 must be a zero mode as we desired to show. -

The proof of the uniquenesstheorem5.1 of section5 requiresonly the trivial changesof S,, to S,,,
etc.,until eq. (5.13). However,a significant modificationof the argumentis neededatthatstage.Since,
as discussed above, the restriction to if,, of elements of S,, are functionsof the form ô“(U”g) h9U”
ratherthan arbitrary elementsof C~(if,,)(and similarly for if8), eq. (5.13) together with “Lorentz
invariance” now implies only the weaker conclusion that, for x on if,, and x’ on if8, F is a fifth-degree
polynomial in UV’ [rather than being independentof U and V’ as was previously concluded in eq.
(5.16)]. Similarly, for x ~ if8 and x’ on if,,, Fis a fifth-degree polynomial in U’V. Nevertheless, by the
same reasoning as given in the above argument concerning the “size” of S0, this implies that for all II’, x
in S~,we have

(N.9)

with Q(t) defined by eq. (N.5), i.e., eq. (5.17) holds with [~T(t)— 1] replaced by Q(t). In particular, eq.
(5.19) now holds for all 0~x in SQ (ratherthan ST), where SQ is defined to be the union over t of the
images of S~underthe mapsQ(t). But, the complexifiedrangeof KSQis dense in ~C.The proof is very
similar to that of lemma5.2. If not, therewould be a y � 0 in ~ such that for all t4i E SE,

0= (y, KQ(t)~/i)= (y, P(t)K~/i)= l.P(—t)y,K~I) , (N.10)

where P(t) was defined by eq. (N.7) above. Thus, any such y must satisfy

P(t)y=0, (N.11)

and by the samereasoningas above, y must be a zero mode, in violation of the “no zero mode”
hypothesis of theorem 5.1. Thus KSQ is dense in ~‘. LemmaA.1 may now be invoked to complete the
proof of theorem 5.1 as before.

Finally, in proving the nonexistence results of section 6, one may check that all the argyrnents still go
throughusingour modified version of the resultsin section4, whereone replacesS,, by S,, etc. Only
threepointsrequirespecialattention: (i) In using eq. (4.4) to showthat onemayfind a ~ in S~,such
that (6.23)holds,oneneedsto usethenew argumentgiven aboveto rule out the possibilitythat the ~
wehavechosencould bea pure fifth-order polynomial in U on if ~,, andin V on if18 (other than a zero
mode,which is still ruled out as in the original argument).(ii) In proving theorems6.4 and 6.8, we
need to appeal to the density of K~S,,in ~ proved above. (iii) In the proof of theorem 6.7, we need
to appeal to the density of S~in energy norm proved above.


